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ABSTRACT 

SCALING UP THE OXYGENIC PHOTOGRANULE (OPG) WASTEWATER 

TREATMENT PROCESS 

 

MAY 2020 

 

JOSEPH G. GIKONYO, B.SC., UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI 

 

M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 

 

Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 

 

Directed by: Professor. Chul Park, Professor. John Tobiason 

 

 

Photogranular biomass has yet to be utilized at large scale for wastewater treatment 

despite their potential to lower energy demand due to self-aerating capacity in addition to 

better process control compared to conventional technologies. An evaluation of critical 

driving factors affecting scaling up has yet to be undertaken. The current generation of 

oxygenic photogranules under hydrostatic conditions (a deviation from orthodox 

conditions creating other granules) limit seeding of larger reactors in time and scale. In 

addition, evaluating the photosynthetic productivity of granules which exist as closely 

commingled consortia with tightly coupled production and consumption processes, has 

yet to be undertaken.  

We experimentally evaluate the alternative generation of oxygenic photogranules under 

hydrodynamic conditions. The photochemical capacity of oxygenic photogranules under 

variable light conditions was also determined. Concomitantly, we evaluate the effects of 

light intensity on the performance of reactors of varying scales and the light demand 

therewith. Finally, granular physical attributes that impact hydrodynamic behaviour and 

interaction with the bulk fluid due to agitation were assessed.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
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Oxygenic photogranules were formed only under some combinations of different 

pressures in 8 days, suggesting a ‘goldilocks zone’ of selection pressure interaction 

fostering granulation. Rapid generation of multiple granules would ease seeding of 

reactors higher volume reactors. 

OPGs phototrophic capacity was also found to increase with light intensity to a 

curvilinear maximum beyond which photoinhibition ensues. This implies the existence of 

light-limited operating conditions below maximal sunlight intensities. Photoelasticity was 

also observed for granules treated under different light stress with apparent adaptability to 

abiotic stresses. Moreover, the light dependency is influenced by reactor design and 

operation, allowing for recovery of the photosynthetic mechanism, and selecting for 

different microbial dominance. This, in turn, affects different treatment metrics in rectors 

at a different scale. No linear relationship was observed between reactor performance and 

increasing light intensity while density, porosity and permeability were found to be in the 

range of other granular biomass.  

No spontaneous granulation has been recorded in conventional wastewater basins. We 

surmise that this could be due to a mismatch of conditions suppressing potential 

granulation. Altering the magnitudes of these o could potentially result in the formation 

of granular aggregates.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

PHOTOGRANULES FOR WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

1.1 Introduction 

Treatment of water and wastewater is critical to safeguarding both public health and the 

environment. The world health organization estimates that about 2 billion people lack 

access to basic sanitation.1 In the history of civilization, wastewater has always been 

considered filthy 2 and requiring removal from human habitats buttressing a linear 

ecosystem modelled on a make-use-dispose paradigm.3 Engineering design of wastewater 

systems has therefore long been predicated on this ‘waste-centered’ approach to eliminate 

the social stigma associated with wastewater.2 The designs have continually evolved to 

tackle a range of challenges, including stringent discharge standards, limited space, 

population growth and distribution, the variability of flows, and limited financing 4 

among others.5–8 The disposal of toxic wastes and emerging contaminants notably induce 

perturbations in biological wastewater treatment, increasing process risks.7,9 Moreover, 

existing wastewater infrastructure has a large environmental footprint to support the 

separation of solids from the bulk fluid.5,10,11 The sludge generated and monitoring 

requirements also incur high disposal 12,13 and labour cost, respectively. High energy use 

in wastewater treatment, for example, aeration in activated sludge plants accounting for 

50-60% of plant energy usage, increases the operational cost.9,14  

 

The quantum leap in future wastewater treatment technology will encompass a 

perspective shift from ‘waste centered’ to ‘resource centered’ approaches,15,16 applying 

novel biological, physical, and chemical interventions in increasingly fragile 
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ecosystems.1,17 Controlling the discharge of untreated wastewater estimated at 80% of the 

global wastewater volume 18 proffers numerous opportunities in circular economies, 

including resource recovery and resource savings. For example, the use of granular 

biomass in wastewater treatment has increased in the recent past, driven by a need for 

better solid-liquid separation operations, increased functionality, better process control 

and potential energy savings.9,14 Granules are self-immobilized biofilms with spheroidal 

morphologies, dense cores and high settling velocities,11 which develop with an 

environmental selection of niche microbes characterized by symbiotic and other relations 

between keystone communities.19–21  

 

Presently, the activated sludge process is widely employed as a wastewater treatment 

intervention.22 Physically, activated sludge (AS) manifests in flocs with dimensions of 

about 50-100 µm 23 with a dominant aerobic bacteria population.24,25 This grandfather 

activated sludge process (ASP) is also characterized by poor settleability, high capital and 

operational cost.26 Granular sludges, by comparison, tend to have compact spheroidal 

particles of up to 4.5 mm in diameter.27,28 In addition to better settleability, higher 

granular biomass inventory within the reactor negates recycling requirements to decouple 

hydraulic and solid retention times as in AS basins 29–31 improving operational control 

and reducing sludge generation.32 The functional plasticity of granules allowing more 

biological functions by different microbes in their consortia, is due to diverse redox 

environments within their structure.33,34 This versatility allows for compact infrastructure, 

reducing the need for, and size of, multiple treatment and settling basins as used in 

AS.11,27 Granular sludge can reduce wastewater treatment footprints by up to 75% of 
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existing conventional AS plants.32,35 

 

Despite gaining global interest 11,36 and their process versatility,27 novel granular systems 

face challenges in commercialization.37 Granular systems can help reshape the 

wastewater treatment paradigm 38 if successfully sustained at large scale. Primarily, the 

granulation mechanism is still not well understood, creating inherent process risks.32,39 

Precise engineering of the granule formation process is thus still not possible 33,34,36 for 

process optimization. Moreover, granules disintegrate and have unpredictable 

morphologies 34 impacting process effectiveness. The development of granules does not 

result in a 100% transformation of the inoculum 35,40 while the initial reactor start-up is 

slow.32,37 Additionally, challenges of sustaining the granular system integrity beyond the 

lab scale 28,41 limit adoption at large scale. 

 

1.2 Oxygenic photogranules (OPGs’) 

Oxygenic phototrophic granular sludge consists of phototrophic and heterotrophic 

communities whose symbiotic co-existence allows for aeration-free wastewater treatment 

(WWT).28,42–44 The inherent characteristics of these ‘natural factories’, including oxygen 

generating capacity, better settleability, higher biomass yield,28 robustness and resilience, 

42 presents a pathway for sustainable WWT, reducing cost and energy, increasing 

operational effectiveness, and recovery of bioenergy. These spheroidal aggregates 

develop in the absence of aeration 28,42–45 unlike other bio-granules, such as algal bacterial 

aggregates and aerobic sludge granules (ASG).46–48  While ASG can reduce the energy 

consumption in ASP by up to 60%, 26,32 aeration free OPGs can increase the energy 
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savings. Increase in OPG sizes results in within-granule stratification, with phototrophs 

dominantly occupying the outer layer and heterotrophic and nitrifying bacteria their 

core.42–44,49 No layering of microbes is observed in smaller granules. At the same time, a 

maximum oxygen production was reported for granules of 0.5-1 mm.49 Oxygen generated 

from photosynthesis by cyanobacteria and green algae is utilized for the oxidation of 

organic matter and nitrification.45,50  

 

In OPGs, filamentous cyanobacteria are a keystone community binding a predominantly 

organic core 42 via generation of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) and 

locomotive entanglement.42,43 Cyanobacteria of genera Oscillatoria, Microcoleus 42,45 

Cyanobium and  Geitlernema 45 have been reported to dominate their structure. 

Milferstedt et al. reported that cyanobacterial populations made up 85 (±18)% of OPGs 

23rRNA sequence inventory. 42 A higher abundance (8%) of unicellular cyanobacteria 

Cyanobium has also been reported in unsuccessful OPG formation.45 In addition, 

characterization of OPG ecology has identified the presence of microalgae, Scenedesmus, 

and bacteria, Lysobacter and Sediminibacterium.42,45 Similar to activated sludge biome, 

aerobic bacteria that oxidize organics and ammonia 28,44,45 additionally colonize the OPGs 

ecosystem. Moreover, while process alterations to induce denitrification are necessary for 

ASP, these microbes can inhabit anoxic regions of large OPGs >3mm.45,49 This diverse 

ecosystem confers functional versatility to OPGs for application in wastewater treatment 

through the exchange of substrates requiring different biological transformations.33,37,51  
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1.3 Scaling up photogranular wastewater treatment 

The full realization of OPG-based wastewater treatment’s benefits can be achieved by 

proofing of technology and adoption at large scale.52–54 Mature anaerobic and aerobic 

granular technologies have been adopted in large-scale wastewater treatment 

applications.36,40 Successful photogranular reactors, on the other hand, have been reported 

in small scale lab applications.28,46,50,55 These reactors were operated as sequencing batch 

reactors (SBR) and continuous flow reactors 47 and had above 70% removal of both 

chemical oxygen demand (COD) and nutrients. While bench-scale OPG reactors have 

exhibited successful performance,28,44 pilot-scale reactors have had limited success.41 The 

failure in pilot-scale OPG reactors was characterized by decreased oxygen generation, 

loss of granular structure and community changeover to suspended algal culture. Loss of 

their cyanobacterial structural backbone could be responsible for the observed granule 

disintegration, consequent deterioration of biomass settleability and decreased treatment 

effectiveness.41  

 

The granulation process has been attributed to numerous mechanisms.27,33,34 Various 

selection pressures resulting from substrates availability, hydraulic loading, shear stress, 

symbiotic prevalence, aeration, and photon energy have all been enumerated, claimed and 

disavowed as the causes of granulation in various studies.33,56–58 It can be argued that the 

process of granulation, ubiquitous and occurring under different environments,11,59 is 

fundamentally a nature and nurture response to applied stresses in relation to each other 

and with varying degrees of interaction with the biome. The stresses, including shear,60–62 

chemical elements,46,51,62–65 and selective settling 61,66,67 in turn, induce socialism of the 
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biota which aggregate on and with existing particulate matter.33,34,68 The physical-

chemical processes of particle aggregation (organic and inorganic) have been well 

documented and relate to changes in particle-particle interactions and changes in surface 

chemistry.68–71 Motility of microbes and their entanglement, as is the case with 

filamentous cyanobacteria in OPGs,34,43,72 enhances this bio-aggregation process. 

Understanding the relative contributions of these abiotic stresses in relation to each other 

is essential to facilitate the engineering of large-scale sustainable OPG systems.  

 

Scaling up of OPG systems raises various queries, including the four addressed in the 

following chapters of this dissertation. Firstly, how can we achieve the rapid generation 

of sufficient OPG biomass to seed large reactors? Optimal seeding density has been 

reported as essential for effective OPG reactor operation 73 with a 40-60 hydrostatic 

OPGs/L of reactor volume. Various inoculum sources, incubation conditions and periods 

have been reported in generating phototrophic granules. For algal-bacterial aggregates 

reported in various studies,46–48,55,66,74–78 light intensity in the range of 40-300 µmol m-2 s-

1, aeration and mixing were provided to incubated samples of pure and mixed culture 

consortia (Table 1- 1). Multiple granular aggregates consisting of algal-bacterial 

symbiotic communities were obtained in all cases in 7 to 30 days.  

 

On the other hand, other studies28,42,43,45,50,79 have reported use of activated sludge 

inoculum to generate OPGs hydrostatically in closed vials with 150 µmol m-2 s-1 of light 

and no mixing. Each hydrostatic incubation generated a single granule per vial in 7 to 30 

days.43,44 A large-scale hydrostatic cultivation set-up would be necessary to seed high 
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volume OPG basins with a reported optimal seeding density of 40 granules per 1 L 

volume.28 The scale in area and time required for the generation of hydrostatic granular 

biomass would, therefore, hinder both initial and subsequent start-ups. Authors have also 

reported propagation of OPGs in reactor operation seeded with hydrostatic granules. 28,73 

OPGs, therefore, persist in disparate shear environments including with shear-induced 

selection pressure similar to other granules.60–62 Substrates feast and famine pressure, on 

the other hand, stem from sequencing batch operation of OPG reactors 28 and batch 

inocula in hydrostatic cultivation. Moreover, feast and famine conditions of light 

substrate arise with operational photoperiodicity and transition of granules within the 

reactor due to mixing.80 The granulation process and selection pressures promoting 

granule formation and function are ubiquitous; therefore, we hypothesize that the 

formation of seed OPGs from activated sludge inoculum should also occur directly under 

hydrodynamic conditions. 
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Table 1- 1: Literature reported light and mixing conditions for the successful cultivation 

of photogranules. Light intensity values converted using 1KLux=20PAR approximation. 

 

Study  Light Intensity used  Agitation 

Hende et al., 2014 

Godos et al., 2014 

Lee et al., 2014 

Tiron et al., 2015 

Wang et al., 2015 

Huang et al.,2015 

Tang et al., 2016 

Arcila et al., 2016 

Ahmad et al., 2017 

Stauch-White et al., 2017 

Liu et al., 2017 

Zhang et al., 2017 

Milferstedt et al., 2017 

Zhao et al., 2018 

He et al., 2018 

Kuo-Dahab et al., 2018 

100-174 µmol m-2 s-1 

10000lux (135 µmol m-2 s-1) 

120±10 µmol m-2 s-1 

235 µmol m-2 s-1 

74-15±5 µmol m-2 s-1 

1932 µmol m-2 s-1 

6000 lux (120 µmol m-2 s-1) 

200 µmol m-2 s-1 

900-1100lux (20 µmol m-2 s-1) 

10000 lux (180 µmol m-2 s-1) 

6000±200lux (120 µmol m-2 s-1) 

121±7.3 µmol m-2 s-1 

10000 lux (180 µmol m-2 s-1) 

7200 lux (144 µmol m-2 s-1) 

Sunlight (window facing south) 

160-200 µmol m-2 s-1) 

200 rpm 

300 rpm 

0.2 L/min, 250rpm 

150rpm mixing 

200rpm 

2cm/s 

0-1 L/s 

10 rpm (0.2m/s) 

0.5cm/s 

- 

0.58/1.17/1.76 cm/s 

4L/s 

- 

0.55 cm/s 

5cm/s,200 rpm 

- 

 

In large-scale systems, the use of aeration to initiate granulation would render the OPG 

bioreactors operationally similar to existing AS basins which are also exposed to natural 

light and have aeration.30 However, no record of spontaneous generation of algal-

bacterial granular biomass beyond activated sludge flocs has been reported. The 

communities within the activated sludge process are predominantly bacteria and few 

phototrophs.42,81 This can be attributed to the scale of selection pressures at play, limiting 

both significant increases in phototrophs and granular aggregation. Moreover, adding 

energy-intensive aeration, which constitutes the highest energy use for AS treatment 

plants,28,82 to the algal-bacterial process would negatively impact its sustainability. 

We likewise hypothesized that phototrophic granulation occurs within a ‘goldilocks zone’ 

due to the interaction of chemical energies (organic and nutrient loading), shear pressure, 
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and critical light energy in varying magnitudes (Figure 1- 1). These alternative methods 

for generation of OPGs that differ from published protocols 2,4,26,31,49 are examined in 

Chapter 2. The hydrodynamic cultivation can potentially enable the generation of 

multiple OPGs to seed large reactors. Optimizing the interaction of selection pressures 

can additionally facilitate the direct conversion of inocula into OPGs in large reactors 

negating seeding requirements. 

 

Figure 1- 1: Energy interaction for OPG granulation. The zone of interaction presents 

potential conditions where the interaction of different abiotic stresses promote granular 

biotic responses. 

 

Secondly, how much light is suitable for optimal OPG photosynthesis? The photogranular 

wastewater treatment process is reliant on the biological generation of oxygen.51,83,84 The 

culpable photosynthetic process is correlated to the quality and quantity of light,85–87 

which significantly impacts photochemical production. The generation of oxygen is also 

limited by the OPGs’ photosynthetic clades composition and their adaptation to light.88,89 

Light spectrum distribution (quality) depends on the light source 90,91 and phototrophs 
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have evolved different mechanisms to utilize light available in their niche optimally.92–96 

It was reported that the light spectrum fit to active photosynthetic radiation was critical to 

photo productivity.97,98 Some light sources and especially sunlight emits radiation such as 

UV that can have deleterious impacts on cyanobacteria photoactivity.99–104 Nevertheless, 

phototrophs have evolved various protection mechanisms to survive these adverse and 

variable light conditions.88,105,106 For example, Synechococcus spp. are reported to have 

adequate spectra acclimation with highly correlated photophysiological responses 

including pigment concentrations, cyclic electron flows and growth rates.98  

 

The sensitivity of microbial phototrophic productivity to light intensity (quantity) varies 

curvilinearly 87,88 with regions of light and electron transport limitation. Low light can 

limit the photosynthetic generation of oxygen, while high light can induce photodamage 

85,87,88. In scaling up the OPG wastewater treatment process, light can be supplied via 

artificial or natural sources. While artificial light sources are more amenable to controls, 

natural light varies seasonally and diurnally with an average maximum of 2000 µmol m-2 

s-1 at full sun.107–109 This high intensity has been reported to cause photoinhibition in most 

phototrophs. 87,110 From the variability of photosynthetic activity with light intensity, we 

postulate the existence of optimal light conditions for OPG phototrophic activity 

balancing photon capture and electron transport rates.80,88,111,112 This phenomenon is 

examined in Chapter 3. Determination of optimum conditions would facilitate precise 

engineering of OPG infrastructure utilizing either natural or artificial light sources.  
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Moreover, the functional versatility of OPGs due to a commingled microbial community 

results in concurrent consumption and generation of substrates (Figure 1- 2). Oxygen 

generated via photosynthesis is utilized by heterotrophic and nitrifying bacteria for the 

oxidation of organic matter and ammonia, respectively, from the bulk wastewater 

28,42,43,49 or utilized for phototrophic respiration.113 Carbon dioxide dissolved in 

wastewater or generated from organic oxidation is, in turn, utilized by the phototrophs. 

These substrates can also be transferred between the close microbial associations within 

the OPGs or into and out of the bulk fluid (Figure 1- 2).  The classical monitoring of a 

single photosynthetic marker (O2 or C) 113–115 within the bulk fluid. This approach can 

result in the erroneous estimation of curvilinear photoproduction with increasing light 

intensity. This can further compromise the design parameters of the OPG system, even 

with optimal light conditions. The photochemical capacity of OPGs was, therefore 

estimated using a modified approach. 
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Figure 1- 2: Schematic showing an OPG reactor with monitoring of wastewater 

treatment parameters. The side panel shows the transfer of various substrates into and out 

of single granule.  

 

 

Thirdly, how is light utilized in reactors of different scales? As opposed to other bio-

granules which develop in aerated upflow reactors,116,117 photo-granules require light for 

functional and structural integrity. Maintaining the microscale balance for light-based 

systems with macro flows in full-scale operation requires accelerating the co-processes of 

photosynthesis and respiration. 74 The light reliant primary process, photosynthesis, 

hinges on the effectiveness and efficiency of light utility.80 This, in turn, is dependent on 

the reactor hydrodynamic ecosystem, the concentration of phototrophs in granules,80 and 

the quality and quantity of light.95,111 This light-dependent aeration capacity impacts the 

effectiveness and capacity of wastewater treatment in OPG systems. Light provided at the 

surface of a reactor attenuates in the water column with increasing depth and turbidity.118–

120 Reactor depth varies with design size and operational volume while the turbidity 

changes with biomass growth, particle sizes, and influent particle concentration.120,121 

These factors, in addition to agitation, amend the interaction of phototrophs embedded in 

the granules with light (light exposure frequency). Moreover, high exposure frequency at 

photoinhibition irradiances can impair OPG function, while low intensity can limit the 

generation of essential oxygen. The impacts of these interrelated factors on the utility of 

light within OPG reactors is examined in Chapter 4.  

  

Finally, what are the magnitudes of OPGs physical parameters affecting their behaviour 

within the reactor ecosystem? The OPG manifestation and functional integrity are 

anchored on the presence of eukaryotic and prokaryotic phototrophs and heterotrophic 
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bacteria.28,42,43,45,122,123 In addition, their diverse microbial consortia include ciliates and 

flagellates 24 colonizing the granular biome. Critically, the system must achieve an 

equilibrium between granular growth rates (µgranules) and growth of microbes (µmicrobes) 

while phototrophic and heterotrophic biomass balance is needed for granular functional 

integrity. The growth rate of phototrophs, slower than that of aerobic heterotrophic 

bacteria,124 can limit the system scale and capacity and is also rate-limiting for growth of 

OPG sizes. Environmental stresses within the reactor can cause microbial predominance 

within the system to shift temporally and spatially.125,126 The phenotypic parameters, 

including shape, sizes, behaviour, growth and other biochemical properties of these 

microbial populations, determine the physiology of the OPGs. The environmental stresses 

such as shear also modify the resulting granular formations by attrition and aggregating 

influences.56 The hydrodynamic behaviour of granules within the reactors is contingent 

on their physical parameters influencing their interactions with bulk fluid.68,127 These 

parameters, including density, porosity and permeability, are enumerated in Chapter 5 for 

both static and reactor derived OPGs. We hypothesize that OPGs have varying densities 

and porosities based on assorted sizes. Agitation operations determine the frequency and 

duration 128–130 of granular exposure to the light zone, while resultant shear stresses 

influence the formation,60,62,65,131 the size and shape of granules.60,132 Reactor design, in 

turn, influences both the quantity and of light available as ‘light area’ and system 

capacity while its operation determines the light utility and success of OPG WWT 

operations.  
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Sustaining OPGs system at large scale can, therefore, be a conduit for a resource-centric 

wastewater treatment paradigm building upon the gains made with large scale ASG 

technology.26,27,38 This fosters adopting reuse and recycling strategies of resources in 

wastewater as opposed to disposal.3 The potential resource savings from OPG systems 

include significant energy and financial savings while reducing infrastructure 

footprint.27,38 Moreover, OPGs have been reported to have up to 3 times higher biomass 

yields (g COD/g COD) compared to activated sludge systems alluding to harnessing of 

light energy and CO2.
28 These higher yields can foster energy resource recovery via 

anaerobic digestion of biomass.44,133 The OPG systems can be engineered for enhanced 

nutrients recovery from wastewater, which can then be reapplied into the ecosystem 

closing the nutrient loop.51,80,134 The framework to achieve this is anchored on ensuring 

the adequate and sustainable generation of OPG consortia and optimizing light provision 

and utility for effective and efficient reactor function.  
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CHAPTER 2 

HYDRODYNAMIC GENERATION OF OXYGENIC 

PHOTOGRANULES 

2.1 Abstract 

Oxygenic photogranules (OPGs) are a promising biotechnology for wastewater treatment 

with self-aerating potential. The current generation of OPGs occurs under hydrostatic 

conditions in contrast to other reported bioaggregates. We investigated the cultivation of 

OPGs under hydrodynamic conditions achieving granulation in 8 days. Different 

inoculum concentrations, light intensities and shear conditions were applied for the 

granulation. Dilute samples under low-light (LL), medium-light (ML), and high-light 

(HL) conditions exhibited granulation. Low shear conditions G-11 s-1 promoted 

granulation under all light conditions with highly dilute inoculum (x4 dilution), and only 

in LL for x2 inoculum dilution. A shear rate of G-39 s-1 resulted in granulation under all 

light conditions with all dilute inocula. On the other hand, a high shear rate (G-73 s-1) did 

not result in identifiable granular assemblages other than in LL samples coupled with low 

biomass concentration (x4 dilutions). Loose aggregates were formed in ML dilute 

samples with this high shear. This disparity indicates that OPG granulation and 

associated phototrophic enrichment ensues only with favourable interaction of the various 

selection pressures applied. Moreover, granulation improved settleability of biomass, 

resulting in low settling volume indices (SVI) and increases of mean particle sizes. 

However, decreasing values of singular SVI indices were insufficient in characterizing 
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successful hydrodynamic granulation. The SVI5/SVI30 ratio was hence applied with a 

decrease and convergence of the ratio observed for granulating samples.  

 

2.2 Introduction 

Phototrophs harness solar energy to power synthesis of biomolecules constituting the 

basic production system for the biosphere.1 Phototrophic microbes are often integrated 

into different architectural assemblages in their environmental niches.2 While these 

assemblages can have deleterious environmental impacts 3 and cause infrastructure 

damage,4,5 others can be beneficially utilized for anthropogenic applications, such as 

photogranular wastewater treatment.6–9  

 

Granular sludge consists of self-immobilized microbial consortia with high density, 

compact cores, and spheroidal profiles. Each granule is effectively a ‘micro-reactor’ in 

which biochemical transformations occur. The granules’ compact structure can also 

withstand high-strength wastewater and shock loadings.10,11 These characteristics 

facilitate higher retention of biomass giving cost and space savings 12 in wastewater 

treatment operations compared to conventional activated sludge (CAS) plants.13  

 

Anaerobic granules consist of co-operative methanogenic, acetogenic, and various 

hydrolytic fermentative trophic groups.12 Aerobic granules, on the other hand, have a 

microbial consortium comprising aerobic heterotrophic bacteria and nitrifying bacteria on 

their outer layers with facultative, anaerobic bacteria in their cores.14 While the apparent 

disparity in microbial dominance between the above granules is dependent on 
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environmental niche occupied, microbial colonialization evolves along a spatial gradient, 

resulting in generic layered granular structures. These self-immobilized granular 

bioaggregates can thus be considered supraspecific homologs,15 similar in structure and 

differing only in microbial species dominance.  

 

Oxygenic photogranules (OPG) reported by different investigators 16–21 bear semblance to 

this ubiquitous granular morphology. The microbial community in the OPGs consists of 

motile filamentous cyanobacteria (MFC) and algae species dominating the phototrophic 

outer layer with light exposure while non-phototrophic bacteria dominate the inner 

core.17,19 Unlike other granules reported,22–27 OPGs have been cultivated and applied in 

reactors under light without supplemental aeration.8,17–19 Presently the protocol for the 

generation of OPGs involves inoculating activated sludge in small glass vials with light 

energy under hydrostatic conditions.17–19 The setup usually results in the generation of a 

single OPG aggregate in each vial that can subsequently be introduced into a reactor for 

wastewater treatment.8 

 

Selection pressures reported to enhance the formation of other granules 22,23,28–31 can also 

be inferred for OPGs. Hydraulic selection pressure (HSP) can be inferred from reported 

sequencing batch reactor (SBR) operation of OPG reactors, with a 10 min settling period 

8 effectively retaining only rapidly settling biomass. It has been reported that long settling 

times induced minimal HSP and hence did not promote the propagation of aerobic 

granules, while too short settling times (<3 min) resulted in washout of microbes and 

small granules hence no granulation.28 Therefore, for successful granulation, the rate of 
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removal of unsettled granules via HSP control should consider their growth rate 

(𝜇𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠) to ensure retention of juvenile granules and sufficient biomass for 

functionality. 

 

Feast and famine selection pressure is inherent in SBR operations that have a Feed-React-

Settle-Decant routine and have also been reported as necessary to granulation.32 Granular 

systems, including reported OPG reactors 8 at various scales are inevitably operated in 

this scheme.13,33,34 SBR operation results in the creation of substrate diffusion gradients 

into the granular matrix 35 with convective mass transport also distributing substrates in 

bulk fluid and into the granules through their porous structure.36–38 Furthermore, the OPG 

reactor was configured with operational cycling of dark and light periods creating feast 

and famine conditions for a ‘light-substrate’.8 For OPGs developed under hydrostatic 

batch conditions, famine conditions persisting initially in activated sludge inoculum are 

followed by a feast state due to biomass decay.17,18 In these conditions, bioaggregation, or 

compaction of activated sludge inoculum, was promoted and light-induced phototrophic 

enrichment resulted in OPG development.17–19  

 

The presence of shear in granular systems emanates from applied agitation by aeration or 

mechanical mixers and serves to suspend the biomass, distributing dissolved bulk 

substrate flux and ‘shaping’ the granules. Investigators reported that shear is essential for 

not only granular formation and shape but also sizing granules, with higher shear 

resulting in smaller and more spherical aggregates.39,40 The shear force also increases 

hydrophobicity and particle density while aiding in initiating and enhancing collision of 
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bridging particles in the fluid media.41 Agitation in OPG reactors not only has similar 

influences but also critically facilitates the interaction of the granules with the light 

source. Light supplied at the surface of reactors penetrates the fluid media and decays per 

Beer-Lamberts law.42 The turbidity and colour 43 in the reactor bulk matrix limits light 

penetration necessitating the suspension of OPG granules to ‘see’ light substrate.44 For 

cyanobacteria which form the structural backbone of OPGs,17 growth is strongly 

correlated to light intensity and weakly to carbon assimilation in a growth optimization 

strategy.45 Similar to other phototrophs, the oxygen production in the phototrophic outer 

layer of OPGs, potentially varies linearly with light intensity under low light to saturation 

46–48 with potential photoinhibition at high light intensities.49 Mixing is therefore essential 

to ensure optimal interaction of OPGs with light to sustain granular functional and 

structural integrity. 

 

The ubiquity of granulation and selection pressures promoting granule formation and 

function led to a hypothesis that the formation of seed OPGs from activated sludge 

inoculum should also occur directly under hydrodynamic conditions. The present 

protocol for the generation of seed OPG involves cultivation under hydrostatic 

conditions. Attempts to form OPGs without aeration and using only activated sludge 

under hydrodynamic conditions have not been reported. We likewise hypothesized that 

phototrophic granulation occurs within a ‘goldilocks zone’ due to the interaction of 

chemical energies (organic and nutrient loading), shear pressure, and critical light energy 

in varying magnitudes. This study aims to examine these two hypotheses by conducting 

matrices of batch experiments with varying energy flows. If successful, the formation of 
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OPGs from activated sludge under hydrodynamic conditions would be potentially a 

preferred seeding protocol to hydrostatic cultivation by reducing the time for 

photogranulation. Nevertheless, the work associated with the second hypothesis may 

explain why photogranules, and potentially other microbial granules, would still occur 

under limited sets of environmental conditions.  

 

2.3 Materials and methods 

2.3.1 Experimental set-up 

A jar test rig mixer (Phipps & Bird Model 7790-302, six paddle stirrer) was used to 

induce mixing in batch reactors. The mixer’s variable speed drives were calibrated to run 

at speeds of 20, 50 and 80 rpm for each experimental set. The paddle blade impellers 

used had an impeller diameter (d) of 5 cm, width 2.9 cm and were set at a clearance of 5 

cm from the vessel bottom. Cylindrical clear glass jars (1 L) were used for the experiment 

with an operating volume of 800 mL. Previously described methodology 50 was applied 

to determine the theoretical shear stress resulting from mixing in the batch reactors. The 

20, 50 and 80 rpm mixing speeds induced shear stresses of  0.01 N m-2 (velocity gradient, 

G: 11 s-1), 0.04 N m-2 (G: 39 s-1), and 0.07 N m-2 (G: 73 s-1), respectively. The 

experimental set was operated under different light intensities of 6.5±1, 12.7±1 and 25±1 

Klux, using 9 W LEDs (EcoSmart, daylight- 5000 K) with a luminosity of 840 Lumens, 

equivalent to photosynthetic flux densities (PPFD) of 117, 216, and 450 µmol m-2 s-1 

respectively 51. These light conditions corresponding to LL, ML, and HL, respectively, 

were provided continuously for a duration of 8 days.  
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2.3.2 Reactor seeding 

Grab samples of activated sludge were collected from a local wastewater treatment plant 

(WWTP).18 The facility employs an activated sludge system with mechanical aeration. 

The activated sludge inoculum sourced from the WWTP had a mixed liquor suspended 

solids (MLSS) concentration of 2500-3000 mg/L. An activated sludge volume of 30 L 

was collected for each batch. This volume was split into three sets which were then 

diluted with deionized water giving x4, x2 and x1 dilute inocula. The volumes were 

continuously mixed to maintain homogeneity. The batch reactors were then seeded and 

capped to reduce both evaporation and atmospheric interaction. Duplicate batch reactors 

were operated for each condition as set out in (Table 2- 1) below. 

Table 2- 1:Experimental set-up with combinations of different conditions utilized for 

hydrodynamic OPG cultivation. 

Mixing/Light 

intensity 

20 rpm (0.01 N m-2) 50 rpm (0.04 N m-2) 80 rpm (0.07 N m-2) 

6.4 Klux (LL) 

(117 µmol m-2 s-1) 

x4, x2, and x1 dilution 

in duplicates 

x4, x2, and x1 dilution 

in duplicates 

x4, x2, and x1 dilution 

in duplicates 

12.7 Klux (ML) 

(216 µmol m-2 s-1) 

x4, x2, and x1 dilution 

in duplicates 

x4, x2, and x1 dilution 

in duplicates 

x4, x2, and x1 dilution 

in duplicates 

25 Klux (HL) 

(450 µmol m-2 s-1) 

x4, x2, and x1 dilution 

in duplicates 

x4, x2, and x1 dilution 

in duplicates 

x4, x2, and x1 dilution 

in duplicates 
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2.3.3 Analytical methods 

Total and volatile suspended solids (TSS, VSS) were quantified following standard 

methods  (2540D).52 The characterization of chlorophylls’ a, b, c pigments in the reactors 

biomass followed Standard Methods 10200H.52 Soluble fractions obtained as 0.45 μm 

filtrate were used to determine chemical oxygen demand (COD) according to standard 

methods (5220D).52 The sludge volume index (SVI) was determined following standard 

methods (2710D) 52 at 5 min (SVI5) and 30 min (SVI30) settling time. The dissolved 

oxygen (DO) and pH of the samples were measured using a portable DO meter (Extech 

407510A) and a benchtop pH meter (Corning 320). The light intensity was measured 

using a Li-Cor L-193S spherical underwater sensor (LI-Cor science) 53 for baseline 

ambient illumination and an EasyViewTM 30 light meter (Extech instruments) to calibrate 

reactor surface illumination.  

2.3.4 Microscopy 

We periodically collected samples (5 mL) in Petri dishes and obtained high-resolution 

images for image analysis. Image pro®v10 software (MEDIA CYBERNETICS) was 

utilized to characterize the images for particle sizes and number. A Weibull distribution 

was used to describe the particle size distribution.54 Additionally, we collected samples 

for light microscopy (EVOS FL Color AMEFC-4300), which was conducted using bright 

field and epifluorescence (RFP light cube-532 excitation/590 Emission) to characterize 

changing morphology and microbial composition.55–57 Potential cyanobacterial 

enrichment expected with OPG granulation results in yellow-orange fluorescence 58 due 

to their phycoerythrin pigment. 
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2.3.5 Statistical analysis 

Minitab (Minitab v.17) and Excel (2010) software were applied for all statistical analysis, 

including particle size derivation of mean and median (D50) measures. The significance 

of the results was determined at the 0.05 probability level (P < 0.05). A metric, SVI 

5/SVI 30 ratio, was used to describe temporal settleability 59 of samples. A general linear 

model (least squares) was fit to the SVI ratio data for days 6 and 8 of the cultivation and 

subjected to ANOVA OriginPro (OriginLab v.2020) analysis of means and variances. 

Pearson correlation was used to evaluate the correlation between variables.  

 

2.4 Results  

2.4.1 Evolution of particle sizes  

An increase of the consortia particle concentration around the mean sizes was observed 

under all conditions with 20 rpm agitation (Table 2- 2). The mean particle sizes for x4 

and x2 dilution sets changed from an average of 0.08 mm (±0.001) and 0.06 mm (±0.006) 

both to 0.15 mm (±0.004), while the mean size of x1 sets increased from an average of 

0.06 mm (±0.006) to 0.11 mm (±0.004). This increase in mean particle size was also 

accompanied by positively skewed distributions (Figure 2- 1-a,b,c). Initial sludge flocs 

for the 20 rpm set had median diameter (d50) of 0.15 mm (±0.003), which increased to a 

median size of 0.22 mm (±0.009), 0.20 mm (±0.02), and 0.19 mm (±0.007) for x4, x2, x1 

dilution sets, respectively (Table 2- 2).  
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For 50 rpm sets, the mean particle size exhibited decreases for x4 and x1 inoculum 

dilutions and an increase for the x2 dilution samples. The mean particle size decreased 

from 0.16 mm (±0.019) to an average mean size of 0.14  mm (±0.019) (Table 2- 2) for 

the x4 dilution sets.  The mean particle size for x2 dilutions increased from 0.13 mm (± 

0.008) to 0.15 mm (±0.008), while those of undiluted samples (x1 dilution) decreased 

from 0.11 mm (±0.006) to a mean size of 0.10 mm (±0.01) (Table 2- 2).  The mean 

particle size was observed to shift towards smaller sizes for the 50 rpm ensemble (Figure 

2- 1-[d,e,f]). The median size for the 50 rpm ensemble also decreased from an average d50 

of 0.23 mm (±0.014) on day 0 to 0.20 mm (±0.019), 0.22 mm (±0.008) and 0.18 mm 

(±0.008) for the x4, x2 and x1 dilutions under all light conditions respectively (Table 2- 

2). The decrease in mean and median particle sizes suggests shear-induced particle 

attrition.60 
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Table 2- 2: Statistical summary of particle size distribution characteristics from 

hydrodynamic OPG batches. Duplicate experimental sets with the standard deviation of 

ensemble indicated and all dimensions in mm.  

Mixing (rpm) Dilution factor   N Mean (mm) 

Standard 

Deviation Mode (mm) 

Median 

(D50) 

(mm) 

20 

4 

Day 0 2727 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.16 

Day 8 (6.4 KLux) 2134 0.15 0.13 0.04 0.22 

Day 8 (12.7 KLux) 6502 0.14 0.13 0.04 0.22 

Day 8 (25 KLux) 2132 0.16 0.16 0.04 0.23 

             

2 

Day 0 59 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.15 

Day 8 (6.4 KLux) 2820 0.13 0.13 0.05 0.19 

Day 8 (12.7 KLux) 3996 0.18 0.23 0.05 0.22 

Day 8 (25 KLux) 2820 0.14 0.14 0.05 0.20 

             

1 

Day 0 19 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.15 

Day 8 (6.4 KLux) 723 0.11 0.08 0.04 0.18 

Day 8 (12.7 KLux) 859 0.13 0.11 0.05 0.20 

Day 8 (25 KLux) 1255 0.12 0.10 0.05 0.20 

50 

             

4 

Day 0 2446 0.16 0.14 0.06 0.24 

Day 8 (6.4 KLux) 9032 0.11 0.09 0.04 0.19 

Day 8 (12.7 KLux) 8779 0.15 0.14 0.04 0.19 

Day 8 (25 KLux) 9183 0.15 0.11 0.04 0.23 

             

2 

Day 0 296 0.13 0.08 0.06 0.24 

Day 8 (6.4 KLux) 8779 0.15 0.14 0.04 0.22 

Day 8 (12.7 KLux) 7310 0.16 0.15 0.04 0.23 

Day 8 (25 KLux) 9161 0.14 0.14 0.04 0.21 

             

1 

Day 0 42 0.11 0.06 0.06 0.21 

Day 8 (6.4 KLux) 102 0.11 0.08 0.04 0.19 

Day 8 (12.7 KLux) 37 0.09 0.08 0.05 0.17 

Day 8 (25 KLux) 172 0.10 0.08 0.04 0.18 

80 

             

4 

Day 0 285 0.12 0.05 0.06 0.24 

Day 8 (6.4 KLux) 4096 0.13 0.11 0.04 0.20 

Day 8 (12.7 KLux) 5125 0.14 0.12 0.04 0.21 

Day 8 (25 KLux) 1303 0.09 0.08 0.04 0.17 

             

2 

Day 0 285 0.12 0.05 0.06 0.22 

Day 8 (6.4 KLux) 1899 0.11 0.10 0.04 0.18 

Day 8 (12.7 KLux) 322 0.09 0.07 0.04 0.18 

Day 8 (25 KLux) 170 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.18 

             

1 

Day 0 42 0.11 0.06 0.06 0.21 

Day 8 (6.4 KLux) 185 0.10 0.07 0.04 0.18 

Day 8 (12.7 KLux) 26 0.07 0.04 0.04 0.17 

Day 8 (25 KLux) 17 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.16 
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The 80 rpm ensemble had an average initial mean particle size of 0.12 mm (± 0.002). 

This mean was conserved at 0.12 mm (±0.026) for x4 dilution while decreasing to an 

average 0.10 mm (± 0.008) and 0.08 mm (± 0.018) for x2 and x1 dilutions, respectively 

(Table 2- 2). The median particle size for the 80 rpm set on day 0 was, on average, 0.22 

mm (±0.017). This decreased to an average d50 of 0.19 mm (±0.020) for x4 dilutions, 0.18 

mm (±0.003) for x2 dilution and 0.17 mm (± 0.007) for x1 dilution. Compared to day 0 

samples, most 80 rpm sets experienced a shift towards smaller particle size distribution 

(Figure 2- 1-[g,h,i]). 

 

Shear has been widely documented as an essential driver 28–30,60 for bio-aggregation and 

formation of granules due to resultant particle-particle interactions.40 Shear stress can 

result in both particle adherence and disintegration and is responsible for granular 

smoothing via abrasion similar to that experienced by sediments in benthal zones.40  

The overall decrease in both mean and median size for the 50 rpm and 80 rpm ensemble 

can be attributed to particle breakage and detachment resulting from higher mixing 

induced particle-particle collisions.40,60 However, the positive skews observed in some 50 

and 80 rpm sets (Figure 2- 1-[d, i]) indicate an increase in the concentration of larger 

particle sizes. This increase and observed OPGs in 50 rpm and 80 rpm (6.4 KLux, x4 

dilution) samples, suggests a microbially driven aggregation withstanding the shear 

limitations,62,63 hence the smaller size decrease compared to x2 and x1 dilution sets from 

day 0 mean size (Table 2- 2). 
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(a) (b) (c) 

  

(d) (e) (f) 

  

(g) (h) (i) 

Figure 2- 1: Particle size distribution (Weibull distribution) showing the relative 

frequency of number of particles of each size to total number of particles within the 

sample (n>235)  (a),(b),(c) 20 RPM  (d),(e),(f) 50 RPM  (g),(h),(i) 80 RPM. 
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2.4.2 Settleability  

Aggregation of inorganic and organic particles altering the physical properties of solid 

flocs fosters their separation from the water via Stokesian settling mechanics.64 

Bioaggregation results in higher settling velocities (zone or hindered) compared to that of 

discrete particles. The ease of solids separation in wastewater treatment, as measured by 

the sludge volume index (SVI), is often used as an operational signal on the effectiveness 

of a treatment process.65–68 SVI is expressed as the volume occupied by the mass of 

settled biomass, for example, in 5 minutes (SVI5) or 30 minutes (SVI30). Low SVI 

values characterize rapidly settling solids. Well settled activated sludge systems have 

SVI30 values of roughly 150 mL/g and higher values are indicative of bulking sludge.69–

72 The undiluted initial activated sludge inoculum for all experimental sets had an average 

SVI5 of 221 mL/g (Figure 2- 2) and an SVI30 of 219 mL/g (Figure 2- 3).  

 

OPGs have a reported average SVI30 of 53 mL/g,8 while aerobic granules have a 

reported average SVI5 of 88 mL/g 73–75 and algal bacterial granules an average SVI5 of 

47.5 mL/g.22 Initial SVI5 values for the sludge inoculum were on average 798 mL/g and 

432 mL/g and SVI30 values of 235 mL/g and 246 mL/g for x4 and x2 dilutions, 

respectively (Figure 2- 2, Figure 2- 3). The increase of SVI5 with dilution suggests poor 

settleability reflecting the relative difference of solids concentration in the initial samples 

after dilution. Dilution-induced reduction in inter-particle interaction diminishes 

flocculant (Type II) and hindered (Type III) settling effects of activated sludge.36 A 

decline in both SVI5 (Figure 2- 2) and SVI30 (Figure 2- 3) indices were observed for 

dilute inoculum sets under most mixing and light conditions over the experimental period. 
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The SVIs for x4 dilution (6.4 KLux) under all mixing conditions decreased to <100 ml/g 

comparable to values reported for other granule aggregates. This result suggests the 

progression of granulation within the reactors under these conditions. In contrast, the 

SVI5 of undiluted samples changed marginally over the same period (Figure 2- 2). 

Moreover, the SVI30s of undiluted sets also decreased (Figure 2- 3) other than in 20 rpm- 

6.4 Klux and 12.7 Klux samples (Figure 2- 3-a). While low SVIs are surrogates for 

aggregation, this later result alludes to the incongruity of using a single SVI index to 

predict the success of granulation. 
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Figure 2- 2: SVI 5 ( mL/g) values for a) 20 rpm b) 50 rpm c) 80 rpm over the 

experimental period from day 0 to day 8. Different vertical scales used to reflect the 

disparity of SVI5 magnitudes. Error bars represent the standard error of duplicate 

averages for each condition. 
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Figure 2- 3: SVI 30 ( mL/g) values for a) 20 rpm b) 50 rpm c) 80 rpm over the 

experimental period from day 0 to day 8. Different vertical scales used to reflect the 

disparity of SVI30 magnitudes. Error bars represent the standard error of duplicate 

averages for each condition. 
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A temporal increase in settling velocities translates to both decrease and convergence of 

the ratio of SVI 5/SVI 30.59 We hence applied this ratio as a characteristic metric for 

granulation. The SVI5/SVI30 ratio decreased for x4 dilution samples under all mixing 

and light conditions (Figure 2- 4), with 50 rpm sets having the highest decrease (70%) 

between days 0 and 8 (Figure 2- 4-b) alluding to improved settleability consistent with 

granulation (Figure 2- 5-b). This decrease in 50 rpm sets corresponds to low terminal 

SVI5 of 49 mL/g, 96 mL/g, and 48 mL/g for 6.4 KLux, 12.7 KLux and 25 KLux, 

respectively, a strong indication of granulation (Figure 2- 2 -b).  An increase in the 

SVI5/SVI30 ratio for x2 dilution samples under all light conditions for 20 rpm sets was 

observed, suggesting deteriorating settleability (Figure 2- 4-a) and no granules formed 

(Figure 2- 5-a). In contrast, the SVI5/SVI30 ratio for x2 dilution sets with 50 rpm and 80 

rpm decreased by day 8 after an initial increase other than in 80 rpm (25 KLux) sample 

which levelled off (Figure 2- 4-b,c). This trend suggests potential bio aggregation (Figure 

2- 5-[b, c]) after an initial acclimation period to shear stress. Undiluted sets under 

different light and mixing conditions had increasing or unchanging SVI5/SVI30 over the 

batch period, indicating no sign of improved settleability (Figure 2- 4). This trend 

contrasts with the decrease in SVI5 observed for some sets (50 rpm,x1 dilution-Figure 2- 

4-b) indicating that increased settling velocities cannot be sole proxies for successful 

granulation (Figure 2- 5). 
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Figure 2- 4: SVI5/SVI30 ratio a) 20 rpm b) 50 rpm c) 80 rpm over the experimental 

period from day 0 to day 8. Error bars represent the standard error of each averaged ratio 

for each condition. 
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Figure 2- 5: Brightfield images of grab samples on day 8 under different experimental 

conditions. Insets (Not to scale) show phycocyanin auto-fluorescence. Scale bars are 

2000µm. 
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A general linear model (GLM),76 was fit to the day 6 and day 8 SVI5/SVI30 data (Table 

2- 3) for experimental conditions. The model results indicated statistically significant 

effects (p<0.05) of the three parameters, light, mixing, and dilution, applied to the SVI 

ratio (SVI5/SVI30) with an R2 of 76% and 70% for day 6 and day 8, respectively 

suggesting interdependence in their influence on the SVI ratios. The model parameters 

also indicate a better fit on day 6 compared to day 8. The R2 (adjusted) indicates 62% 

improvement of the model due to added variables on day 6 and decreases to 52% on day 

8. However, the lower R2 (predicted) values indicate potential model overfit attributable 

to some operational conditions utilized. This result suggests that variability of the 

experimental conditions impacts the SVIs ratio metric. For example, continued 

illumination from day 6 can alter the phototrophic composition of biomass impacting the 

settleability and granulation. Some sample sets had increases in mean particle size, e.g. in 

undiluted samples under 20 rpm (Table 2- 2), without a corresponding decrease in the 

SVI5/SVI30 ratio (Figure 2- 4-a). This trend suggests that the size increase had minimal 

impact on the settleability due to the morphology of the aggregates formed. 

 

Table 2- 3: General linear model fit parameters for SVI5/SVI30 ratios.  

SVI day Std. Dev P R2 R2(adj) PRESS R2(pred) 

       Day 6 0.28 2.365E-5 76.02% 62.16% 7.46 50.96% 

Day 8 0.35 3.346E-7 69.75% 52.28% 9.93 44.49% 
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2.4.3 Phototrophic enrichment 

Granulation of hydrostatic OPGs was characterized by phototrophic development.18,19 

Similarly, we observed a color change of sludge inoculum from brown to green, implying 

phototrophic enrichment with particle size changes (Figure 2- 1) in some experimental 

sets from day 4 of the experiments. Ultimately, the observed phototrophic enrichment in 

the hydrodynamic batches occurred along with granular development in some sets 

(Figure 2- 5) and decreasing SVI5/SVI30 ratios (Figure 2- 4). Granulation was observed 

in x4 dilution samples under all mixing and light conditions except in 25 Klux 80 rpm 

sets. This granulating sets also presented a decreasing and converging SVI ratio index 

(Figure 2- 4-a) Granules were also observed in x2 dilution samples with 20 rpm (6.4 

Klux) and with 50 rpm under all irradiances (Figure 2- 5-b). The photogranules’ outer 

surface was dominated by motile filamentous cyanobacteria forming an interwoven mat-

like structure 17 (Figure 2- 6), bearing morphological similarity to OPGs cultivated under 

hydrostatic conditions.17,18   

 

Figure 2- 6: Oxygenic photogranules generated under 20 rpm mixing with 6.4 KLux and 

x4 dilution. (a) Brightfield image (BF), (b) Cyanobacterial red fluorescence protein 

(RFP) auto-fluorescence, and (c) BF and RFP superimposed image. The scale bars are 

500 µm. 
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The observed size increase (Figure 2- 1), improving SVI ratio indices (Figure 2- 4-a)  and 

granular development (Figure 2- 5, Figure 2- 6) in 20 rpm x4 dilution sets mirrored that 

reported for hydrostatic cultivation of OPGs.24 The development was characterized by an 

initial decay phase with decreasing DO  levels (Figure 2- 7-a ) followed by a stage of 

phototrophic bloom with a color change from brown to green and increase of all 

chlorophyll pigments to day 4 (Figure 2- 8-[a, b]), Figure 2- 9-a).  Thereafter, the trend of 

chlorophyll a concentration for 20 rpm and x4 dilution under all light conditions had a 

plateau phase between day 4 and 6 (Figure 2- 8-a) while both chlorophyll b and 

chlorophyll c decreased. Between days 6 and 8, an increase in both chlorophyll a and b 

concentration along with a marginal change in the chlorophyll c concentrations was 

observed. 

 

The period after day-4 was also characterized by increased DO levels, suggesting 

photosynthetic oxygenation (Figure 2- 7-a ). The other 20 rpm ensemble sets had similar 

initial chlorophyll trend (Figure 2- 8-[a,b], Figure 2- 9-a) with samples under 25 KLux 

having the highest chlorophyll a peak for each dilution cluster by day-4 (Figure 2- 8-a). A 

subsequent increase of chlorophyll a (Figure 2- 8-a) concentrations ensued between days 

4 and 6. This increase was accompanied by a  decrease of both chlorophyll b (Figure 2- 

8-b) and chlorophyll c concentrations except for 25 Klux sample concentrations which 

increased (Figure 2- 9-a). This trend was followed by an increase in chlorophyll pigments 

concentration after cultivation day 6 to the end of the experiment (Figure 2- 8-[a,b], 

Figure 2- 9-a). Correlation coefficients for chlorophyll trends were r=0.77 and 0.46 
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between chlorophylls a and b and chlorophyll a and c, respectively. Chlorophyll b and c 

had a correlation coefficient of r=0.62. 

 

 

Figure 2- 7: Plots of dissolved oxygen concentrations (mg/l) under a) 20 rpm, b) 50 rpm, 

c) 80 rpm mixing. Error bars show the standard error of averaged duplicate readings. 
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                                  (a) (b) 

  

                                 (c) (d)  

       

                                    (e) (f) 

Figure 2- 8: Chlorophyll a and Chlorophyll b concentrations (a) and (b) 20 rpm (c) and 

(d) 50 rpm (e) and (f) 80 rpm. The (Solid─) lines represent samples under 6.4 KLux, 

(Dashed ‐‐‐) lines 12.7 Klux, and (Dotted……) lines 25 KLux irradiances. The symbol 

(○) represents x4 dilution, (Δ) x2 dilution, and (◊) x1 dilution sets.  
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Figure 2- 9: Chlorophyll c concentrations with mgChl-b/gVSS. (a) 20 rpm (b) 50 rpm (c) 

80 rpm. (Solid─) lines are 6.4 Klux samples, (Dashed ‐‐‐) lines are 12.7 Klux samples 

and (Dotted……) lines are 25 Klux samples. (○) represents x4 dilution, (Δ) x2 Dilution, 

and (◊) x1 Dilution sets. 
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For sets under 50 rpm agitation, a general increase in chlorophyll a concentration (Figure 

2- 8-c) was accompanied by marginal changes in both chlorophyll b (Figure 2- 8-d), and 

chlorophyll c (Figure 2- 9-b) concentrations by day 4. Only x4 dilution sets under 12.7 

and 25 Klux, followed a DO troughing trend to day 4 (Figure 2- 7) with persistent DO 

increase observed it the other 50 rpm sets. The chlorophyll a pigment concentration 

(Figure 2- 8-c) increased beyond day 4 to the end of the experiment. The chlorophyll a 

pigment concentration increased with dilution from x1 to x4 up to day 6 in all inoculum 

concentrations. This increase can be ascribed to elevated light energy interactions per 

particle concentration from higher agitation. Similarly, chlorophyll b concentrations 

increased after day 4 other than in 6.4 KLux (x1) sets (Figure 2- 8-d). The chlorophyll c 

concentrations for most sets decreased to day 4, increased to day 6, and remained 

constant upto day 8. The chlorophyll c concentrations for x4 dilution (6.4 KLux,12.7 

KLux) sets decreased to day 8 (Figure 2- 9-b). The chlorophyll a trend had a positive 

correlation (r=0.64) with chlorophyll b and was negatively correlated to chlorophyll c (r= 

-0.11) in the 50 rpm sets.  

 

The 50 rpm chlorophyll a and b concentration trends were positively correlated (r=0.94 

and 0.35, respectively) with those of 20 rpm sets. A strongly negative correlation (r= -

0.74) of chlorophyll c trends, was observed between the two mixing ensembles. In 

contrast to 20 rpm sets, the phototrophic enrichment in 50 rpm ensemble occurred in 

tandem with a decrease in the median and mean particle sizes for x4 and x1 dilutions 

(Table 2- 2). Under the 80 rpm sets, an increase of chlorophyll a pigment concentration 

(Figure 2- 8-e) was observed over the experimental period. Samples under 12.7 KLux (x4 
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dilution) had increasing chlorophyll c concentration (Figure 2- 9-c), while other 

chlorophyll b and c pigment concentrations remained relatively constant by day 4. An 

increase in chlorophyll b and c pigment concentrations occurred beyond day 4 to the end 

of the experiment. Sets with x4 dilution had the highest chlorophyll a peak for all 

irradiances, congruent to increase or marginal decrease of mean particle sizes (Table 2- 2) 

and low SVI5 indices (Figure 2- 2-c).  

 

For the 80 rpm ensemble, trends in chlorophyll a concentration were strongly correlated 

to that of both the chlorophyll b and c, accessory pigments associated with eukaryotic 

phototrophs 77–79 with an average r=0.97. Chlorophyll b and c had a slightly lower 

correlation with r=0.91. The correlation coefficients of 80 rpm chlorophyll a 

concentration trends were r= 0.93 and 0.89 with 20 rpm and 50 rpm ensembles, 

respectively. Lower correlations were also observed for chlorophyll b (r=0.53,0.76) and 

(r=0.1,-0.07) chlorophyll c between 80-20 rpm and 80-50 rpm, respectively. The positive 

correlation is consistent with observed overall phototrophic enrichment in all ensembles 

(Figure 2- 8, Figure 2- 9). The low and negative correlations for chlorophyll a and c 

reflect environmental influences on phototrophic microbial selection.77,79 

 

An increase in the chlorophyll a/b ratio coupled with a decrease in the chlorophyll b and 

c concentration would suggest cyanobacterial enrichment.18 Conversely, a decrease in 

chlorophyll a/b ratio with increasing chlorophyll b and c concentration alludes to a 

decline in phototrophic microbial communities without chlorophyll b and c pigments, 

such as cyanobacteria.79 For the 20 rpm ensemble, the ratio increased from day 0 to day 
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2, other than in x4 dilution sets, followed by a decrease to day 4, subsequently increasing 

by day-6 (Figure 2- 10-a). The ensemble average peak chlorophyll a/b ratio on day 6 was 

5.2 (±1.8) which is higher than the reported  2.2 average for algae.18  

 

On the other hand, the chlorophyll a/b ratio under 50 rpm (Figure 2- 10-b) increased to 

day 4 for the entire ensemble. A concurrent decrease in chlorophyll c pigments (Figure 2- 

9-b) suggest a decline in phototrophic microbes with chlorophyll c light-harvesting 

pigments 80. Beyond day 4, a general decreasing trend in the chlorophyll a/b ratio for 50 

rpm sets ensued to day 6. The decrease in the ratio corresponded to increasing 

chlorophyll b and c pigments (Figure 2- 8-d, Figure 2- 9-b).  For 80 rpm sets (Figure 2- 

10-c), the chlorophyll a/b ratio increased or changed marginally for most sets to day 4, 

other than for 12.7 KLux (x4 dilution) sets whose ratio increased six-fold to 12. Further, 

chlorophyll a/b ratio of this 12.7 Klux (x4 dilution) and 25 KLux (x2 dilution) sets 

decreased to day 6, while that of other sets increased in the same period with an average 

peak of 10.2 (±3.8). The ratios of all 80 rpm sets except in x1 dilution (6.4 KLux) 

decreased to day 8 (Figure 2- 10-c). This ratio decline mirrored observed trends under 50 

rpm sets beyond day 4 (Figure 2- 10-b) but not in most 20 rpm ensemble sets (Figure 2- 

10-a). The decline can be attributed to higher light energy flow as a result of mixing, 

dilution and light intensity inducing phototrophic stress 45,49. Moreover, the better linear 

model fit on day 6 compared to day 8 (Table 2- 3) is potentially due to the influence of 

algae enrichment seen with the decrease of chlorophyll a/b along with an increase in 

chlorophyll b (Figure 2- 10, Figure 2- 8) affecting settleability in all sets. 
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Figure 2- 10: Chlorophyll a/b ratios (a) 20 rpm (b) 50 rpm (c) 80 rpm.  Different x-axis 

scales used due to substantially different chlorophyll a/b ranges among the mixing speed. 

(Solid─) lines are 6.4 KLux irradiance samples, (Dashed ‐‐‐) lines are 12.7 KLux samples 

and (Dotted……) lines are 25 KLux samples. (○) represents x4 dilution, (Δ) x2 Dilution, 

(◊) x1 Dilution sets. 
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2.5  Discussion 

Current research on granule-based wastewater treatment focuses on understanding 

granules operational and functional characteristics to improve their engineering 

application.41,59,81,82 For photogranular biomass, photosynthesis, the keystone process, 

proffers additional functional complexity due to its elasticity to variability in quantity and 

quality of light.1,26,46,83,84 The phototrophic microbes are also essential for either granular 

structure such as in algal-bacterial aggregation with aeration 22–25 or both the structure 

and function for self-aerated processes -OPG.8,17,18,21 In the latter, maintaining functional 

integrity involves balancing the photosynthetic rate generating oxygen and the microbial 

consortia respiration rates consuming oxygen for COD removal and ammonia oxidation.  

 

We examined the potential for hydrodynamic granulation of oxygenic photogranules 

(OPGs) from activated sludge inoculum. While different combinations of conditions were 

examined, the batch sets having  20 rpm and 50 rpm mixing, combined with x4 and x2 

dilute activated sludge inoculum with different light conditions tested were found to be 

amenable for rapid (less than 8 days) formation of OPGs (Figure 2- 5). The higher mixing 

speed 80 rpm (73 s-1) formed granules only with x4 dilute inoculum and 6.4 Klux light 

conditions (Figure 2- 5-b). In addition, no OPGs were observed in the undiluted inoculum 

(Figure 2- 5), which had increasing SVI ratio indices (Figure 2- 4). These variable 

experimental outputs indicate a granulation promoting confluence of diverse magnitudes 

of applied variables.  
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OPGs can hence be said to develop due to the favourable interaction of kinetic, 

biochemical, and light energies in various proportions. OPG granulation, on the one hand, 

occurs under negligible kinetic energy (i.e., hydrostatic photogranulation) 17–19 but also 

occurs in the shear ecosystem in reactors (i.e., reactor operation).8,21 This study showed 

that high agitation rates (i.e., 80 rpm) resulted in a decline of particle sizes (Figure 2- 1-

[g-i], Table 2- 2) and curtailed aggregation in contrast to the lower agitation rates (50 

rpm; 20 rpm) as seen with the increasing trend of SVI ratios (Figure 2- 4-c). However, 

when combined with low light intensity 6.4 KLux and x4 dilution, OPGs were formed at 

this high shear. The 50 rpm sets, resulted in granulation under a broader range of 

dilutions and light intensities (Figure 2- 4-b, Figure 2- 5).  

 

Agitation of OPG reactors induces shear on the fluid and particle matrices of inocula. The 

mean shear rates determined for this hydrodynamic OPGs cultivation study were 11 s-1, 

39 s-1 and 73 s-1 for the 20 rpm, 50 rpm, and 80 rpm respectively 50. Various investigators 

have reported on the importance of shear as a selection pressure for granular 

formation.31,39,60 Hydrodynamic forces distribute the mass flux within the reactor and 

initiate particle-particle interaction with induced shear sculpting the resultant three-

dimensional structure.40 Moreover, the increase in hydrophobicity induced by strong 

shear is essential for the initial cell to cell contact as it reduces the surface free Gibbs 

energy of the cells resulting in their separation from the liquid phase.31,40,75  

 

The SVI5/SVI30 ratio (Figure 2- 4) and PSD trends indicate sustained aggregation of 

biomass in the lower shear rate (20 rpm and 50 rpm) conditions compared to the high 
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shear rate 80 rpm sets (Table 2- 2). Propagation of OPGs has been reported in reactor 

operations with a calculated shear rate of 38 s-1 8 comparable to 50 rpm conditions. This 

similarity suggests an ideal shear threshold for granulation for the substrate conditions 

investigated. Low shear potentially favors the persistence of any particle interactions due 

to minimal particle attrition. Moreover, while OPGs were formed in other dilutions, no 

identifiable granules were observed in undiluted sets. Increasing solids concentration 

distorts the viscosity of the bulk fluid transforming its rheology from a Newtonian 

dominated flow into a particle-particle interaction flow suspension.87,88 In addition, 

higher solid fractions necessitate higher shear stress for solvent shearing.87 

 

High agitation in reactors, 80 rpm, resulted in a calculated eddy length scale of 117 µm 

smaller than the observed mean ensemble size of 117 µm and median particle size of 220 

µm in the inoculum (Table 2- 2). A higher viscosity in undiluted samples results in higher 

shear stress on particles if eddy length scales are equal to or smaller than sizes of biomass 

62 decreasing particle sizes. In addition, enhanced particle collisions and dissipation of 

kinetic energy limited the aggregation in this ensemble and decreased the bulk consortia 

size.60 The granulation under 80 rpm mixing can be attributed to the ecology resistance to 

dominant particle interactions and shear stress,62 especially with dilution (Figure 2- 5). 

An eddy length of 160 µm was determined for 50 rpm samples with a mean inoculum 

particle size of 132 µm and a median of 220 µm. On the other hand, the 20 rpm set had 

an eddy length scale 89 of 296 µm compared to the inoculum mean size of 72 µm and 

median 153 µm (Table 2- 2). The higher length scales of shear energy dissipation 
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compared to mean sizes and a reduced particle-particle collision could explain the 

observed persistent aggregation in the 20-50 rpm ensembles (Figure 2- 5).  

 

Environmental microbial selection within the granular ecosystem is also dependent on the 

magnitude and balance of system energy.86 Microbes have been reported to have different 

tolerance to shear due to their structure, morphology, and metabolism.62 Algae have the 

highest shear tolerance compared to both cyanobacteria and dinoflagellates,62 which may 

explain the persistence of algae under the 80 rpm agitation, with undiluted samples and 

lack of cyanobacteria. This algal persistence is seen with high chlorophyll a,b 

concentrations (Figure 2- 8-[e,f]) and decreasing chlorophyll a/b ratios (Figure 2- 10-c). 

Shear stress can lead to reduced growth rate, cell mortality, cell lysis,62,63 and can have a 

detrimental effect on carbon and nitrogen fixation in cyanobacteria.90 Fragments of 

filamentous cyanobacteria were observed in 80 rpm agitation batch set potentially due to 

shear-induced shredding of filamentous microbes limiting granulation.17,40,90 This shear 

resistance variability can explain the decrease in chlorophyll a/b ratio for both 50 rpm 

and the 80 rpm (Figure 2- 4) reactors observed after day-6 despite increasing chlorophyll 

a and b concentrations.  The decrease in any cyanobacteria populations, primarily due to 

high shear could have diminished their contribution to overall chlorophyll a 

concentration.  

 

For OPGs, the light substrate provides essential photon energy for the photosynthetic 

transformation of substrates. The motility and entanglement of filamentous cyanobacteria 

have been postulated to be responsible for OPG development.18 In the batch operation 
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adopted, light substrate utility is a function of both dilution and agitation as well as light 

intensity provided. Phototrophic enrichment had a high sensitivity to increasing light 

intensity (Figure 2- 8 to Figure 2- 10). Inoculum dilution allows for penetration of light, 

increasing light-biomass interaction compared to undiluted sets at the same mixing speed. 

The change in mean sizes had a high positive correlation to the light intensity (r>0.85) 

across all mixing speeds and dilution (r>0.92). Granulation was observed preferentially 

for the dilute sets characterized by a higher increase in both mean sizes and positive skew 

for 20 rpm agitation (Figure 2- 1-a/b). In addition, a higher mixing speed increases the 

incidence of light exposure at the same light intensity. The proportion of phototrophic 

enrichment increased with both the dilution and mixing speed (Figure 2- 8 to Figure 2- 

10). Moreover, the concurrent granulation of OPGs with this enrichment in dilute 

samples, suggest ideal magnitudes for light substrate interaction necessary to induce the 

development of OPGs.  

 

However, no OPGs were formed in high shear-light substrate conditions, e.g., 80 rpm-25 

Klux and x4 dilution (Figure 2- 5). The high energy inflow from high agitation and light 

intensity were found to favor microalgae growth (Figure 2- 8- [e,f]) due to their higher 

resistance to both shear 62 and high-intensity light.49 The lack of granulation can 

potentially be due to photoinhibition 49 and shear-induced granular limitation.62 In the 

conditions evaluated, undiluted inoculum samples did not form granules despite OPG 

granulation being observed in hydrostatic conditions with undiluted AS inoculum and 

about 10 KLux light intensity.17–19 Similarly, natural light and agitation present with 
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concentrated biomass in activated sludge aeration basins do not propagate phototrophic 

enrichment essential for OPG granules.17  

 

Feast and famine selection pressure has been reported as requisite for granulation 28–31 

with famine in the activated sludge inoculum at the start of the experiment consistent 

with operations of the AS reactors in steady state.95
 Biomass decay (Figure 2- 7) and 

resulting feast conditions support the growth of phototrophic biomass in both 

hydrodynamic and hydrostatic cultivation of OPGs.18 This sequential feast-famine 

conditions in OPG granulation also induces selection pressures for microbial aggregation 

forming granules.16,29,31  

  

Despite the different morphologies of biomass solids, both activated sludge and granular 

biomass systems employ similar inputs, namely, agitation, a wastewater stream, and a 

microbial consortium. In conventional activated sludge operations for wastewater 

treatment, no spontaneous granule formation has been reported to date. However, altered 

operational conditions have resulted in the formation of granular biomass using activated 

sludge inoculum.17–19,74,85 Moreover, similar inputs exist in other environments, such as in 

waterways, where niche colonization takes the morphology of mats and biofilms.2 Thus 

despite the prevalence of analogous conditions, the form and interactions of those 

conditions select for enhancement of different phenotypes.86 It is thus evident that both 

operational conditions and some eco-physiology response are culpable for granulation. 
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The growth of polyphosphate accumulating organisms (PAOs) has been reported to be 

due to environmental selection of phenotypic characteristics that optimize energy 

allocation within the ecosystem.86 For activated sludge, the interaction of kinetic and 

biochemical energy determines its existence as either flocs or granular biomass by 

promoting corresponding phenotypic characteristics. Filamentous bacteria, such as 

Thiothrix, also present in aerobic granules, form the structural backbones of AS flocs.96,97 

In large quantities, they can, however, cause bulking, compromising liquid-solid 

separation.70 In AGS, these filamentous microbes are integral to the resultant spherical 

structure.40,98 

 

Similarly, granulation, a ubiquitous phenomenon, occurs due to the interaction of macro 

inputs, energy, that coupled with biological responses result in the formation of granules. 

Results presented indicate the existence of multiple granulation frontiers with different 

combinations of macro energy inputs. The various ensembles of energy can be presented 

as a ‘zone of granulation interactions (Figure 2- 11). When these ‘goldilocks conditions’ 

are achieved, a bio-structural response ensues favouring spheroidal structures and 

enhancing selection of aggregating characteristics of cyanobacteria.  

 

We propose that particle-particle attachment coupled with ecological associations as 

microbes seek a survival niche 98–100 occurs at the onset of granulation. This initial 

aggregation is compounded by increasing sizes of the micro flocs due to microbial 

growth, particle adherence, and filamentous entanglement.18,40 Thereafter, microbial 

translocation and dominance in response to persisting environmental conditions seem to 
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occur in tandem with granular growth. Current approaches seek to identify discrete 

environmental conditions within this granulation enabling zone.11 This research indicates 

the existence of a wide array of ‘granulating’ conditions. A systems-based broad 

perspective, such as conditional flux-based analysis,86 can be used to identify the trade-

offs for operational conditions selecting for granulation characteristics. Further research 

is necessary to develop appropriate formalism and to identify similarities in the biological 

response of different granules morphologies.  

 

Figure 2- 11:Energy interaction for OPG granulation. The zone of interaction presents 

potential conditions where the interaction of different abiotic stresses promote granular 

biotic responses. 
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CHAPTER 3 

IN VIVO EVALUATION OF OXYGENIC PHOTOGRANULES’ 

PHOTOSYNTHETIC CAPACITY BY PULSE AMPLITUDE MODULATION 

AND PHOTOTROPHIC-IRRADIANCE CURVES 

3.1 Abstract 

The commingled microbial moiety of oxygenic photogranules (OPGs) facilitates aeration-free 

wastewater treatment. Embedded in an EPS matrix, microbial producers and consumers of oxygen 

occupying granular niches exchange substrates amongst and with the bulk fluid. An assessment of 

the OPG’s phototrophic potential or functional capacity may require combining different 

photoactivity signals. We determined the photochemical capacity of OPGs grown at different light 

intensities. High light (HL) adapted OPGs exhibited higher photosynthetic capacity using both 

photosynthetic oxygen evolution (POE) and chlorophyll fluorescence (rapid light curves-RLC) 

signals compared to low light (LL) adapted OPGs. POE rates were higher than the relative electron 

transport rates from RLCs while the correlation coefficients (κ) between the two were lower than 

reported values for pure cyanobacteria and algae cultures. These lower coefficients reflect the 

enhanced contribution from different photosynthetic clades with a variety of light-harvesting 

pigments present in OPGs. The saturation irradiances before the onset of photoinhibition were  

1000 μmol m−2 s−1 and 1200 μmol m−2 s−1 for POE evaluation and 478 μmol m−2 s−1,611μmol m−2 

s−1 for RLC with LL and HL, respectively. Moreover, HL adapted samples had higher non-

photochemical quenching rates which allude to the OPG’s photo-elastic potential. OPGs showed 

higher resilience to pH stress than temperature shocks. In an OPG reactor, the photochemical 

activity is influenced by the granular size, granular ecology, and reactor operation metrics related 

to mixing such as self-shading, light intensity, photoperiods, and reactor depth.  
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3.2 Introduction 

Light energy powers the bulk of primary production in the biosphere with phototrophs 

transforming this energy into chemical energy 1 for utility at different trophic levels. This light 

energy is harvested by a moiety of light-harvesting complexes (LHCs) comprising photoreceptors 

and associated protein complexes.2 These tetrapyrrole receptors include chlorophyll and 

phycobilisomes pigments with the latter only present in cyanobacteria 3,4 while chlorophylls are 

found in all phototrophs.2,3,5 The absorbed energy is transferred to reaction centers (II) and (I) 

protein complexes through a specialized chain of intermediary biomolecules and redox reactions to 

power carbon assimilation in the Calvin-Benson cycle.1 Phototrophic autotrophs have developed 

adaptations to variability in light quantity and quality 6–8 in their environmental niches, such as leaf 

angles in higher plants and buoyancy regulation in algae and cyanobacteria 9–11 optimizing their 

photo-interaction.  

 

For emerging granular based wastewater systems, a consortium of microbes coexists in different 

associations within the granular ecosystem.12–14 These biospheres are micro-reactors exchanging 

substrates within their matrix 14,15 and beyond their structural boundary with the bulk fluid.14 This 

exchange is a function of granular physical properties such as porosity and permeability affecting 

advective and diffusive mass transfer.16,17 These granular properties are in turn a result of the 

microbial composition, their spatial distribution in the granule morphology 18 and interactions with 

environmental stresses.19  
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Photogranules such as oxygenic photogranules (OPGs) have a phototrophic outer layer,18,20 where 

an oxygen-evolving complex in the photosystem II (PSII) undertakes photooxidation of water via 

the KOKs cycle 21,22 producing oxygen. This self-aeration property reduces the high energy 

demand and cost associated with conventional wastewater treatment.12,14,18,23 The dissolved oxygen 

can diffuse into the bulk fluid outside the granular boundary or into the granular core where 

aerobic oxidation of ammonia and organics by nitrifying and heterotrophic bacteria proliferating in 

the aerobic zone 18,24 occurs. Mature OPGs with diameters >3 mm have anaerobic or anoxic 

conditions within their stratified core.18 In this zone, denitrification occurs, converting nitrate to 

nitrogen gas.24 Similarly, nutrients and organic substrates with a concentration gradient between 

the bulk wastewater and granular environment diffuse into the granular matrix.  

 

Current practices for estimating phototrophic activity involve the use of photosynthetic irradiance 

(P-I) relations and rapid light curves (RLC).25,26 The P-I or photosynthesis response curve relates 

phototrophic activity as oxygen generated or carbon (14C) consumed in the ordinate over an 

increasing light intensity abscissa.11,26 Inherent limitations of these approaches include their low 

sensitivity to low O2 concentrations and differential uptake of 14C/12C.27 RLC, on the other hand, 

utilizes the fluorescence characteristics of chlorophyll light-harvesting complexes.28 Incident 

pulses of amplitude modulated (PAM) light results in oxidation of reduced reaction centers (RC) 

and quenching of the incident energy.29 The consumption of incident light energy in the ensuing 

photosynthetic activity constitutes photochemical quenching (qP). Fully oxidized and closed 

reaction centers reemit excess incident energy via pigment fluorescence or as heat in non-

photochemical quenching (NPQ).30,31  
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Fluorescence and non-fluorescence quenching are part of the photoprotective suite of 

mechanisms,9,31 that enable phototrophs to dissipate excess photon energy which may cause photo-

oxidative damage 32,33 or photoinhibition.31 This damage is attributed to both the formation of 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as peroxides, superoxide, singlet oxygen 34 and inhibited 

repair of D1 proteins associated with the photosystem II.35 Other photoprotective mechanisms 

include the xanthophyll cycle in algae and higher plants where reversible de-epoxidation of 

violaxanthin carotenoids results in non-photochemical quenching.36,37 In cyanobacteria forming the 

OPG’s structural matrix,20 the orange carotenoid protein performs similar anti-oxidation 

functions.38 Photoprotective mechanisms can be defined by energy-related (qE) and state transition 

(qT) quenching, while longer-lasting photodamage effects are described by photoinhibitory 

quenching (qI). 

 

The phototrophic production of both microalgal and cyanobacteria cultures has been widely 

characterized in pure and mixed cultures.39–44 However, similar characterization in OPGs and other 

photogranular biomass existing in a commingled moiety with concurrent production and 

consumption of oxygen in wastewater treatment has not been undertaken. While P-I curves 

quantify net photosynthesis, RLC indicates the gross photosynthetic activity.25,44 In the tightly 

coupled microbial environment of phototrophic granules, concurrent generation and consumption 

of carbon and oxygen within the granular matrix may impede accurate quantification using P-I 

curves. Moreover, phototrophic clades present in OPGs have different accessory light-harvesting 

pigments such as phycobilins in cyanobacteria which interfere with fluorescence emission while 

generating RLCs.44 In the present work, we explore the photochemical potential of OPGs applied 

in wastewater treatment using a modified P-I curve approach and RLC methods. This 
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characterization will inform the design of scaled-up photogranular wastewater treatment systems 

with respect to light demand while forestalling its deleterious effects. We also examine the 

fluorescence response of OPGs to different stress conditions using RLC parameters.  

 

3.3 Materials and methods 

3.3.1 Source of oxygenic photogranules (OPGs) 

A lab reactor operated in sequencing batches at a 1-day hydraulic retention time (HRT) and fed 

with wastewater from a local utility was used as a source of OPGs for experimental work. The 8 L 

lab reactor was operated under two light intensities 200 μmol m−2 s−1 (LL) (±42) and 460 µmol m-2 

s-1 (HL) (±23), respectively each for 30 days before sampling. The light was provided using 

daylight mimicking 9 W LEDs (EcoSmart, daylight- 5000 K) with a luminosity of 840 Lumens. 

The reactor operation was with sequential dark and light cycles every 3 hours and a decanting 

phase at the end of the light cycle following 10 min settling phase. Both the decanting and filling 

events were each undertaken for 5 min. 

3.3.2 Sample analysis 

Biomass characterization of total suspended (TSS) and volatile suspended (VSS) solids were 

undertaken using Standard Methods 2540D/E 45 and chlorophyll pigments extraction and 

quantification using Standard Methods 10200H.45 For phycobilin extraction, the samples were 

centrifuged at 12000 rpm for 20 min. The clear supernatant was discarded while the pellet was 

inoculated with an equal volume of 0.025M phosphate buffer at pH 7. The sample was 

homogenized for 1 min and sonicated (400 W Sonic Dismembrator 500, FISHER Scientific) for 3 
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min at 20% strength while immersed in an ice bath. Samples were then centrifuged, and the 

supernatant was analyzed spectrophotometrically (UV-Vis, Thermo scientific). The Bennett and 

Bogorad equation 46 was used to quantify phycobilins substituting 615 nm with abundant 620 nm 

peaks.47–49 

 

A volume of the sample was also filtered through both 1.5 µm and 0.45 µm filters and used for 

analysis as total COD and soluble COD  fractions respectively using Standard Methods 5220C 45. 

The 0.45 µm filtrate was also used for the analysis of soluble fractions of total dissolved nitrogen 

and dissolved organic carbon using a TN/TOC analyzer (TOC-VCPH, Shimadzu, U.S.A). 

Dissolved organic nitrogen was determined as the net of inorganic nitrogen species from the total 

nitrogen concentrations. A Metrohm 850 Professional Ion Chromatograph (IC) (Metrohm, 

Switzerland) was used to measure phosphate and dissolved inorganic nitrogen species.  

3.3.3 Photochemical response to stress 

Granules grown under HL were also collected and treated to different stress conditions including 

temperature (-200C, 230C, 500C), pH (3, 6.2, 7.6), chlorophyll deficiency and phototoxicity using 

3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea (DCMU) at concentrations of 0.1 mg/L,10 mg/L, and 100 

mg/L. For the low-temperature stress conditions, granule samples were frozen in DI water at -200C 

for 8 hours in the dark and thawed just before analysis. Similarly, the high-temperature samples 

were dark incubated in a water bath (500C) for 8 hours before analysis. To test the photochemical 

effect of pH, 0.1N HCl was used to lower the initial pH of the inoculum fluid (Wastewater-WW, 

Deionized water-DI) to target pH values. Initial pH was 7.6, and 6.2 for the two inoculate fluids, 

respectively. All samples were then dark-adapted for 8 hours before examining abiotic stress 
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effects. The chlorophyll deficiency was simulated by first extracting the chlorophyll pigments 

following the standard methods 10200H.45 Briefly, a 10 ml sample of OPGs was centrifuged and 

the supernatant discarded. The pellet was suspended in an equal volume of a magnesium-enriched 

90% acetone solution for 16 hours. The extract was discarded, and the pellet washed twice using 

the extraction solution. This pellet was then dark adapted suspended in deionized water before 

fluorescence analysis. While chlorophyll extraction eliminates light-harvesting complexes of 

phototrophs, DCMU inhibits the photosynthetic electron transport chain by blocking the primary 

electron binding site in photosystem II.50 This impairs the conversion of harvested light energy into 

chemical energy-reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) in photosystem I 

required for photosynthetic carbon reduction.51  

3.3.4 Photosynthetic oxygen evolution (POE) 

In constructing P-I (hereafter referred to as POE) curves, granules were collected from the reactors 

and sizes of 0.5 mm to 1 mm in diameter were obtained by sieve analysis. This size class has been 

reported as being the most abundant and as having the highest oxygen productivity in OPG 

reactors 18. The size sorted granules were then dark-adapted for 12 hours 28 to reduce the reaction 

centers while suspended in nutrient-limited deionized water. In a darkened room, a 1 L glass vessel 

reactor was then inoculated with the stored granules and topped up with wastewater (primary 

effluent) from the local wastewater treatment plant. The wastewater was prefiltered through 1.5 

µm glass fiber filters. An airtight rubber seal was then used to cap the reactor jar to limit 

interaction with the atmosphere. A multiparameter probe (Hanna Instruments) matted to this 

capping seal and calibrated before every test was then used to record dissolved oxygen, 

temperature, and pH data at 1 min intervals. A 3 mm diameter tubing drilled into the rubber cap 
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was used to collect analysis samples. A magnetic stirrer bar calibrated at 100 rpm was used for 

continuous mixing, and a heat sink was used to maintain the temperature between 22-24 0C. 

 

Light was provided at increasing intensities from 100 µmol m-2 s-1 to 2000 µmol m-2 s-1 (±10)  

using an LED panel (6500 K) and calibrated using a Li-Cor 193S underwater spherical sensor (LI-

COR Biosciences) at the surface of the reactor. Initial increase was by 100 µmol m-2 s-1 and 

subsequent increases by 200 µmol m-2 s-1. Bulk samples were collected at time 0 and subsequently 

at two 15 min intervals. In the intervening period between light intensities, the reactor was stored 

in a darkened enclosure for an average of 8 min. Wastewater was added to suppress dissolved 

oxygen (DO) saturation in the reactor bulk fluid and to prevent gas loss into the headspace. Net 

photosynthetic oxygen evolution was determined as the sum of differential changes in DO 

concentration, gross nitrification,52 and chemical oxygen demand (COD) removal. The oxygen 

consumption rate of 4.57 mgO2/NH3-N for the oxidation of ammonia 52–54 while a ratio of 1 

mgO2/mgCOD was used for biological oxidation of dissolved organics. However, the POE and 

RLC determinations were not conducted concurrently as commonly practised.11,25,55 

3.3.5 Fluorescence analysis 

Dark-adapted (12 hrs.) granule samples were also analyzed using an imaging pulse amplitude 

modulation (PAM) fluorometer (M-Series Maxi Version, Walz GmbH, Effeltrich, Germany). 

Analysis of light induction (Kautsky effect) 25 was followed by rapid light curve measurements for 

each defined area of interest approximating the granule size.  A sample size of n>30 zones was 

defined for each test. For light induction measurements, the duration of the light pulses was set to 

415 s, with a 40 s interval, while intensity was adjusted to the setting 8 and 13, corresponding to 
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the growth irradiance of 186 μmol m−2 s−1 and 460 μmol m−2 s−1, respectively. Saturating pulses 

were set at 5000 µmol m-2 s-1. The obtained dark-adapted fluorescence (Fo) and maximal 

fluorescence (Fm) values using dark-adapted granules were utilized to determine maximal PSII 

quantum yield as,25 𝐹𝑣 𝐹𝑚⁄ = (𝐹𝑚 − 𝐹𝑜) 𝐹𝑚⁄ . The variable fluorescence (Fv), is the difference 

between Fm and Fo. 

 

Rapid light curves characterizing the electron transport rate (ETR) were developed via a stepwise 

increase of saturating pulses from 0 to 1250 μmol m−2 s−1. The effective quantum yield (фPSII) 

evaluated over increasing irradiances was defined as  𝜙𝑃𝑆𝐼𝐼 = (𝐹𝑚′ − 𝐹𝑜′) 𝐹𝑚′⁄  using light 

adapted granules,25,44 The relative electron transport rate (rETR), approximating the electron flow 

in the photosynthetic reaction chain, was determined by eliminating the absorptance and assumed 

transmittance fractions of absorbed quanta to PSII from the ETR determination (Eq.1) where PAR 

is the incident irradiance. This fraction reported for Chlorophyta as 0.5 and Rhodophytes as 0.15 is 

variable for the mixed clades present in OPGs.55   

              𝒓𝑬𝑻𝑹 = 𝝓𝑷𝑺𝑰𝑰 ∗ 𝑷𝑨𝑹      (Eq 3- 1) 

3.3.6 Quenching analysis 

Actinic light (AL) equivalent to growth irradiances of 186 µmol m-2 s-1 and 460 µmol m-2 s-1 were 

used to illuminate the sample and modulated measuring light (ML) used to determine fluorescence 

induction parameters with rapidly changing light conditions. Photochemical quenching (qP) which 

measures the overall reaction center (RC) openness 56 was determined as (Eq.2), 

                    𝒒𝑷 = (𝑭𝒎′ − 𝑭)/(𝑭𝒎′ − 𝑭𝒐′)      (Eq 3- 2) 
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Where Fm’ is the light-adapted maximum fluorescence obtained at saturation of reaction centers, F 

is the average fluorescence at a steady rate, Fo’ is the light-adapted fluorescence intensity 

estimated from Fm’ measurements.57 The coefficient of non-photochemical quenching (qN) 

describing quenching mechanisms not related to photochemistry was also evaluated (Eq.3).25 A 

Stern-Volmer coefficient of non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) which is independent of Fo’ and 

has a higher sensitivity to energy quenching within the antennae matrix 11,25 was also determined 

(Eq.4).   

             𝐪𝐍 = (𝐅𝐦 − 𝐅𝐦′)/(𝐅𝐦 − 𝐅𝐨′)      (Eq 3- 3)    

                                 

                   𝑵𝑷𝑸 = (𝑭𝒎 − 𝑭𝒎′)/(𝑭𝒎′′)       (Eq 3- 4)  

3.3.7 Curve fitting 

Characteristic photosynthetic parameters were determined by fitting the RLC to a curve. The Platt 

58 empirical estimation describing photosynthesis as a single continuous function of incident light 

was used 25. The function covers both the initial increasing photosynthetic rates and the 

diminishing rate due to irradiance driven photoinhibition.31,59 Adjusted rETR data was exported 

into origin Pro (v.2020) and processed using the non-linear curve fit function. A double decay 

exponential function was fitted onto the data using an orthogonal distance regression algorithm (Eq 

3-5). 

                     𝑷 = 𝑷𝒔(𝟏 − 𝒆−(𝜶𝑬𝒅 𝑷𝒔)⁄ )𝒆−(𝜷𝑬𝒅 𝑷𝒔)⁄      (Eq 3- 5) 

 

Where P is the photosynthetic rate with Ed (μmol m−2 s−1 ) incident radiation, Ps is the light-

saturated rETR without photoinhibition, α is the initial slope of the RLC before saturation, and β 

characterizes the slope of the RLC during photoinhibition. Additionally, the relative maximum 

electron transport rate (rETRmax), and minimum saturating irradiance (Ek) were obtained using the 
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equations described by Ralph et al. 25  A regression coefficient (κ) was determined relating the 

ETR and POE linear regression in the light-limited region.11 

     𝒓𝑬𝑻𝑹𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝑷𝒔(𝜶 [𝜶 + 𝜷])⁄  (𝜷/[𝜶 + 𝜷])𝜷/𝜶           (Eq 3- 6)  

   

        𝑬𝒌 = 𝑬𝑻𝑹𝒎𝒂𝒙/𝜶               (Eq 3- 7)   

 

A Freundlich regression model in the form y = Ed X
b was fit on non-photochemical quenching 

coefficients (qN, NPQ) while an exponential decay function (qP = A e(-b. Ed)) was applied to 

photochemical quenching. The regression analysis was run over 100 iterations to convergence. 

  

3.4  Results  

3.4.1 Photosynthetic oxygen evolution (POE) characterization 

The average net concentrations of total nitrogen (TN) were 30 (±2.8) and 34 (±10.2) mg/L in LL 

and HL sample experiments, respectively. Inorganic nitrogen species had net concentrations of 29 

(±2.6) and 17 (±4.2) mg/L for the two POE experiments. This suggests that N in the LL set was 

predominantly inorganic N while the HL bulk samples had, on average, 17 mg/L total organic 

nitrogen. The phosphorous concentrations were 2.2 (±0.5) mg/ L and 1.3 (±0.5) mg/L during the 

LL and HL POE determinations. The total COD of the raw wastewater used was on average, 203 

(±43) mg/L for the two POE experiments. 

 

The concentration of dissolved oxygen in constant light inoculations increased linearly with time 

(Figure 3- 1). Moreover, the increase in oxygen evolution increased with irradiance provided up to 

1000 μmol m−2 s−1 for the illumination period while a decrease was observed beyond 40 min for 

1500 μmol m−2 s−1 (Figure 3- 1). A 30 min illumination period for each light intensity was selected 
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with 15 min sampling intervals for constructing the POE curves. The estimated POE was 

determined as the sum of changes in DO, and the theoretical oxygen demand for COD removal and 

nitrification. One potential source of error in this estimation is the inherent low sensitivity of the 

chemical method determination of COD.60 Moreover, dark adaptations between sampling were 

observed to result in photorespiration increasing COD at low light intensities.   

 

POE curves for both OPG growth irradiances exhibited a typical curvilinear trend with increasing 

light intensity (Figure 3- 2). Granules cultivated under 460 μmol m−2 s−1 showed higher 

photosynthetic productivity with a  peak (1364 μmol-O2/mg-chlorophyll a.hr) which was 5.5 times 

higher than those grown at 200 μmol m−2 s−1 (Figure 3- 2-a, b). Peak photosynthetic activity was 

observed at 1000, and 1200 μmol m−2 s−1 for LL and HL adapted samples, respectively. A 

photosynthetic curve regression fit using Eq.5 and parameters determined via Eq.6-7 are presented 

in Table 3- 1. The light saturation coefficient (α) in the LL samples was 2 times lower than that in 

HL samples. Moreover, the decay coefficient (β) in the LL samples was also 1.6 times lower than 

in the Hl samples. A minimum saturation irradiances were 250 μmol m−2 s−1   and 656 μmol m−2 s−1   

for LL and HL samples, respectively (Table 3- 1). These higher values for HL adapted samples 

allude to photoelasticity of the photosynthetic clades 20 present in OPGs. 

. 
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Figure 3- 1: Net photosynthetic oxygen evolution over time for OPGs inoculated in wastewater 

under different constant light intensities (PAR= μmol m−2 s−1)  and DO (mg/L) concentration 

determined at  Δt (5 and 15) min intervals. Dotted lines show the linear fits over time while 

corresponding r- values are indicated for each light intensity. 

 

Figure 3- 2: POE determination for samples grown at (a) 220 μmol m−2 s−1 and (b) 460 μmol m−2 

s−1 with increasing light intensity. Error bars are standard errors of derived oxygen evolution rates. 

 

3.4.2 OPG fluorescence characterization  

 

The light induction fluorescence yields at the growth actinic light are presented in Figure 3- 3 for 

both (a) 200 μmol m−2 s−1 and (b) 460 μmol m−2 s−1 OPG growth irradiances. The curves show no 
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substantial difference in trends with relatively constant steady-state fluorescence (F) yields of 0.25 

and 0.31, respectively (Figure 3- 3). Moreover, LL samples mounted in deionized water (DI) 

before and after POE experiments (Figure 3- 3-a) showed minimal difference in steady-state 

fluorescence yields (Figure 3- 3-a). The post-POE samples were dark-adapted for 4 hours 

compared to 12 hours for the pre-POE samples. Dark-adaptation of phototrophs for long durations 

can eliminate long-lasting photoinhibition effects (>Hours) 25 explaining the above similarity in F 

yields. The dark-adapted fluorescence yields (Fo) increased from 0.14 to 0.22 after exposing the 

LL samples to high irradiances during photosynthetic oxygen evolution (up to 2000 μmol m−2 s−1 ) 

(Figure 3- 3-a). Besides, a 33% decrease in the quantum yield ensued from exposure of OPGs to 

high light intensity during POE experiments. The fluorescence increase suggests a higher 

sensitivity of PSII reduction potential for electron transfer even with dark adaptation resulting in 

higher yields. While repair of the DI protein complex of the PSII is a continuous process, it is 

inversely responsive to environmental stresses such as temperature and growth irradiance and 

availability of carbon.34,35,61  

 

The different induction (Figure 3- 3-a) and quenching parameters (Figure 3- 4-a, c) observed for 

pre-POE and post-POE LL samples dark-adapted for 4 and 12 hours respectively can be attributed 

photochemical recovery kinetics. A component of non-photochemical quenching associated with 

photoinhibition (qI) 28,62 has been reported to have slower relaxation >30 min to hours. This slow 

relaxation is also responsible for energy redistribution to PSII.25 Quenching related to energy-

dependent (qE)  and state transition (qT) occurs over shorter timescales (<30min).25,28,31,62,63 

Exposing the samples to high light intensities (up to 2000 μmol m−2 s−1) during POE experiments 
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resulted in higher photochemical quenching potential (qP). This increase suggests an elasticity in 

the photochemical capacity of the photosynthetic clades in OPGs. 

 

Similarly, HL samples mounted in DI and wastewater (WW) (Figure 3- 3-b) showed no variability 

in terminal fluorescence yields, reflecting the light adaptation conditions of phototrophs in the 

OPG. The comparable steady-state yields observed indicate no limitation in the long-term 

photosynthetic electron transfer activity utilizing all the available actinic light energy.25 A 27% 

higher PSII quantum yield (Fv/Fm) was observed in DI mounted HL samples compared to those in 

WW (Figure 3- 3-b). Thus, the availability of carbon in wastewater did not increase photosynthetic 

activity when exposed to light.64,65 This can be attributed to granular morphology and inorganic 

carbon limitations for photosynthetic activity. OPG morphology consists of layered microbial 

niches with the phototrophic zone at their surface.18 Internally localized heterotrophs respire 

organic carbon in wastewater generating carbon dioxide 64 available for photosynthesis. Diffusive 

transfer of these substrates into and out of the different OPG layers may occur at temporal 

magnitudes higher than that of the fluorescence pulses. This could further explain the short term 

incongruity and longer-term similarity of fluorescence yields. 
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Figure 3- 3: Fluorescence signal charts during light induction (Kautsky effect). (a) OPG biomass 

adapted at 200 μmol m−2 s−1with plots taken before (Solid) and after (Dashed) photosynthetic 

oxygen evolution (POE) experiments. All LL samples were dark-adapted in deionized water (DI). 

(b) OPG biomass adapted at 460 μmol m−2 s−1 (Pre-POE) mounted in DI water (dashed lines) and 

wastewater (solid lines) before oxygen evolution experiments. The vertical axis shows the 

fluorescence units (arbitrary) with initial maxima (F) and subsequent fluorescence peaks (F’) with 

each saturating pulse. The horizontal axis is in seconds. Each peak represents a saturating pulse 

(5000 μmol m−2 s−1) while actinic light (adapted irradiance) is provided at the intervals. The initial 

peak (F) is the maximal fluorescence yield for dark-adapted biomass. 

 

 

Excess absorbed photon energy is dissipated via photochemical and non-photochemical pathways 

characterized by the qP, qN and NPQ coefficients. The plotted quenching coefficients showed an 

apparent increase in both qN and NPQ, with a corresponding decrease in qP (Figure 3- 4). Under 

LL conditions, the loss in photochemical quenching capacity diminished to zero at 950 μmol m−2 

s−1 for pre-POE OPGs. In contrast, the qP of LL samples diminished to 0 at 1200 μmol m−2 s−1 

(Figure 3- 4-a) after POE experiments. This higher limiting light alludes to active photoprotection 

mechanisms 9,31 in post-POE samples hence the ability to function to higher light intensity. 

Moreover, the heat dissipation coefficients qN and NPQ for the pre-POE samples increased rapidly 

up to 111 μmol m−2 s−1  (Figure 3- 4-a, c). Post-POE samples, on the other hand, experienced a lag 

in the qN and NPQ parameters and a linear trend to 530 μmol m−2 s−1. This disparity suggests a 

higher sensitivity of non-photochemical quenching capacity in the pre-POE samples compared to 

post-POE samples which had a high irradiance history. The maximum non-photochemical 
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quenching potential for pre-POE samples was 2 times higher than that of post-POE biomass. 

Linear regression on the initial linear data points resulted in qN slope coefficients of 0.0007 and 

0.0005 (r2=0.98) for pre and post-POE samples, respectively. Similar fits on the NPQ data resulted 

in slope coefficients of 0.0003 and 0.00006 (r2=0.98) equivalent to a rate of 5 times more 

quenching potential for uncompromised pre-POE biomass.  

 

The qP coefficients in HL adapted OPG biomass decreased to a minimum at 1251 μmol m−2 s−1. 

Samples mounted in wastewater increased the initial qP potential by a 0.15 magnitude compared to 

HL samples mounted in DI. The qN coefficient for DI mounted OPGs had a sharp linear increase 

at low PAR up to 0.32 at 21 μmol m−2 s−1, subsequently lagging to a maximum of 0.52 at 1251 

μmol m−2 s−1. On the other hand, wastewater mounted samples experienced a lower qN capacity 

with a rapid linear increase to 0.28 at a higher intensity of 111 μmol m−2 s−1 and a maximum of 

0.45 at 1251 μmol m−2 s−1. The regression coefficient fit on the linear increase was 0.005 for DI 

mounted samples, and 0.002 for wastewater inoculates (r2=0.97). In addition, the NPQ potential 

for HL samples, was higher in DI mounted samples than wastewater mounted samples with a 

maximum of 0.19 and 0.12, respectively. Regression fit on the linearly increasing data points 

resulted in slope coefficients of 0.001 for DI and 0.0003 for wastewater mounted samples 

(r2=0.97), indicating a 3.3 times higher rate of NPQ increase for DI samples. Despite the long term 

similarity of fluorescence yields (Figure 3- 3-b), inoculating HL samples in WW confers some 

quenching resilience compared to DI water. This can be attributed to an extended illumination 

period in determination of quenching coefficients reflecting amendment of photosynthesis by 

substrates in WW. NPQ was also higher in HL samples (Figure 3- 4-c) than in LL DI mounted 
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OPGs (Figure 3- 4-d) indicating a higher sensitivity of HL samples to higher light intensities and 

was similar to observed fluorescence yield trends (Figure 3- 3). 

 

Figure 3- 4: Derived quenching coefficients from rapid light curves applied to light-adapted OPG 

biomass, photochemical quenching (qP), Non-photochemical quenching (qN) and Stern-Volmer 

coefficient of non- photochemical quenching (NPQ) expressed as a function of increasing PAR ( 

μmol m−2 s−1). (a) qN (solid lines) and qP (dashed lines)  for 200 μmol m−2 s−1 ±20 (LL) adapted 

OPG pre (○) and post (Δ) photosynthetic oxygen evolution (POE) experiments with samples dark-

adapted in DI.(b) qN (solid lines) and qP (dashed lines) parameters for 460 μmol m−2 s−1  (Pre 

POE) growth irradiance and dark-adapted in DI (○) and wastewater (WW) (□). (c) and (d) NPQ for 

200 and 460 μmol m−2 s−1 growth irradiances, respectively. HL samples were analyzed pre-POE. 

 

 

The product of effective quantum yield (фPSII) and PAR gives a relative indication of electron 

transport 25 since the фPSII is independent of light-harvesting pigment concentrations. The plots of 

rETR and irradiance showed a curvilinear relationship (Figure 3- 5). A butte followed a monotonic 

increase in the light-limited zone with a maximum rETR before an rETR limited decrease ensued. 

OPGs cultivated under low light experienced a 1.4 times increase (55 -75.8) in rETR peaks from 

exposure to higher light during POE experiments (Figure 3- 5-a). In comparison, OPG biomass 
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cultivated under 460 μmol m−2 s−1 had comparable rETRmax of 69.6, and 69.3 for DI and WW 

inoculated samples (Figure 3- 5-b). The HL samples were all processed using pre-POE OPGs, and 

peak rETR were attained at irradiances of 611 μmol m−2 s−1 (Figure 3- 5-b). In comparison, LL 

samples’ rETR peaks were 478 μmol m−2 s−1 (Figure 3- 5-a). The decay observed with RLC can be 

attributed to downregulation of PSII as opposed to photodamage inherent in POE experiments 25,58. 

 

The parameters from the model fit (Eq 3-5) on the RLC and POE data are presented in Table 3- 1 

below. The light saturation coefficient (α)  for both LL and HL samples was on average, 0.35 

(±0.04) under all conditions (Table 3- 1). This result alludes to a similar photosynthesis response 

for the OPGs investigated, in light-limited conditions. In contrast, the decay coefficient (β) for LL 

samples pre-POE was 17.1 and was 3.8 times lower than that of post-POE samples. This RLC 

decay coefficient for post-POE samples (64.2) was comparable to values obtained for POE 

determination of LL samples (72.5) (Table 3- 1). In HL samples, a lower β was obtained for DI 

mounted samples (0.1) compared to WW mounted samples (17.3) indicating a lower sensitivity to 

saturating light conditions. The higher decay rate could be reflective of elevated microbial activity 

in substrate laden wastewater compared to DI. A lower minimum saturating irradiance (Ek) was 

obtained for pre-POE LL samples (145 μmol m−2 s−1 ) compared to 205 μmol m−2 s−1 for post-POE 

samples (Table 3- 1). This result parallels the higher qP values in post-POE samples (Figure 3- 4-

a) suggesting plasticity of OPG photosynthetic clades. However, the higher Ek in post-POE 

samples was comparable to that obtained for POE experiments with LL samples (250 μmol m−2 

s−1). The difference in pre and post-POE minimum saturating irradiances can, therefore, be 

imputed to structural differences of RLC and POE experiments and OPG morphology.15,18 The Ek 

for HL samples was 196 μmol m−2 s−1, and 235 μmol m−2 s−1 for OPGs mounted in DI and WW 
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respectively (Table 3- 1). These irradiances were lower than those determined from POE 

experiments with HL samples (656 μmol m−2 s−1 ) (Figure 3- 2).  

 

Figure 3- 5: rETR relationship for OPGs grown at different irradiance with increasing light 

intensity (a) 200  μmol m−2 s−1 (b) 460 μmol m−2 s−1. The PAM setting of 8 was used for 

chlorophyll fluorescence equivalent to 186 μmol m−2 s−1 actinic light for the LL cultivation. Dotted 

lines show the regression fit using the Platt estimation and orthogonal distance regression 

algorithm.  
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Table 3- 1: Summary of Photosynthetic parameters from chlorophyll fluorescence experiments. Induction coefficients presented in 

columns (a)-(c) with respective standard deviations. The effective fluorescence yield(фPSII) for abiotic stress experiments. Rapid light 

curve parameters are shown in columns (d)-(h) with standard errors where included. The curvilinear double decay function defined in 

Eq.4-5 was used to estimate growth (α) and decay (β) coefficients which were then used to compute maximum rETR and EK.  

 

Actinic Light 

(µmol photons.m-
1.s-1 )     (a)  Fv/FM ±Std.Dev 

(b)                

Fo ±Std.Dev 

(c)           

Fm ±Std.Dev 

(d)                

Ps Std.Error 

(e)      

alpha(α) Std.Error 

(f)         

Beta(β) Std.Error 

(g)     

rETRmax 

(h)                        

Ek                                

(µmol.m-1.s-1) 

186 

Pre POE DI 0.612 0.108 0.030 0.007 0.086 0.020 6.81E+03 2.97E+06 0.38 0.020 17.09 7.53E+03 55 145 

Post POE DI 0.408 0.331 0.046 0.008 0.077 0.015 3.58E+04 5.14E+06 0.37 0.019 64.21 9.23E+03 76 205 

460 

Pre POE DI 0.582   0.043 0.005 0.114 0.023 1.26E+02 3.35E+01 0.35 0.023 0.08 4.90E-02 70 196 

Pre POE WW 0.464 0.035 0.053 0.008 0.097 0.013 1.11E+04 2.51E+06 0.29 0.012 17.31 3.94E+03 69 235 

186±42 POE               4.95E+04 3.34E+08 0.78 0.554 72.48 4.91E+05 196 250 

460±23 POE         2.03E+05 4.59E+08 1.59 0.779 112.84 2.58E+05 1044 656 

Temp (°C) pH   фPSII Fv/Fm Fo ±Std.Dev Fm ±Std.Dev Ps Std.Error alpha(α) Std.Error Beta(β) Std.Error rETRmax Ek 

50°C 
pH 6.17 DI 0.000 0.000 0.029 0.004 0.029 0.004 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00E+00 0 0 

pH 7.57 WW 0.000 0.000 0.039 0.004 0.039 0.004 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00E+00 0 0 

23°C 
pH 6.17 DI 0.594 0.587 0.058 0.007 0.135 0.019 1.91E+04 3.65E+06 0.31 0.02 40.53 7.76E+03 54 173 

pH 7.57 WW 0.583 0.575 0.051 0.007 0.122 0.018 5.53E+03 1.91E+06 0.36 0.02 8.26 2.91E+03 86 241 

23°C 
pH 3 DI 0.622 0.622 0.051 0.012 0.138 0.031 2.95E+01 2.23E+00 0.37 0.05 0.00 0.00E+00 29 80 

pH 3 WW 0.583 0.568 0.058 0.071 0.116 0.117 8.30E+01 3.72E+01 0.36 0.04 0.13 1.05E-01 37 105 

-20°C 
pH 6.17 DI 0.000 0.331 0.062 0.006 0.082 0.026 7.04E+00 9.26E-01 0.22 0.05 0.01 3.62E-03 6 29 

pH 7.57 WW 0.000 0.373 0.044 0.008 0.068 0.011 4.53E+03 1.89E+06 0.21 0.02 15.32 6.42E+03 23 108 

23°C pH 6.17 No Chl 0.000 0.000 0.030 0.006 0.030 0.005 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00E+00 0 0 

0.1 mg/l DCMU 

  

DI 0.276 0.276 0.051 0.006 0.071 0.009 4.70E+04 1.03E+07 0.36 0.04 136.48 3.01E+04 45 126 

10 mg/l DCMU DI 0.134 0.103 0.072 0.017 0.080 0.020 1.41E+02 1.11E+05 0.01 0.00 0.24 1.93E+02 3 211 

100 mg/l DCMU DI 0.000 0.000 0.064 0.012 0.062 0.013 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00E+00 0 0 
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The efficiency relation parameter (κ) was significantly higher (P=0.05) 66 for HL samples 

(1.8) compared to LL samples (0.7) (Figure 3- 6-a, b) with an almost linear relationship 

observed. A narrow range of this relation has been reported for green algae (1.9-4.9) 

compared to that of cyanobacteria (2.9-9.2) and diatoms (0.6-6.4) 11 also present in 

OPGs.15,20,67 

 

Figure 3- 6: Panels (a) and (b) show the linear regression fit on the first four data points 

in the light-limited region correlated to equivalent rETR values. (κ) relates the 

photosynthetic electron transport efficiency to photosynthesis efficiency. Error bars are 

standard errors of derived POE and rETR relation. 

 

3.4.3 Fluorescence characterization of OPGs with induced stress  

3.4.3.1 Evaluation of quenching capacities 

  

The association of microbes in the environment plays a significant role in ensuring their 

survival by interdependence for trophic needs and protection against abiotic stresses.68 In 

doing so, microbes often form structural frameworks such as biofilms and granules.68,69 

Granules, which are self-immobilized biofilms utilized in wastewater treatment confer 
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process benefits due to both their structure and composition. In addition to their better 

settlability,12 granular systems have been reported to have high resilience to shock 

organic and toxic loadings.70 The integrity of phototrophic based wastewater treatment 

process even under various system perturbations relies on the biochemical potential to 

generate essential oxygen. PAM experiments were used to characterize OPGs’ 

photochemical activity under different toxic shocks.  

 

When OPGs of 0.5-1 mm and grown under HL were exposed to a temperature of 50 0C, 

the photochemical quenching and non-photochemical quenching potentials of the 

granules in DI were extinguished (Figure 3- 7-a). The qP capacity of samples at 23 0C 

decreased to zero at 1076 μmol m−2 s−1 while the qN increased to a maximum of 0.6 

(Figure 3- 7-a). When exposed to -20 0C, the qP coefficient of the OPGs decreased 

rapidly to a minimum of 231 μmol m−2 s−1. These freeze treated samples exhibited a 

higher qN potential (peak 0.85) (Figure 3- 7-a). The NPQ coefficient similarly had higher 

maxima  0.32 for -20 0C compared to 0.19 for 23 0C OPG samples (Figure 3- 7-b). Rapid 

saturation of qP potential observed at low temperature translates to a higher non-

photochemical quenching with increasing irradiance dissipating the excess energy. The 

linear increase between 0-81 μmol m−2 s−1 was defined by a coefficient of 0.003 for qN 

and 0.0006 for NPQ at 23 0C (r2=97). At a temperature of -20 0C, the linear coefficients 

were 0.002 and 0.001 for qN and NPQ (r2=98) with light intensity between 0-36 

μmol m−2 s−1. These coefficients translate to 0.67 (qN) and 1.7 (NPQ) times higher non-

photochemical quenching at the lower temperature compared to room temperature 

samples. The qN and NPQ coefficients had Freundlich regression fit exponents of 0.18 
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(±0.08) and 0.30 (±0.01) for 23 0C temperature conditions. Under -20 0C, the coefficients 

had exponents of 0.13 (±0.01) and 0.03 (± 0.001) for qN and NPQ, respectively. All the 

regression fits had an r2=0.98. 

 

Figure 3- 7-c shows quenching coefficients qP and qN for samples inoculated in DI at 

different pH values. The photochemical quenching coefficient (qP) decreased to a 

minimum at 1076 μmol m−2 s−1 for both pH-3 and pH 6.2 but had more lag under pH-3, 

indicating a drastic pH instigated decrease of the photochemical quenching rate. 

Moreover, the qN (Figure 3- 7-c ) and NPQ (Figure 3- 7-d) quenching coefficients had 

higher peaks at pH-3 (0.60, 0.33) compared to pH 6.2 (0.64, 0.19). The linear increase of 

qN and NPQ at low intensities had regression fits of 0.004 and 0.002, respectively, at pH-

3. This increase represents a 1.3 times higher rate of qN saturation and 3.3 times for NPQ 

due to lower pH. This pH impact on the quenching coefficients was higher than that of 

low-temperature conditions induced. It has been reported that the non-photochemical 

quenching potential increased at low pH for green alga Chlamydomonas acidophila with 

reduced electron transfer between PSII and PSI.71 Hyperosmotic conditions induce 

additional respiratory cost on the photochemical electron transport, which could account 

for the lower qP.71 A regression fit of the pH-3 data set resulted in Freundlich exponents 

of 0.08 (±0.01) for qN and 0.15 (±0.02) for NPQ. No quenching capacity in OPGs’ 

without chlorophyll (No Chl) was detected (Figure 3- 7-c,d). This implies that 

fluorescence of signal irradiance emanates from chlorophyll pigments within the OPGs. 
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Figure 3- 7: Quenching parameters derived from rapid light curves applied to abiotic 

stress adapted OPG biomass in deionized water (DI) photochemical quenching (qP), 

Non-photochemical quenching (qN) and Stern-Volmer coefficient of non-photochemical 

quenching (NPQ) expressed as a function of increasing PAR ( μmol m−2 s−1). (a) qN 

(solid-lines) and qP (dashed lines)  for temperature adapted OPGs at (○) 500C, (Δ) 230C, 

and (□)-200C. (b) NPQ  for temperature adapted OPGs at (○) 500C, (Δ) 230C, and (□)-

200C. (c) qN and qP for  OPGs adapted to different pH at 230C with  (Δ) pH 6.2 and (◊) 

pH 3 (○) Chlorophyll extracted samples. (d) NPQ for samples adapted to (Δ) pH 6.2 and 

(◊) pH 3 (○) Chlorophyll extracted samples. All samples were stress adapted for 4 hours 

before testing.  

 

In wastewater inoculated samples, high temperatures depressed qP signals while freezing 

resulted in a rapid decrease (0 at 396 μmol m−2 s−1 ) of photochemical potential (Figure 3- 

8-a) compared to room temperature samples (0 at 1251 μmol m−2 s−1). No qN potential 

was observed with 50 0C sets while both -20 0C and 23 0C had similar trends and 

comparable peaks 0.5 (Figure 3- 8-a). The NPQ trends were similar for room and 

freezing temperature conditions and were depressed at high temperature (Figure 3- 8-b). 

In contrast to the DI mounted samples, the rapid qP saturation did not result in higher qN 
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at freezing temperatures. Additionally, higher qN peaks resulted in DI (0.85) compared to 

WW (0.5) mounted samples (Figure 3- 7-a, Figure 3- 8-a). Similarly, peak NPQ values 

were 0.31 and 0.11 for frozen DI and WW samples, respectively (Figure 3- 7-b, Figure 3- 

8-b). Low pH stress in WW samples resulted in repressed qP reducing to 0 at 926 

μmol m−2 s−1. A plateau followed the rapid increase in both qN and NPQ coefficients up 

to 281 μmol m−2 s−1. In contrast, the coefficients at pH 7.57 increased with light intensity 

(Figure 3- 8-b). Both DI and WW inoculation had similar qN and NQP trends under low 

pH stress (Figure 3- 7-c,d, Figure 3- 8-c,d).   

 

Figure 3- 8: Quenching parameters- derived from rapid light curves applied to abiotic 

stress adapted OPG biomass in wastewater (WW)-photochemical quenching (qP), Non-

photochemical quenching (qN) and Stern-Volmer coefficient of non-photochemical 

quenching (NPQ) expressed as a function of increasing PAR ( μmol m−2 s−1). (a) qN and 

qP for temperature adapted OPGs at (○) 500C, (Δ) 230C, and (□)-200C. (b) NPQ  for 

temperature adapted OPGs at (○) 500C, (Δ) 230C, and (□)-200c. (c) qN and qP for OPGs 

adapted to different pH at 230C with  (Δ) pH 7.57 and  (○) pH 3. (d) NPQ for samples 

adapted to (Δ) pH 7.57 and (○) pH 3. All samples were stress adapted for 4 hours before 

testing. 
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Photochemical quenching (qP) was inversely proportional to the DCMU concentration. A 

linear fit on the data points resulted in slopes of -0.002 and -0.025 for 0.1 mg/L and 10 

mg/L DCMU, respectively (Figure 3- 9-a). This slope coefficient represents a 12.5 times 

qP decrease for 100 times increase in DCMU photo inhibitor concentration. A higher 

initial fluctuation was observed for non-photochemical quenching coefficient qN with 

maximum levels of qN coefficients of 0.42, 0.20 and 0.15 (Figure 3- 9-a) for 0.1, 10 and 

100 mg/L DCMU concentrations, respectively.  No qP was detected for 100 mg/L 

DCMU concentrations. While high peaks (0.52) and NPQ fluctuations were observed 

with 100 mg/L, the respective maximum NPQ values were 0.053 and 0.013 for 0.1 and 

10 mg/L of DCMU (Figure 3- 9-b). A fit on the NPQ linear trend resulted in a slope ratio 

of 0.17 for 100 times increase in DCMU concentration. DCMU causes phototoxicity by 

inhibiting electron transfer between the primary (QA) and secondary (QB) quinone 

acceptor of PSII. Compromised electron transfer reduces the activity of the oxygen-

evolving complex in addition to other cellular processes such as chlorophyll synthesis 72.  

 
Figure 3- 9: Quenching parameters derived from rapid light curves applied to OPG 

samples adapted to different concentrations of 3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-

dimethylurea(DCMU). Photochemical quenching (qP), Non-photochemical quenching 

(qN) and Stern-Volmer coefficient of non-photochemical quenching (NPQ). (a) qP and 

qP for (Δ) 0.1mg/l DCMU, (○) 10mg/l DCMU, and (□) 100mg/l DCMU. (b) NPQ for (Δ) 

0.1mg/l DCMU, (○) 10mg/l DCMU, and (□) 100mg/l DCMU. 
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3.4.3.2 Rapid light curves characterization (RLC) 

Both 50 0C temperature (Figure 3- 10-a, c) and chlorophyll extracted samples (Figure 3- 

10-b, d) had no effective quantum yield and consequently no rETR with increasing 

irradiance. Decreasing the temperature from 23 0C to -20 0C (Figure 3- 10-a) on the other 

hand, resulted in an 8.5 times decrease in rETRmax (53.7-6.3) for DI inoculated samples 

(Table 3- 1). In comparison, a 3.7 times decrease of rETRmax ensued for samples mounted 

in wastewater (86-23) with a similar temperature change (Figure 3- 10-c, Table 3- 1). 

Samples mounted in WW had higher photochemical quenching coefficients (Figure 3- 8-

a) and relative electron transport rates (Figure 3- 10-c) compared to DI mounted samples 

(Figure 3- 7-a, Figure 3- 10-a).  These results can be attributed to either heightened 

oxygen scavenging by heterotrophic and ammonia oxidizers present in granules or pH 

differences (7.6 vs 6.2) (Table 3- 1). Similarly, the pH mediated depression of qP in 

occurred in DI mounted samples (Figure 3- 7-a). Lower rETRmax values; 29.5, 37.2 

resulted with a pH-3 for DI and WW mounted samples, respectively (Table 3- 1). 

Maximum rETR values of 45.4, 2.8, and 0 were recorded for 0.1, 10 and 100mg/l of 

DCMU (Figure 3- 11, Table 3- 1), respectively. The regression analysis had an average 

r=0.99 for all the stress conditions. Low-temperature treatment (-200C) in DI (Figure 3- 

10-a) and wastewater (Figure 3- 10-b) mounted samples and in 10 mg/l DCMU 

treatments (Figure 3- 11) resulted in a plateau of the rETR with increasing irradiance with 

no decaying trend (Figure 3- 10-b).  
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The corresponding minimum saturation irradiances (EK) at which downregulation of 

photosynthesis occurred decreased by an average of 55% (±2) with the decrease in pH to 

3 for both DI and WW mounted samples (Table 3- 1). Freezing conditions, on the other 

hand, resulted in an 83% lower EK for DI compared to 55% for WW mounted samples. 

The EK of 0.1 mg/l DCMU treated samples decreased by 27% while that of 10 mg/l 

samples increased by 22% (Table 3- 1). Similarly, the alpha values increased by 19% 

with pH reduction in DI but remained the same (0.36±0.02) for WW mounted samples. 

The photoinhibition at high irradiances for these low pH samples occurred with a 98% 

lower decay coefficient (β) in wastewater mounted samples (Table 3- 1). No apparent 

inhibition occurred for DI mounted samples (Figure 3- 10-a) subjected to pH 3 stress 

(Table 3- 1). Low temperature (-200C) decreased the saturation coefficient (α) to an 

average of 0.22 for both DI and WW sets. On the other hand, a low decay coefficient 

(0.01) occurred for DI samples subjected to freezing conditions (Figure 3- 10-b) while 

increasing about 2-fold for wastewater mounted samples (Figure 3- 10-c) in comparison 

to room temperature values (Table 3- 1).  
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Figure 3- 10: Relative electron transport rates for various stress adapted OPG biomass 

plotted against increasing PAR (μmol m−2 s−1.) (a), Temperature adaptation of DI, (□) -

200C, (Δ) 230C, and (○) 500C at pH 6.2. (b) (○) 230C chlorophyll extracted samples, (Δ) 

230C pH 6.2, (◊) 230C and pH 3. (c) OPG samples inoculated in wastewater (○) 500C (Δ) 

230C and (□) -200C. (d) Wastewater inoculated samples at (□) 230C and pH 3 (Δ) 230C 

and pH 7.57. Dotted lines are the regression curve fit of the data points using the Platt 

double decay equation for curvilinear photosynthesis and convergence using orthogonal 

distance regression.  
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Figure 3- 11: Relative electron transport rates for various stress adapted OPG biomass 

plotted against increasing PAR (μmol m−2 s−1.). (Δ) 0.1mg/l DCMU, (□) 10mg/l 

DCMU, and (○) 100mg/l DCMU. Dotted lines are the regression curve fit of the data 

points using the Platt double decay equation for curvilinear photosynthesis and 

convergence using orthogonal distance regression.  

 

 

3.5 Discussion 

Biological wastewater treatment cultures microbes in a wastewater stream to uptake 

dissolved substrates 14,73 through enhanced microbial bioprocesses.24,74,75 In the activated 

sludge process, provision and maintaining of dissolved oxygen concentration foster the 

preferential activity of aerobic microbes to oxidize organics, ammonia and other chemical 

constituents.76 Converse to this external addition of oxygen, photosynthetic anchored 

wastewater systems rely on the biological generation of oxygen 14,67 to satisfy the process 

oxygen requirement. This photosynthetic process is powered by photon energy harnessed 

by the light-harvesting antennae 2 of phototrophs. The photosynthetic oxygen evolution 

increased with light intensity to a maximum (Figure 3- 2) and at a higher incident 

irradiance for HL than LL adapted samples. These results allude to an inherent 

photosynthetic versatility of clades in OPGs. The reported POE signals represent the net 

photosynthetic activity independent of photorespiration.  
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High photon energy can, however, result in photoinhibition.31 This inhibiting intensity 

varied with growth irradiances (Figure 3- 2, Figure 3- 5) and was higher for HL adapted 

OPG biomass. Light intensity within the photochemical range of the granular biomass, on 

the other hand, fosters a balance in both the production and consumption of oxygen. 

Target dissolved oxygen levels can indicate treatment efficacy in batch operations or 

retention time in continuous flow. When light is limited, the retention times can be 

increased to reflect the reduced oxygen generation capacity of the system. The saturation 

rate coefficient (α)  increased twofold (Table 3- 1) with HL treatment equivalent to the 

ratio of HL to LL irradiances for POE experiments. OPGs subjected to HL likewise had a 

higher decay coefficient (β=112.8) ( Table 3- 1) from the POE model fit. The maximum 

rETR (1044) for POE experiments at the saturating rate was also found to be 5.3 times 

higher in HL samples with corresponding saturating irradiances (Ek) ratio of 2.6. One 

theory to explain this high increase of POEmax relative to Ek is a higher light penetration 

into the granular matrix at higher irradiances activating more photoactivity (Table 3- 1). 

Despite adaptation to higher growth irradiance, a higher decay coefficient indicates a 

rapid loss of photosynthetic potential (Figure 3- 2). 

 

PAM utilizes fluorescence signals to characterize photochemical activity. The RLC 

derived from fluorescence experiments resulted in lower peak irradiances (Figure 3- 5) 

compared to POE (Figure 3- 2). Maximum saturation rates (α) from RLC data for LL and 

HL adapted OPGs were comparable (0.38 and 0.35) for DI mounted samples (Table 3- 

1). However, these rates were 2.1 and 5.4 times lower than corresponding LL and HL 
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samples, using POE data. Similarly, the decay rates were also 4.2 and 6.5 times lower 

(Table 3- 1) for RLC experiments. POE experiments induce steady-state conditions at 

each light intensity while short light pulses utilized in RLC experiments could account 

for the lower RLC model coefficients.25  

 

Moreover, RLCs are dependent on the light pre-history of the phototrophic moiety while 

POE curves indicate the optimal conditions independent of light history.25 As both POE 

and RLC samples were pre-treated similarly, their different coefficient values can also be 

attributed to the morphology and stratification of the OPGs.15,18 RLC illumination of the 

photosynthetic culture is 1-dimensional. The resulting fluorescence and estimations of 

electron transport rates represent partial light utility in the spheroidal OPG aggregates. In 

comparison, POE experiments which exhibited higher model coefficients and saturating 

irradiances reflect overall granule utility. A granular spin resulting from particle-particle 

interactions and mixing operations in POE determination could expose more 

photosynthetic apparatus to light. However, variable light penetration in relation to 

granules stratification could result in shading hence lower the POE activity.77 This 

variable interaction impacts light utility within a reactor setting (Chapter 4). 

 

The observed differences in POE and RLC parameters (Table 3- 1) can also be due to the 

cyanobacterial populations in OPGs.20 The interpretation of cyanobacteria fluorescence 

can be compromised by the presence of other fluorescing light-harvesting pigments such 

as phycobilin’s.44 Moreover, cyanobacteria have evolved energy redistribution 

mechanisms between the photosystems, eliminating electron transport imbalances.44 
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These rapid state transitions present even in the dark can compromise the determination 

of non-photochemical quenching (qN).11 In cyanobacteria, production and consumption 

pathways intersect in the same thylakoid membranes while also sharing the z-scheme 

plastoquinone acceptors.44 At high irradiances, significant electron losses can occur in 

cyanobacteria with losses of 50-70% of average rates reported in Synechosystis sp. PCC 

6803.11 Moreover, oxygen uptake by dark respiration, photorespiration, cyclic electron 

flow around PSII and Mehler reactions where oxygen becomes reduced, forming 

superoxide radicals 31,44,78 occurs in cyanobacteria. These competing needs can lead to 

underestimation of the oxygen generation from cyanobacteria,44 an integral clade in 

OPGs. In addition, nitrogen assimilation can cause lower photon yields  (ф) of both POE 

and rETR.55  

 

The relation of POE and RLC yields characterized by the κ parameter (Figure 3- 6-a,b) 

for LL (0.7) and HL (1.8) samples are within the range of literature reported values for 

individual microbial populations.11 These values reflect the mean activity of the 

commingled phototrophic consortia in OPGs and are lower than maximum values 

reported for cyanobacteria (κ =9.2) but within the lower limit reported for diatoms 

(κ=0.6). RLCs have resulted in higher variability of this correlation for cyanobacteria and 

diatoms.11,44 Qualitative use to describe the state of PSII has therefore been 

recommended.11,44 

 

The high light (HL) adapted OPGs had higher photosynthetic quenching capacity than LL 

adapted OPG biomass (Figure 3- 4-a,b) and had a reduced qP response to increasing light 
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intensity. Similarly, LL samples exposed to high light intensities during POE experiments 

exhibited similar qP trend and saturating intensity (1251 μmol m−2 s−1 ) to HL samples 

(Figure 3- 4-a,b). These results indicate the inherent photochemical elasticity of the OPG 

biomass. Both the LL and HL adapted reactor granules mounted in DI exhibited a similar 

trend of non-photosynthetic quenching (qN, NPQ) potential, but HL samples had higher 

peaks (Figure 3- 4-a,b). The initial rate of qN increase was also 2.9 times higher under 

460 μmol m−2 s−1 than comparable LL conditions. This non-photochemical quenching 

trend suggests that OPG growth at higher irradiances results in more rapid responses to 

inhibiting light.  

 

Both POE and RLC, when utilized for photogranular characterization, can have various 

shortcomings. Typical POE experiments entail strict quantifying of carbon consumption 

or oxygen evolution from the prototrophic assemblage.11,25,42 However, granular 

structures present several challenges for this approach. Granular stratification and 

variable distribution of phototrophic biomass within the granules of different sizes 14,18 

negate the equivalence of bulk and individual granule photochemical capacities. The 

OPG size class (0.5-1mm) utilized for determination of photochemical capacity were 

reported to be most abundant within an OPG reactor and as having the highest oxygen 

generation potential (specific oxygen production rate of 21.9 ± 1.3 mg O2/g VSS-

h).18,20,67 This oxygen production rate was also 75% higher than of the mixed reactor 

biomass 18 and approximated to a POE of 60 μmol-O2/mg-chlorophyll a.hr for a 200 

μmol m−2 s−1 irradiance 67 reactor operation. This generation is 4 times lower than the 

determined maximum POE value ( 241 μmol-O2/mg-chlorophyll a.hr) at equivalent 
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growth irradiance (Figure 3- 2). Similarly, we can infer a maximum mixed biomass 

oxygen production as 60 μmol-O2/mg-chlorophyll a.hr (22 mg O2/g VSS-h) for the 

reported reactor.67 This higher value indicates a maximum oxygen production in ideal 

reactor operation. 

 

The use of phototrophic markers O2 and CO2 in OPGs is also more complicated than in 

pure cultures or higher plants. In granules, concurrent generation and consumption of 

oxygen occur with potential transfers out of and into the granule. This can affect the 

detection of POE signals and function of OPGs in wastewater treatment. The 

concentration of dissolved oxygen is an essential functional indicator of wastewater 

treatment processes. High oxygen concentration within the granular matrix can inhibit 

denitrification 14 while low concentrations can result in reduced COD oxidation rates by 

aerobic heterotrophs within the granule.23,67,79 Above saturation concentrations of oxygen 

in the granules can induce oxidative stress from ROS and increase competition for 

Ribulose-1, 5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco) 80 hence decrease the 

electron transport rates.  

 

Additionally, some oxygen generated within the OPGs dissolves into the bulk fluid. At 

higher light intensities, the photosynthetic rate can be greater than the rate of oxygen 

consumption inducing oxidative stress.80 An oxygen flux into the bulk fluid can result in 

higher concentrations of dissolved oxygen in the bulk fluid despite high organic loads; 

hence oxygen consumption (respiration) becomes the rate-limiting process for 

wastewater treatment. In the design of photobioreactors,81 maintaining a balance between 
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oxygen consumption and production should, therefore, be considered in the determination 

of hydraulic retention time (Chapter 4). 

 

Moreover, carbon transfers within the granule occur via multiple pathways.40 Organic 

carbon, which constitutes the highest fraction in wastewater, is oxidized to CO2 by 

heterotrophic oxidation. This carbon product can become available for photosynthetic 

activity resulting in mutualistic associations.14  Inorganic carbon from the atmosphere can 

also be available for phototrophic activity via carboxylation in the wastewater stream, a 

process enhanced by mixing operations. We operated the POE experiments with minimal 

environmental interaction to limit this external addition of CO2. Internal cycling of CO2 

was assumed to be a legacy of assimilated organic carbon. Applying carbon tracing for 

POE curves quantifies photosynthetic targeted inorganic carbon (14C) 25,27 and may not 

capture this organic source derived carbon. Additionally, phototrophic microbes, 

including cyanobacteria, present in OPGs have versatile carbon assimilation and 

concentration mechanisms.28,82 Members of the genus Oscillatoria and Microcoleus and 

chlorophytes genera Scenedesmus which are dominant in OPGs 20,83 have reported 

mixotrophic capacity.84,85 This metabolic diversity enables microbes to survive in light-

limited conditions by the synthesis of organic carbon sources. Hence carbon use within 

an OPG reactor may be understated due to this uptake in light-limited granule zones 

affecting POE estimations. This versatility also incurs a metabolic cost that may depress 

electron transport values for RLC estimations.  
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In POE evaluation of OPGs, particle morphology results in limited surface area exposure 

to light compared to pure cultures and plants 11,25,55 a condition that can be exacerbated 

with RLCs. Moreover, particle spin in POE determination can result in higher surface 

exposures compared to RLCs, which do not account for the 3-D structure of granules. 

The saturating irradiances provided 29 may also not penetrate the layered OPG structure 18 

hence overestimating fluorescence parameters due to unquantified photochemical 

quenching. Moreover, it has been reported that chlorophyll quenching consistently 

understates the efficiency of the photosynthetic production in cyanobacteria. The low 

values can be attributed to understated yields parameters (F0 and Fm).44 Schuurmans et al. 

hence suggested a qualitative interpretation of this data.44 In our samples, this error is 

apparent in the different POE and rETR saturation values (Table 3- 1). 

 

In OPG reactors, the optimal photochemical capacity determined via POE experiments 

(Figure 3- 2) can be lessened by variable particle flow within the reactor.86,87 The mixing 

speed influences the frequency of ‘OPG light’ events,88,89 and longer exposures can result 

in photodamage.31,32,90 Extended periods in the dark facilitate recovery from 

photoinhibition but can also lead to elevated photorespiration.77,91,92 Self-shading effects 

resulting from particle interaction in relation to the optical path also depend on the size 

and biomass concentrations.77 The bulk fluid mixing pattern is a function of reactor size, 

impeller design, and mixing intensity (Chapter 4). Moreover, particulate interactions and 

intra-granule substrate transfers depend on their physical permeability and porous 

characteristics (Chapter 5). Availability of substrates for photosynthesis can impact this 

optimal photochemical capacity as seen with WW mounted samples (Figure 3- 4). 
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The oxygenic photogranules were also subjected to various shocks. When subjected to a 

high temperature of 50 0C, the OPG biomass showed no photochemical (qP) potential. 

High temperatures impede the PSII redox reactions, by denaturing of proteins, reducing 

the plastoquinone acceptor pool and dissociation of ions (Ca2+, Mn2+ and Cl-) from the 

oxygen-evolving complex.93 In addition, thermal stress enhances state transitions and 

increases ROS production hence lowering photoactivity.93 While no non-photochemical 

quenching capacity (qN, NPQ) was observed in high-temperature conditions for DI 

mounted samples, WW mounted samples exhibited some quenching capacity as indicated 

by the NPQ coefficient which was 3.3 times lower than room temperature samples.  

 

Moreover, the NPQ response exhibited an almost linear response to increasing light 

intensity (Figure 3- 8). Flexible non-photochemical quenching mechanisms in 

cyanobacteria and algae 63 in addition to alternative carbon sources (inorganic carbon) 85 

could be responsible for the dissonance observed in NPQ for high temperature treated, DI 

and WW mounted sets. In abiotic stress conditions, mixotrophy provides an alternative 

metabolic pathway.85 While microbes exhibit various thermal adaptations, cyanobacteria 

utilize state transitions and regulate the structure of the chlorophyll to withstand thermal 

stress. Moreover, temperatures above 35 0C are considered lethal to most algal biomass 

due to increased respiration and photorespiration rates.80 Mesophilic bacteria and algae, 

however, show tolerance to higher temperatures of up to 75 0C.80 
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Low temperatures, on the other hand, resulted in depressed qP but high NPQ and qN 

coefficients compared to control samples (Figure 3- 7, Figure 3- 8). In addition, the 

saturation coefficients decreased by 31% and 46% for DI and wastewater mounted 

samples with the latter also exhibiting elevated decay sensitivity. The minimum 

saturation irradiances also decreased by 83% and 55% for cold stressed OPGs mounted in 

DI and wastewater, respectively (Table 3- 1). Various cyanobacterial and algal species 94 

in lakes have reported optimum growth rates at a mean temperature of 29.20C with an 

optimum temperature of 350C. The low qP, α and Ek results indicate reduced 

photochemical activity which can be attributed to slow reaction kinetics.92,95,96 In 

addition, cold acclimation has been reported to increase tolerance to photoinhibition.92 

Low (<16 0C ) temperatures limit carbon fixation in microalgae while high temperatures 

lower the solubility of carbon dioxide in water.80 Cryoconite granules found in the Arctic 

and Antarctic regions 97 have a close structural and microbial resemblance to OPGs.18 

Their keystone community- cyanobacteria are adapted to the low temperatures in the 

polar region.98  

 

The pH decay induced decay of the photochemical quenching capacity was on average 

two times slower than control sets. The effect of pH on non-photochemical quenching 

coefficients resulted in a higher peak (0.33 vs 0.19) for NPQ, in samples mounted with 

DI water. The qP coefficient peaks were similar in both cases. However, initial rates of 

qN increase were higher at this low pH compared to room temperature samples. The pH 

regulation of inorganic carbon species distribution and availability for algal growth has 

been reported for neutral to alkaline conditions.80 Deviations from the optimal 6-8.3 pH 
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range also affect enzyme activity. At pH between 6.3 and 10.3 carbonic anhydrase 

reversibly converts abundant bicarbonate for carboxylation of Rubisco maintaining 

photoactivity.99 At pH less than 6.3, the bicarbonate substrate is limited with an 

abundance of aqueous CO2, which has been reported as a potential hydration substrate.100 

This limitation impacts the photochemical activity evidenced by repressed rETR rates at 

both lower pH and temperature (Figure 3- 10). This pH adaptability and non-

photochemical quenching responses mirrors that reported for Chlamydomonas 

acidophila.71 The various adaptation strategies to maintain neutral intracellular pH such 

as active proton pumping incur metabolic energy cost hence decreased phototrophic 

activity 71 in OPGs. 

 

The addition of DCMU induces phototoxicity by destroying chloroplasts electron 

transport mechanisms.101 An erratic qN trend for inhibitor concentrations of 0.1 mg/l 

ensued. The qP at this low concentration had a decreasing monotonic trend (Figure 3- 9). 

This could be an indicator of structural resistance 102 to mass transfer into the granules 

arising from dense EPS structure 15 retaining some phototrophic capacity. At higher 

irradiances, the non-photochemical quotients increased inversely to the concentration of 

DCMU (Figure 3- 9). Some limited photosynthetic electron transport occurred with 10 

mg/l inhibitor concentrations (Figure 3- 11). We can infer that OPGs have the 

adaptability to various abiotic stresses due to their microbial composition and adaptation, 

and granular structure when applied to wastewater treatment.  
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Granular assemblages confer adaptive benefits to microbial communities living within 

the self-immobilized biofilm.103,104 Granules used in wastewater treatment have been 

reported to have a higher tolerance to shock loadings and toxic wastes.105 Forming 

various associative interactions 14 provides protection and a source of substrates for 

metabolism. In OPGs and other bacterial aggregates, phototrophic microbes generate 

oxygen which is utilized by other communities within the granule colony.14,18 

Cyanobacteria also generate extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) from their gliding 

motility 15 while also conferring additional stress protection.106,107 
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CHAPTER 4 

                                             

LIGHT UTILITY IN SCALING UP OXYGENIC PHOTOGRANULE 

BIOREACTORS 

4.1 Abstract 

The operational design of photobioreactors can have significant impacts on the 

interaction of photogranular biomass and light. These interactions determine the 

productivity of photosynthetic microbes present in these photosystems. Agitation 

operations distribute the substrate flux and expose granules to the photic zone. The extent 

of this photic zone depends on biomass concentration, reactor depth, and light intensity, 

while granular interaction depends on the frequency of exposure due to mixing. We 

evaluated these entwined interactions in different sizes of oxygenic photogranule (OPG) 

systems and their effects on the efficiency of wastewater treatment (WWT). Increasing 

light intensity resulted in disparate nutrient removal trends for the reactor scales 

examined. Besides, contrasting photosynthetic biomass yields per photon density were 

observed for the OPG systems with an increase of irradiance and with reactor scale. 

These differences suggest variable light utility with reactors of different sizes arising 

from the variable interactions with light. The light utility in the photobioreactor should be 

an essential design consideration beyond the provision of adequate light for effective 

WWT. 

4.2 Introduction 

 

Wastewater treatment utilizing engineered phototrophic systems exploit the 

photosynthetic activity of microalgae and cyanobacteria to generate oxygen necessary for 
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the aerobic transformation of substrates.1–3 This self-aeration reduces expenditure on 

energy input into the system 4–6 associated with conventional treatment approaches.4,5,7 

The mechanical aeration accounts for more than 50-60% of the energy used in the 

activated sludge process (ASP).3,5,8 In addition, these phototrophic biomes harness solar 

light energy and store it as biomolecules 9,10 while fixing carbon from both wastewater 

and the atmosphere hence leading to a negative carbon flux.2 This has significant impacts 

on the sustainability of the wastewater treatment processes.2 The phototrophic biomass in 

these systems can exist in suspended culture,11 biofilm 12 and granular morphologies 9 

due to adaptive responses 13 from their interaction with various environmental selection 

pressures.9,13–15 The biofilm and granular assemblies ease solid and liquid phase 

separation 1,9 during phototrophic wastewater treatment while also increasing the reactive 

surface area to volume ratio available for wastewater treatment.9,16,17  Granular systems 

additionally have operational versatility due to the potential for higher biomass retentions 

enabling more loading.3,18  

 

In photogranular biomass, such as oxygenic photogranules (OPG),1,3,9,19 oxygen 

generated from photosynthesis is utilized by aerobic microbes to consume organic matter 

in the wastewater 7,20 and for nitrification.21–23 The provision of oxygen by the OPG’s 

photosynthetic clades,21,24 therefore, ensures functional integrity of OPG-based 

wastewater treatment, while constrained photosynthetic activity 9,25,26 could lead to 

anaerobic conditions 27 and collapse of the granules. This significance renders 

photosynthesis the limiting process in the OPG process and other phototrophic-based 

wastewater treatment systems. 
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The photosynthetic capacity of OPGs and light exposure 15 anchor the design and success 

of OPG-based wastewater treatment systems.9,28 The OPG’s photosynthetic capacity 

increases with light intensity to saturation beyond which photoinhibition damages the 

photosystems of constituent phototrophs 29–31 impairing oxygen production. The 

photosynthetic clades 32 present in OPGs 21,24 have different photochemical capabilities 

that can also be impacted by abiotic stresses caused by temperature,33 carbon 

concentrations,34 light, and pH changes. The metabolism of phototrophic clades 35 is also 

susceptible to photoperiod and wastewater source affecting treatment efficiency.8 It has 

been shown that utilizing photoperiods to regulate the accumulation of excess light 

energy in reactors, increased productivity of microalgae while decreasing overall energy 

expenditure.15 Moreover, the carbon and nutrient uptake in wastewater treatment was also 

reported to have a high correlation to the photoperiod and was optimum with 12h:12h 

light-dark cycle.36,37  

 

The exposure of phototrophic biomass to light in a reactor is a function of both the light 

supply and reactor mixing operation. The reactor sizing and agitation protocols 38 can be 

designed towards a light irradiance to achieve a treatment goal(s). Light supply for OPG 

reactor operation can be from natural 39 or artificial 40,41 sources. Natural light is limited 

to daylight 25,42,43 with temporal variation within the day and seasonally within the 

year.42,44 This variability of light intensity can cause erratic treatment efficiency using 

phototrophic systems and often necessitates the use of larger surface areas, a hallmark of 

algal ponds.45–48 In addition, open natural-light bioreactors may suffer higher 
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perturbations of the photoactivity related to abiotic stresses. In contrast, artificial light 

sources can provide modularity 40,49–51 but increase the operational costs for wastewater 

treatment.  

 

Mixing in activated sludge basins induces aeration to achieve biological wastewater 

treatment goals.52 For aerobic granular sludge systems, shear emanating from upflow 

aeration and mixing 53,54 influences particulate density,55 settleability, hydrophobicity, bio 

function, specific oxygen uptake rate (SOUR) and is negatively correlated to granular 

size.56 While shear is not the only selection pressure for granulation,57–59 it is an essential 

factor driving the granulation process. Moreover, too low or too high shear stress limits 

granulation.53,54,56,60 High shear from intensive mixing operations could explain the lack 

of granulation in activated sludge basins.61–63 Particle flow dynamics within the reactor 

are also related to the shear influenced physical characteristics such as density.64  

 

In OPG tank reactors with surface lighting, photic activity 65,66 occurs where a light zone 

persists and varies with reactor depth.67 Mechanical mixing transports OPG biomass to 

‘light-rich’ photic zone, which impacts the magnitude of photosynthetic activity 68 and 

resulting oxygen generation. Circulation of granules within this zone is subject to the 

dissipation of mixing-induced shear stress in a water-particle matrix.69,70 The resultant 

flow patterns determine the frequency of granular interactions for light. A reactor 

turnover rate can characterize the frequency of this exposure, often expressed as the blend 

time to achieve the desired concentration homogeneity.38,71,72 In addition, the quantity 

and quality of light harnessed by OPGs in the photic zone also varies temporally and 
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spatially due to shading and scattering of light 67 by both the granules and the reactor 

water column. High attenuation of light in turbid water limits its penetration in the water 

column 44 as its extinction described by the Beer-lamberts law is linearly proportional to 

particle concentrations, 73 while shading limits light available to successive granular 

layers.15  

 

Selecting agitation schemes for OPG reactors to support oxygenic photosynthesis for 

wastewater treatment bears intrinsic design trade-offs. High reactor turnover rate by 

higher mixing results in not only higher light interactions and oxygen generation, but also 

higher shear with potential to affect granulation.56,63 Scaling up mixing operations would 

also pose both technical and cost challenges.38,74–76 Producing a higher amount of oxygen 

for wastewater treatment can likewise be achieved by increasing light intensity. However, 

this too can result in the deleterious effects of photoinhibition compromising oxygenation 

potential,29,31,77 and the OPGs’ photosynthetic and structural integrity.24,78 Balancing light 

and mixing requirements, therefore, entails relating these trade-offs to sustain functional 

needs. The trade-offs may also vary based on reactor size due to the scale-dependent 

energy dissipation and granule-light interactions. This work investigates the utility of 

light in OPG reactors by evaluating the functional utility of varying light irradiances in 

reactors of different volumes with comparable turnover rates. A variable OPG 

performance would indicate fluctuating functional utilization of light provided implying 

potential trade-off substitution for high mixing needs with more easily scalable light 

infrastructure.41,50 
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4.3 Materials and methods 

4.3.1 Reactor Design and Operation 

Three cylindrical reactors of diameters 12.2 cm, 32.2 cm and 54 cm were operated at a 

1:1 diameter to height ratio giving an equivalence volume scale of 1: 2.65: 4.43 (Table 4- 

1). Reactor R1, which was successfully employed at lab scale for OPG-based wastewater 

treatment,3 was utilized as a reference in the design of reactors R2 and R3. Dimensional 

similitude to R1 parameters was maintained with scaling up (Table 4- 1). Pitched blade 

impellers were designed using literature 38,79–81 and used to provide reactor bulk axial 

flow 75,82 with agitation (Table 4- 1). The mixing intensities were selected to achieve 

comparable theoretical turnover rates for 95% homogeneity 83,84 in R2 and R3 compared 

to R1 while the reference reactor was operated at 100 rpm resulting in lower turnover 

times (Table 4-2). The resultant theoretical hydrodynamic parameters 79 are also 

presented in Table 4- 2. The different impeller Reynolds numbers indicate turbulent 

conditions >20,000 81 for  R2 and R3. The shear stress increased with reactor size. In R3 

the equivalent shear rate was 1.7 times higher than that of R2 despite similar mixing 

speeds. These two large-volume reactors had the same turnover rates (22 s) while the 

reference reactor R1 had a lower turnover rate of 16 s. The Kolmogorov length scale 

decreased with reactor size due to different hydrodynamic characteristics and was 

inversely collated to increasing shear. This K-scale defines the lower length scale limit of 

shear energy dissipation before viscous dominance.85,86 In shear dominated environments 

absent of microbial amended aggregation, this would be the largest granule size for 

OPGs.    
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Table 4- 1: Dimensional parameters of experimental reactors (All dimensions in cm with 

a tolerance of ±0.05 cm) 
Parameter 1.4 L (R1) 26.7 L 

(R2) 

123.7 L 

(R3) 

Ratios   

Tank diameter (D, 

cm) 

12.2 32.4 54 
  

Height (H, cm) 12.2 32.4 54 H/D 1.00 

Impeller dimeter 

(di, cm) 

5.65 15 25 di/D 0.46 

Impeller clearance 

(C, cm) 

4.07 10.8 18 C/D 0.33 

Width of Impeller 

(W, cm) 

1.13 3 5 W/di 0.20 

Length of Impeller 

blade (L, cm) 

1.41 3.75 6.25 L/di 0.25 

Baffle width (WB, 

cm) 

1.02 2.7 4.5 WB /D 0.08 

Baffle offset (O, 

cm) 

0.17 0.45 0.75 WB /6 0.75 

Pitch blade angle 

(Ѳ, °) 

30 30 30 
  

 

Table 4- 2: Estimated hydrodynamic parameters in the three reactors. Furukawa et al. 

(2012) estimations were used to model flow and power consumption parameters. Post et 

al. (2010) for mixing time scales and Paul et al. (2004) were used for energy dissipation 

estimations-K scale. Dimensions indicated for each parameter. 

 Parameter 1.4 L 

(R1) 

26.7 L 

(R2) 

123.7 L 

(R3) 

Impeller Reynolds Number, NRe 5320 26250 72917 

Power Number, Np 0.53 0.52 0.52 

Speed (rpm) 100 70 70 

Power, P (KW) 0.0000014 0.0001 0.001 

Shear Stress, Pa (Kg/ms2) 0.03 0.05 0.08 

Dimensionless time to 95% 

Homogeneity, Nmix  

18 26 26 

Time to 95% Homogeneity, ϴmix 

(s) 

16 22 22 

Rate of Shear, G (s-1) 31 49 81 

Torque (N.m) 0.00013 0.01 0.11 

Tip Speed (m/s) 0.30 0.55 0.92 

Kolmogorov length scale (K-scale) 

(µm)  

179 143 111 
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4.3.2 Operating conditions 

All the reactors were fed the same wastewater, primary effluent, from the local utility. 

The seed granules were first adapted to the operational light intensity for 4 days using the 

vessel of R3 to obtain consistent initial biomass characteristics. OPG biomass was 

inoculated into this reactor with a 0.25 volume change undertaken daily, giving 4-day 

hydraulic retention time (HRT), while a 12h:12h (L:D) light scheme was used for this 

adaptation period. The biomass was then split into the three reactors by volume fraction. 

Overhead surface light was provided using LED lighting (5000 K) each rated at 100 W 

and 12000 lumens. Light intensity measurements were calibrated using a spherical LI-

193S underwater sensor (Licor Biosciences) at the reactor water surface level. Average 

surface light intensities (Is) of 100 (±12) µmol m-2s-1, 250 (±78) µmol m-2s-1, and 550 

(±53) µmol m-2s-1 were provided, each for an operation period of 41 days. Light cycling 

was undertaken with light: dark (L:D) photoperiods each 3 hours long. The reactors were 

then operated in sequencing batch mode exchanging a ¼ of the reactor volume at the 

beginning of each light photoperiod, with 4-periods in a day and 1-day reactor HRT. 

Mixing was induced at the start of each light photoperiod and turned off at the beginning 

of the dark period. The effluent was discharged after a 10 min settling period. The 

influent and effluent phases were undertaken for 15 min each, a 0.083 fraction of the 6 hr 

reactor operation cycle. Composite samples of both influent and effluent were collected 

and used for analysis.     
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4.3.3 Sample analysis 

The reactor biomass characterization of mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS), and 

volatile suspended solids (VSS) was undertaken following the Standard Methods 

2540D/E.87 Additionally, chlorophyll concentrations were quantified as outlined in 

Standard Methods 10200H,87  while phycobilins’ extraction was undertaken as previously 

reported by Abouhend et al., 20 and quantified using the Bennett and Bogorad equation.88 

The influent and effluent samples were analyzed for total chemical oxygen demand 

(COD) and soluble COD using unfiltered and 0.45 µm pore size filtrates (Millipore) 

respectively following Standard Methods (5220C).87 The 0.45 µm pore size filtrate was 

also used for the analysis of soluble fractions of total dissolved nitrogen and dissolved 

organic carbon using a TN/TOC analyzer (TOC-VCPH, Shimadzu, U.S.A.). A Metrohm 

850 Professional Ion Chromatograph (IC) (Metrohm, Switzerland) was used to measure 

phosphate, calcium, magnesium, ammonium, nitrite, and nitrate. The absolute 

concentrations of these substrates, indicating the efficacy of wastewater treatment by 

OPGs, were utilized in the determination of relative reactor performance. The biomass’ 

settleability was characterized using the sludge volume index (SVI) after 30 minutes 

settling (SVI30) following the Standard Methods (2710D).87 

4.3.4 Calculations 

The changes in various parameters for each OPG reactor were characterized over 41 days 

and used to determine derived metrics. These changes were assumed to be correlated to 

photosynthetic activity in the granules. The sludge retention rate was equivalent to the 

operation period. The photosynthetic biomass production (PBP) (mg/mol) was calculated 
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as the ratio of change in photosynthetic pigment concentrations between sampling 

intervals (mg/l) to the total photon density (mol). This was done for both chlorophyll a 

(PBPChl.a) (Eq 4-1) and phycobilin (PBPPBS) (Eq 4-2) in OPGs. 

𝐏𝐁𝐏𝐂𝐡𝐥.𝐚 =
∆𝐂𝐡𝐥 𝐚 ∗𝐕𝐫

𝐈𝐬∗∆𝐭∗𝐒𝐚∗𝟒𝟑.𝟐
        (Eq 4-1)     

 

𝐏𝐁𝐏𝑷𝑩𝑺 =
∆𝐏𝐁𝐒∗𝐕𝐫

𝐈𝐬∗∆𝐭∗𝐒𝐚∗𝟒𝟑.𝟐
         (Eq 4-2)   

                                                               

Where Vr is the reactor volume (L), Is is the average surface light intensity (µmol m-2s-1), 

Sa is the reactor surface area (m2), Δt represents the diurnal sampling intervals, and 43.2 

is a unit conversion factor.  

 

The substrate removal was characterized as removal efficiency (Ø) established as the 

difference in concentrations (mg/L) of nutrients and soluble chemical oxygen demand 

(sCOD) in influent (Iconc) and effluent (Econc) streams, per HRT (d-1)  (Eq 4-3). A net 

removal factor (NRF) (mg/d: mol), defined as the ratio of change in nutrient removal rate 

to photon density (mg/mol), was then determined according to Eq 4-4 (modified from 

Gonzalez-Camejo et al. 1), 

∅ =
((𝐈𝐜𝐨𝐧𝐜.−𝐄𝐜𝐨𝐧𝐜.)(𝒎𝒈/𝒍))

(𝐇𝐑𝐓)
       (Eq 4-3) 

 

 

𝐍𝐑𝐅𝐬𝐂𝐎𝐃 =
∆∅𝐂𝐎𝐃∗𝐕𝐫

𝐈𝐬∗∆𝐭∗𝐒𝐚∗𝟒𝟑.𝟐
      (Eq 4-4) 

 

 

Similarly, net removal factors for nitrogen (NRFN) and phosphorous (NRFP) were 

established following Eq 4-4 and Eq 4-5), respectively. 

𝐍𝐑𝐅𝐍 =
∆∅𝐍∗𝐕𝐫

𝐈𝐬∗∆𝐭∗𝐒𝐚∗𝟒𝟑.𝟐
                  (Eq 4- 5)        
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𝐍𝐑𝐅𝐏 =
∆∅𝐏∗𝐕𝐫

𝐈𝐬∗∆𝐭∗𝐒𝐚∗𝟒𝟑.𝟐
                  (Eq 4- 6) 

 

4.3.5 Size analysis 

A volume (10 mL) of the biomass sample collected from each reactor was processed for 

particle size distribution. Petri dish images were acquired and analyzed using Image pro 

(Media Cybernetics) software. The petri dish diameter was used to scale the image 

analysis. Particle size data was then exported into Origin Pro (v.2020) software and 

particle distribution plots were obtained. A Weibull function was used to describe the 

distribution.  

4.3.6 Statistical analysis 

A paired student t-test was used to evaluate the changes in mean particle sizes for 

significance at p<0.05. Moreover, ratio means are presented as mean values of duplicate 

samples. Statistical analysis was conducted using Origin Pro (v.2020) software.  

 

4.4 Results  

4.4.1 Evolution of particle size distributions 

A decrease in median (d50) sizes from day-2 samples was observed in all reactors under 

100 µmol m-2s-1 from 300 µm in both R1 and R2. The median size also decreased from 

200 µm in reactor R3 to 100 µm by day-41, the end of the experimental period (Table 4- 

3). Under the same irradiation setting, the mean size of particles in reactors R1, R2, and 
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R3 decreased by 48%, 57%, and 28%, respectively (Table 4- 3). Under 250 µmol m-2s-1 

light conditions, the median sizes in R1 increased from 100 µm to 200 µm by day-20 and 

thereafter decreased to 100 µm by day-41. Median sizes in reactor R2 decreased from 

300 µm to 100 µm by day-20 and remained consistent to day-41. The median sizes in 

reactor R3 decreased from 300 µm to 100 µm by day-20 and increased to 200 µm by day-

41.  Reactor operation with 250 µmol.m-2.s-1 photon flux resulted in mean size decrease 

by 33%, 44% and 31% in reactors R1, R2 and R3, respectively (Table 4- 3). The median 

sizes with 550 µmol m-2s-1 light intensity in R1 increased between day-2 and day-20 from 

200 µm to 300 µm and decreased to 200 µm by day-41, a trend concordant to that under 

250 µmol m-2s-1. In contrast, for R2 and R3, the median size (200 µm) was conserved 

between day-2 and day-20 but decreased to a terminal value of 100 µm for both reactors. 

The mean size under this intensity increased by 38% for R1 and decreased by 21% and 

29% for R2 and R3, respectively (Table 4- 3). All the changes in mean size were found to 

be significant (p=0.05).  

 

An increase in positive skewness was observed for R1 with 100 and 250 µmol m-2s-1
 light 

conditions (Table 4- 3). These increases indicate a higher prevalence of large size 

particles between consecutive sampling days. However, a decrease of the skewness (4-2-

3) was observed with 550 µmol m-2s-1 light intensity. In contrast, R2 experienced 

increasing positive skews for all light conditions (Table 4- 3). The skew in R3 decreased 

with 100 µmol m-2s-1 but slightly increased for both 250 and 550 µmol m-2s-1 irradiances. 

The various increases in skew, median size, and mean sizes can be attributed to both 

granule-promoting-shear pressure 89–91 and phototrophic enrichment in OPGs.20,21,24 This 
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size growth generally exceeded the Kolmogorov length scales, which are 179 µm, 143 

µm, and 111 µm for reactors R1, R2, and R3, respectively. However, reactor R1 

operation at 100 µmol m-2s-1 resulted in a mean size of 179 µm equivalent to the k-scale 

value. Operating the same reactor with 250 µmol m-2s-1, however, resulted in a smaller 

mean size 146 µm (Table 4- 3). 

Table 4- 3: Particle size distribution statistical characteristics for the three reactors under 

different light conditions. Initial particle size data is presented from day 2. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Sampling period N total Mean (µm)

Standard 

Deviation

SE of 

mean Variance Skewness

Median 

(µm)

Day 2-100 PAR 270 343 357 22 127297 3 300

Day 20-100 PAR 6689 149 137 2 18810 9 100

Day 41-100 PAR 27132 179 130 1 16939 7 100

Day 2-250 PAR 973 216 200 6 39915 3 100

Day 20-250 PAR 10060 196 161 2 25765 7 200

Day 41-250 PAR 10790 146 103 1 10608 7 100

Day 2-550 PAR 7810 200 153 2 23551 4 200

Day 20-550 PAR 8973 319 239 3 57322 2 300

Day 41-550 PAR 8216 276 214 2 45737 3 200

Day 2-100 PAR 352 424 485 26 235197 4 300

Day 20-100 PAR 3741 157 180 3 32560 6 100

Day 41-100 PAR 11485 181 151 1 22888 6 100

Day 2-250 PAR 438 329 233 11 54348 1 300

Day 20-250 PAR 2256 215 239 5 56972 4 100

Day 41-250 PAR 14051 186 140 1 19590 5 100

Day 2-550 PAR 4213 216 184 3 33917 3 200

Day 20-550 PAR 5697 243 176 2 30881 3 200

Day 41-550 PAR 14375 170 105 1 10984 4 100

Day 2-100 PAR 988 293 384 12 147441 5 200

Day 20-100 PAR 1574 178 238 6 56765 5 100

Day 41-100 PAR 1573 211 260 7 67723 4 100

Day 2-250 PAR 333 348 283 15 79972 3 300

Day 20-250 PAR 907 244 279 9 77675 3 100

Day 41-250 PAR 1550 241 254 6 64312 4 200

Day 2-550 PAR 1137 276 262 8 68469 3 200

Day 20-550 PAR 1314 291 263 7 69293 2 200

Day 41-550 PAR 5224 196 164 2 26953 4 100
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4.4.2 Sludge volume index 

The sludge volume index describes the volume occupied by a gram of settled sludge after 

a 30 min settling interval.87 Low settling sludge indices allude to higher biomass settling 

velocities associated with particle aggregation.92–94 The SVI can hence be used as a 

surrogate for flocculation and dense aggregation, a characteristic of granules.9,57,95 

Typical well-settled activated sludge biomass has an SVI30 of 150 mL/g 93,96 while 

OPG granules, on the other hand, have an average SVI30 of 53 mL/g.3   

 

The mean SVI30 index for 100 µmol m-2s-1 light operations in R1 was 77 mL/g (±95). 

Operation at 250 µmol m-2s-1 and 550 µmol m-2s-1 of R1 had lower mean SVI30 

indices of 66 mL/g (±29) and 52 mL/g (±10 ), respectively for the experimental duration 

(Figure 4- 1). The SVI30 in reactor R2 operation with 100 µmol m-2s-1 followed a 

decreasing trend and had a mean SVI30 ratio of 106 mL/g (±68) (Figure 4- 1). A 250 

µmol m-2s-1 irradiance, on the other hand, resulted in an initial increase in the SVI30 

index, subsequently decreasing with operational time and had mean SVI30 of 70 mL/g 

(±16). Operation with 550 µmolm-2s-1 did not result in significant undulation with a 

mean SVI30 of 53 mL/g (±10) (Figure 4- 1). 

 

The variation in SVI30 in R3 under 100 µmol m-2s-1 conditions was less than observed 

in the other reactors, as seen with lower deviation about the mean SVI30 (118 ml/g ± 50) 

(Figure 4- 1). However, this mean SVI30 was higher than that in reactor R1 and R2 for 

comparable (100 µmol m-2s-1) light conditions. The mean SVI30 values for R3 
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operation with 250 and 550 µmol m-2s-1 light were 88 mL/g (± 24) and 57 mL/g (±19) 

(Figure 4- 1). The mean SVI30 values decreased with increasing light intensity for all 

reactors and increased with reactor size for each light condition. Reactor operation 550 

µmol m-2s-1 resulted in lowest SVI30 values comparable to OPG reported value (SVI30 

53ml/g).3 Limited aggregation can be inferred from the higher SVI30s recorded with 100 

and 250 µmol m-2s-1 (Figure 4- 1). Increasing light intensity resulted had a higher 

reduction in the mean SVI30 for reactor R3 (61%) compared to reactor R2 (53%) and 

reactor R1(21%).  

 
Figure 4- 1: SVI30 values for each reactor and light conditions. The error bars indicate the 

standard deviation of the mean values. 

4.4.3 Changes in biomass concentrations 

The biomass expressed as VSS increased proportionately to the increasing light intensity 

for all reactors (Figure 4- 2). Reactor R1 had the highest biomass increase (Figure 4- 2-a) 

under all light intensities while reactor R3 had the lowest increase (Figure 4- 2-c). This 
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alludes to lower light-mediated biomass growth in larger reactors due to limited light 

conditions. Operation under 100 µmol m-2s-1  in reactors R1 and R2 exhibited an almost 

linear increase in biomass concentrations to day-41 (Figure 4- 2-a, b). The corresponding 

linear slope coefficient was 13.4 (r2=0.93) in reactor R1 and 5.2 (r2=0.9) for R2. For 250 

µmol m-2s-1, a peak in biomass concentration occurred on day-33 for reactor R1 

decreasing thereafter to day-41 (Figure 4- 2-a).  In reactor R2, a similar initial trend 

occurred for volatile suspended solids but increased further (Figure 4- 2-b) by day-41. 

More perturbations in biomass concentrations occurred with 550 µmol m-2s-1 operations, 

with a peak on day-33 and decreasing to day-41 for reactor R1 and reactor R2.   

 

In reactor R3, higher fluctuation of biomass concentrations occurred under all light 

intensities (Figure 4- 2-c). The volatile suspended solids concentration for operation 

under 100 µmol m-2s-1 remained stable but followed a general decreasing trend to day-30 

for 250 µmol m-2s-1 light conditions (Figure 4- 2-c). This period was followed by a sharp 

increase to day-33 and decrease to day-41 (Figure 4- 2-c). Operation with 550 µmol m-2s-

1 light intensity resulted in an increase of VSS after day-12 to day-33, decrease to day-37 

and increase to day-41 (Figure 4- 2-c). Operation of reactor R3 with 550 µmolm-2s-1 

exhibited an initial decrease of VSS to day-9, increase to day-30 and was followed by a 

decrease to day-37 and increase to day-41 (Figure 4- 2-c). The higher fluctuations of 

biomass concentrations in reactor R3 can be attributed to variable light utility associated 

with exposure of granules to light. The deviation of flow streamlines from the overall 

assumed axial paths induced by pitched blade impellers 75,79,82 could be a potential source 

for this variation. Additionally, particle-particle interactions with higher shear may cause 
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deviation of OPG granule exposure frequency from the modelled turnover rates 

(Nmix),
79,83 reducing putative exposure time (Table 4- 2) and consequently photo 

productivity. 

 

Figure 4- 2: Concentration of volatile suspended solids in the reactors at different light 

intensities (100 µmol m-2s-1,250 µmol m-2s-1,550 µmol m-2s-1). (a) Reactor R1, (b) 

Reactor R2, (c) Reactor R3. (PAR= µmol m-2s-1) 

4.4.4 Photosynthetic pigment concentrations 

The increase in Chl-a/VSS in reactor R1 at 100 µmol m-2s-1 had a dual-peak on day-21 

and day- 31 but decreased to day-41 (Figure 4- 3-a). A general increasing trend for 

reactor R1 under 250 µmol m-2s-1  with peaks on day-26 and day-41 was observed (Figure 

4- 3-a). Under 550 µmol m-2s-1, the Chl-a/VSS highest peak occurred on day-9 of 

operation, subsequently decreasing to end of the experiment (Figure 4- 3-a). The peak 

increase in VSS observed on day-32 (Figure 4- 2-a) for this light condition suggest a 

significant increase of non-photosynthetic microbes. In reactor R2, Chl a/VSS peaks 

were observed on day-31, day-16 and day-13 for 100 µmol m-2s-1, 250 µmol m-2s-1 and 

550 µmol m-2s-1 (Figure 4- 3-b), respectively and decreased to day-41. In reactor R3, the 

Chl a/VSS trend varied minimally from initial value over the experimental period for 100 

µmol m-2s-1  irradiance operation (Figure 4- 3-c). Further, an initial decreasing trend 
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ensued under 250 µmol m-2s-1 with a subsequent increase from day-13 to day-41. The 550 

µmol m-2s-1 light conditions induced a rapid increase in the Chl a/VSS values to day-9 

and a slower increase to day-41 (Figure 4- 3-c). The increases in Chl a/VSS allude to 

progressive phototrophic enrichment 97 of the OPG biome, while the decreases can be 

attributed to either photic stress at the high irradiances or photolimitation and resultant 

diminution of photosynthetic clades populations.20,24,78 

 

On the other hand, the normalized chlorophyll b (Chl-b/VSS) concentrations in reactor 

R1 followed a general undulating trend with an initial increase and characterized by a 

double peak for 100 µmol m-2s-1  and 550 µmol m-2s-1 light conditions (Figure 4- 4a). In 

contrast, an initial decrease in the Chl-b/VSS to day-13 was followed by an increase to 

day-41 under 250 µmol m-2s-1 photon density giving the highest ratio peak for reactor R1 

(Figure 4- 4). Chlorophyll b pigments are accessory light-harvesting pigments found in 

microalgae.3,78,97 The Chl b/VSS increase can hence be attributed to light enhanced 

microalgae enrichment, while its decrease may reflect decreasing microalgal 

populations.97–99 In reactor R2, the Chl-b/VSS trend had an initial plateau to day-9 under 

all light conditions (Figure 4- 4-b). This initial trend was followed by a rapid increase of 

the Chl-b/VSS proportional to the light intensity (Figure 4- 4-b). Operation of reactor R3 

under 100 µmol m-2s-1 resulted in a minimal to decreasing trend of Chl-b/VSS from initial 

values. However, under 250 µmol m -2s-1 an initial decrease in the ratio was followed by 

an increasing trend from day-13. Reactor R3 operation under 550 µmol m-2s-1  resulted in 

a rapid increase of  Chl b/VSS from (day-6) of the experiment (Figure 4- 4-c).  
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While microalgal enrichment was generally proportional to increasing light intensity for 

reactors R2 and R3 (Figure 4- 4-b,c), highest enrichment conditions occurred with 250 

µmol m-2s-1 irradiances in reactor R1 (Figure 4- 4-a). Amongst the three reactors, reactor 

R2 had the highest chlorophyll a (Figure 4- 3-and b enrichment ratios suggesting a light 

utility amenable for microalgal growth. A decreasing chlorophyll b/VSS trend coupled 

with increasing chlorophyll a/VSS trend suggests enrichment of photosynthetic clades 

without chlorophyll b light-harvesting pigments, such as cyanobacteria.3,78,97 This trend 

was observed in reactor R1 with 100 µmol m-2s-1  (Figure 4- 3-a, Figure 4- 4-a). 

Conversely, a decrease in chlorophyll a/VSS with increasing chlorophyll b/VSS suggests 

a decrease in population of these chlorophyll b deficient microbes. This latter trend was 

magnified in reactor R2 after about day-13 with 250 µmol m-2s-1  and 550 µmol m-2s-1  

light conditions (Figure 4- 3-b, Figure 4- 4-b).  

 

Figure 4- 3: Normalized chlorophyll a concentration (mg-Chl a/ mg-VSS).  (a) Reactor 

R1 (b) Reactor R2 (c) Reactor R3. (PAR equivalent to µmol m-2s-1) 
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Figure 4- 4: Normalized chlorophyll-b concentration (mg-Chl b/mg-VSS). (a) Reactor 

R1 (b) Reactor R2 (c) Reactor R3. (PAR equivalent to µmol m-2s-1). 

 

Phycobilisomes (PBS) form a significant fraction of the light-harvesting moiety in 

cyanobacteria.97,100,101 The concentration of PBS in the bulk biomass describes the 

transient response of this OPGs keystone community 24 to the reactor conditions. 

Reactors R1 and R2 had an average initial normalized phycobilin (PBS/VSS) 

concentration of 0.4 (±0.03) for operation under 100 µmol m-2s-1 and 250 µmol m-2s-1 

light intensities (Figure 4- 5-a, b). In both reactors, operation under 100 µmolm-2s-1 

increased PBS/VSS to average peaks of 0.9 (±0.04). In contrast, 250 µmol m-2s-1 light 

irradiances resulted in a ratio increase by day-9 and decreased by day-20 (Figure 4- 5-a, 

b) for reactor R1 and R2. This was followed by a minimal increase to 0.13 and 0.18 for 

reactor R1 and R2 by day-41. Reactor R3 operation with 100 µmol m-2s-1  had higher 

perturbations of PBS/VSS concentrations with local maxima of  2.2 on day-24 (Figure 4- 

5-a). A trend similar to R1 and R2 was observed in reactor R3 operation but with an 

earlier peak of 0.6 on day-6, and a higher undulation beyond day-15 (Figure 4- 5-c). The 

decreases mirrored by an inverse chlorophyll a and b ratio trends (Figure 4- 3-a, Figure 4- 

4-a) suggests cyanobacterial depopulation.  
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Reactor R1 operation with 550 µmol m-2s-1 photon density resulted in minimal variation 

of PBS/VSS ratio around a mean of 0.05 (±0.02) (Figure 4- 5-a). This light intensity in 

reactor R2 and R3 operations resulted in an increasing trend up to day-20, followed by a 

constant trend to day-41 (Figure 4- 5-b). The corresponding rapid increases in 

chlorophyll a are therefore largely associated with the population of microalgae rather 

than cyanobacteria. Microalgae can foster bio-aggregation forming algal-bacterial 

agglomerations 9,102,102,103 potentially responsible for the increase in modal particle size 

by day-41 (Table 4- 3). The ratio response with both 250 µmol m-2s-1 and 550 µmol m-2s-1 

operations, alludes to limited opportunity for optimizing cyanobacterial enrichment at 

higher light intensities in OPG reactors. Cyanobacteria are photophobic to high light 

intensities.104     

 

Figure 4- 5: Normalized phycobilisomes concentrations (mg-PBS/mg-VSS). (a) Reactor 

R1 (b) Reactor R2 (c) Reactor R3. (PAR= µmolm-2s-1).  

 

The PBPChl-a in reactors R1 and R2 decreased with light intensity (Figure 4- 6-a) while a 

reverse trend was observed in reactor R3. High PBPChl-a mean values were observed in 

reactor R1 and R2 with 100 µmol m-2s-1 and in reactor R3 for operations under 550 µmol 

m-2s-1 (Figure 4- 6-a, Table 4- 4). An increase in the photosynthetic productivity potential 

suggests increasing light utility. Hence, a higher utility was realized for all phototrophs 

(PBPChl-a ) with the lower light operation in reactors R1 and reactor R2, and at higher 
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light for reactor R3 (Figure 4- 6). The deviation of PBPChl-a potential about the mean 

decreased with increasing light intensity for reactors R1 and R2 but increased with light 

for reactor R3 (Figure 4- 6-b). This result alludes to the variability of particle-particle 

interactions and their impact on light utility at different reactor scales.  

 

The PBPPBS for all reactors decreased with increased irradiance from 100 to 250 µmol m-

2s-1 (Figure 4- 6-b, Table 4- 4) and increased at a higher light intensity. The operations 

under 100 µmol m-2s-1 had highest PBPPBS deviations about the mean (Figure 4- 6-b). 

Increased light intensity reduced variability of PBPPBS in all reactors (Figure 4- 6-b). The 

higher variability at low intensity can hence be attributed to limited light-particle 

interaction within reactors inducing fluctuating cyanobacterial growth. The operation of 

reactor R2 with different light intensities had minimal changes in phycobilins 

productivity (Figure 4- 6-b) while the operation of reactors R1 and R3 indicated 

comparable cyanobacteria productivity. This result suggests comparable light utility and 

cyanobacterial growth in these two reactors. 
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Figure 4- 6: Mean photosynthetic biomass production for reactors R1, R2 and R3 under 

different light intensities (PAR= µmol m-2s-1). (a) PBP-chlorophyll-a (b) PBP- 

phycobilin. (●) indicate the mean values (Table 8), (♦) indicate the median values, 

whiskers show the mean ±1 standard deviation, and the boxes are 25 to75 percentiles. 

 

4.4.5 Nutrients removal efficiency 

The OPG nutrient removal occurs via oxidation of organic carbon, nitrification, 

denitrification. 3,21,78 An enhanced phosphorous bioaccumulation similar to agal-bacterial 

aggregates105 potentially occurs in OPGs reactor operation. A decrease in the NRFCOD 

ensued with increasing light intensity for all reactors (Table 4- 4). This decrease in 

tandem with the decreasing phototrophic enrichment, seen with chlorophyll a (Figure 4- 

3) and phycobilins concentration (Figure 4- 5) trends, suggests oxygen deficiency 

requisite for bacterial respiration.3,9 A high net removal ratio for nitrogen (NRFN) resulted 

from operations at 250 µmol m-2s-1  for all reactors with the highest mean value obtained 

in reactor R2 (Table 4- 4). The removal of nitrogen increased with increasing light 

intensity from 100 µmol m-2s-1 to 250 µmol m-2s-1 and decreased with 550 µmol m-2s-1 

light conditions. Strong coherence between microbial growth rates and nutrient uptake 

has been reported.21,22,106 The decreasing chlorophyll and phycobilin’s productivity with 
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light intensity in reactors R1 and R2 (Figure 4- 3, Figure 4- 5) was incongruent to the 

trend of nitrogen removal. This result suggests nitrogen assimilation by microbes and 

denitrification within the OPG reactors.21,22,107  

 

At the highest light intensity removal of nitrogen was highest in reactor R2 (Table 4- 4). 

This suggests that reactor R2 had higher light utility for nitrogen removal compared to 

reactor R3 at high light intensity operations. This result contrasts to the higher 

chlorophyll a productivity observed in reactor R3 with 550 µmol m-2s-1 (Table 4- 4). The 

trend in nitrogen removal for reactor R3 contrasted with the PBPPBS trend (Table 4- 4). 

Nitrogen depletion has been reported as a growth trigger and transforming exponential to 

stationary growth phase for cyanobacterium Cyanothece sp.106 However, a negative 

correlation of phototrophic productivity with nitrogen uptake was observed in all reactors 

(Figure 4- 7). This alludes to the nutrient replete environment during reactor operations. 

 

The NRFp in all reactors increased with light intensity in contrast to the PBPChl-a trend. 

Negative nutrient removal ratios indicate potential nutrients accumulation within the 

reactors while a decrease in nutrient removal with increasing light intensity alludes to 

limited microbial growth.105,108 The positive correlation observed in reactor R3 between 

PBPChl-a: NRFp (Figure 4- 7-a) and negative PBPPBS : NRFp (Figure 4- 7-b) suggests an 

algal mediated phosphorous nutrients removal. A strongly positive correlation was 

observed between both chlorophyll and phycobilin productivities and COD removal rates 

for reactors R1 and R2 (Figure 4- 7). In contrast, the NRFCOD in reactor R3 had a strong 
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negative correlation to chlorophyll productivity and have a weak positive correlation with 

PBPPBS (Figure 4- 7).  

Table 4- 4: Reactor photon utility ratios reported as photosynthetic biomass 

productivities (PBPx) and net removal factors (NRFy). Values shown are the mean for 

each reactor scale and light intensity.  
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Figure 4- 7: The correlation coefficients of each photosynthetic biomass productivity 

with each other and with nutrient removal ratios. Each correlation represents the 

ensemble of light conditions for each reactor.  

 

 

 

4.5 Discussion 

Selection pressures reported to promote granulation 89–91 were induced in reactor 

operation. Moreover, various factors reported to impact phototrophic production such as 

temperature,33,106 photon flux,106,109 nutrient loading 15 were similar for all three reactors. 
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The nutrient replete reactor operation 15 was characterized by an average influent TN of 

24 mg-N/L (±9) and phosphorous concentrations of 1.4 mg-P/L (±1). Operation in 

sequencing batch mode was utilized to induce feast and famine selection pressures 

reported necessary for granulation.89 In addition, the rapid settling phase (10 min) before 

decanting, induced granulation promoting hydraulic selection pressure.90,110  

 

However, mixing induced shear selection pressure, 56,63 was not controlled. Higher 

agitation increases both the frequency of light interaction and shear. As such, the reported 

variation in particle size distribution reflects the shear heterogeneity and light interaction 

effects. Both reactor R2 and R3 had homogenous turnover rates (Table 4- 2). Reactor R1, 

on the other hand, was operated at reported lab-scale OPG reactor operational 

conditions.3 Shear stress can have both aggregating and eroding influences 56,60,89 on 

particles within the OPG reactor. In fluid-solid phase flow systems such as present on 

OPG reactors, particles increase dissipation of turbulence kinetic energy 111 within the 

bulk matrix. This causes excess shear on the particles with a lower limit defined by the 

Kolmogorov length scale.85,86 Particles that are smaller than this scale experience laminar 

conditions112 with viscous dissipation of energy. However, microbial growth can augment 

aggregation and result in larger particle sizes 56,63 with the capacity to withstand the 

fracturing influence of shear forces.112  

 

An increase in larger particle sizes and improving settling (Figure 4- 1) with increasing 

light conditions was observed. Across the three reactors, consistent initial decrease (day-2 

to day-20) in the mean size  (Table 4- 4) was observed at both 100 µmol m-2s-1 and 250 
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µmol m-2s-1 experimental conditions, indicating a shear adaptation period (Table 4- 3). In 

contrast, operation under 550 µmol m-2s-1 had moderate initial increases in the mean size 

for all reactors suggesting enhanced phototrophic amended granulation. This change in 

particle sizes reflects an equilibrium of granular inducing/degrading pressures within 

each reactor micro-environment. The observed increase in the number of larger particle 

sizes, seen with increasing skew (Table 4- 3) also suggests photon pressure enhanced 

microbial aggregation.25 While perpetual photoinhibition occurring under all light 

exposure 113,114 can limit granulation, the size increases suggest the existence of 

intervening factors to aggregation limitations due to high light. These include amended 

light interaction due to particle concentrations, shading 15 and reactor depth 15,65,67 

enhancing granulation.  

 

Biomass concentrations increased with light intensity for all reactors (Figure 4- 2). For 

reactor R1, shallower depths (Table 4- 1) led to higher light interactions promoting rapid 

biomass growth (Figure 4- 2), and hence higher biomass concentrations. A decline in 

biomass concentrations was observed with 250-550 µmol m-2s-1 at the later stages of 

operation in reactor R1 and R2 and with all light conditions in reactor R3 (Figure 4- 2). 

This decrease can be related to stagnating and declining chlorophyll concentrations in the 

same period (Figure 4- 3, Figure 4- 4). This decline can be ascribed to photon stress 

present with high irradiances inhibiting microbial photoactivity. 29,31,106 Equally, 

increasing biomass concentrations due to higher light interaction can increase light 

attenuation limiting light penetration and diminishing photosynthetic production.67 This 

attenuation can be exacerbated by smaller particle sizes such as free-floating microalgae 
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seen with persistent increases on chlorophyll b (Figure 4- 4) concentrations. The 

observed decreases in biomass concentrations, therefore, more likely reflect light-limited 

conditions in reactors. In reactor R3, a steady increase in biomass concentration was 

observed with high light intensity (Figure 4- 2). This increase seen with increasing 

chlorophyll concentrations (Figure 4- 3, Figure 4- 4) allude to a light profile promoting 

photosynthetic growth and delayed photolimitation potentially due to higher volume 

(Table 4- 1). 

 

At each light intensity, reactor R2 exhibited higher PBPChl-a compared to reactor R1 

(Table 4- 4), indicating higher photon yields. Further, the PBPChl-a decreased within 

reactor R1 and R2 with increasing light intensity (Table 4- 4). The concentration of 

Chlorophyll a pigments has been reported to be inversely correlated to increasing light 

intensity.98 The PBPPBS in R1 was higher compared to reactor R2 at each light intensity 

(Table 4- 4). The different trends of PBPChl-a and PBPPBS with reactor size can be ascribed 

to variable light utility within reactors R1 and R2 promoting the growth of different 

phototrophic microbes. Reactor R1 experienced a higher PBPChl-a decrease (86%) 

compared to reactor R2 (79%) between 100 µmol m-2s-1 and 550 µmol m-2s-1 photon flux 

densities Photon stress resulting from shorter optical paths and lower light attenuation in 

shallow depth 67,115 could account for a higher decrease in PBPChl-a in reactor R1.  

 

Moreover, the decrease may be a legacy of higher exposure frequency in reactor R1 (16 

sec) compared to R2 (22 sec) (Table 4- 2). Photoinhibition occurs under all light 

intensities,114 but at lower rates in the photosynthetic light-limited region.29 The light-
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harvesting moiety in reactor R1 would be exposed to higher photon flux compared to 

deeper reactors R2 and R3, accounting for the lower PBPChl-a in reactor R1. In addition, 

the decrease in mean phycobilin productivity for reactors R1 and R2 with increasing light 

intensity to 250 µmol m-2s-1 suggests operational conditions inhibiting the growth of 

cyanobacteria species.97,104 The higher PBPPBS in reactor R1 compared to reactor R2 

(Table 4- 4) on the other hand, can be ascribed to higher biomass concentrations (Figure 

4- 2) increasing light attenuation.65,67 This, in turn, creates low light conditions ideal for 

the growth of photophobic cyanobacteria.104  

 

A higher light attenuation due to depth is expected in reactor R3, compared to reactor R2, 

resulting in lower light interactions and biomass concentrations (Figure 4- 2-c) despite 

analogous exposure frequency (Table 4- 2). The PBPChl-a in reactor R3 increased with 

light intensity from 100 µmol m-2s-1 to 550 µmol m-2s-1 photon flux, a trend contrary to 

that in reactor R2. The theoretical reactor turnover frequency used to determine the 

reactor mixing intensity (Table 4- 2) assumes a 95% reactor homogeneity 81,83 with the 

reactor surface as a reference frame. However, light penetration occurs beyond this 

reference frame and attenuates exponentially subject to turbidity and depth, per the Beer-

Lamberts law.67 This results in the uneven distribution of light in reactors with increasing 

depth and biomass concentration. The observed variability in biomass concentrations for 

reactor R3 (Figure 4- 2-c), could be due to this fluctuating interaction. Moreover, reactor 

R3 exhibited higher chlorophyll a photon yields compared to reactor R2 with operation at 

250 µmol m-2s-1 and 550 µmol m-2s-1 light conditions. This increase of PBPChl-a in reactor 

R3 compared to other reactors indicate the superior utility of light for photosynthetic 
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function even with a comparable turnover rate to shallower reactor R2 (Table 4- 2). The 

sustained increase in PBPChl-a even at highest light intensities suggest a beneficial 

influence of depth on light interaction in reactor R3 for photosynthetic production. 

 

Additionally, the PBPPBS in reactor R3 decreased with irradiance from 100 to 250 µmol 

m-2s-1  and increased with 550 µmol m-2s-1 (Table 4- 4). The PBPPBS trend suggests 

optimal light conditions for cyanobacteria growth at 100 µmol m-2s-1. The low biomass 

concentration in reactor R3 (Figure 4- 2) resulting in lower light attenuation suggests 

potential photon stress at higher irradiances limiting cyanobacterial enrichment. The 

greater depth and low light conditions within reactor R3 resulted in the highest PBPPBS 

productivity at 100 µmol m-2s-1, among the three reactors (Table 4- 4). Nonetheless, the 

PBPPBS trend in reactor R3 had a strong negative correlation to PBPChl-a (-0.80) (Figure 4- 

7) alluding to the different light adaptations of microalgae and cyanobacteria.29,34 

Photophobic cyanobacteria 104 utilize phycobilisomes to facilitate light harvesting at low 

light intensities and constitute on average 50% of their light-harvesting capacity.116,117 

The negative correlation can also be attributed to the contrasting trend of microalgal 

enrichment seen with the persistent increase of chlorophyll b (Figure 4- 4-c) in deeper 

reactor R3 compared to other reactors.  

 

A decrease in the NRFsCOD was observed with increasing light intensity for all reactors. 

On the other hand, the NRFN increased with light intensity from 100 µmol m-2s-1 to 250 

µmol m-2s-1 and decreased at 550 µmol m-2s-1 for all reactors. One hypothesis for the 

reduced nutrient removal efficiency of COD and TDN at higher light intensities is the 
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effect of reactor depth and self-shading within reactors limiting light-dependent oxygen 

generation.15 Moreover, higher particle concentrations (Figure 4- 2) and sizes (Table 4- 3) 

observed at high irradiance impacts light interaction.66,67 The lowest NRFCOD values 

recorded in reactor R3 indicates the highest light limitation, which is consistent with 

depth dependence of light decay.66,67 While mixing is applied to mitigate these impacts 

within the reactor,9,15 the fluid flow streamlines affecting particle interaction vary with 

reactor size. Consequently, despite homogenous reactor turnover rates between reactors 

R2 and R3, OPG granules in deeper sections of the reactor R3 experience reduced light 

due to reduced penetration.15 Moreover, the longer light-dark pathways achieved with 

axial flow in deeper reactors promote recovery of induced photoinhibition at higher light 

intensities.29,31 This could account for the higher photosynthetic biomass productivities in 

reactors R2 and reactor R3 with increased light compared to fully light penetrated reactor 

R1 (Table 4- 4). 

 

Achieving OPG rector operation at large scale can result in significant benefits for 

wastewater treatment due to their self-aerating potential among other granular 

incentives.1,9,15 However, achieving this scale enterprise relies on optimizing light utility 

within the reactor, beyond the provision of net photon flux.15 Increasing light intensity at 

larger reactor scales (Reactor R2 and R3) did not result in increased removal of organics 

(NRFCOD). NRFN was higher at lower intensities to 250 µmol m-2s-1 while NRFP increased 

with operational photon flux. Reactor R3 showed differing nutrient removal factors 

compared to reactor R2 and R1, which had similar trends. Low light is reported to be 

beneficial to higher nutrients removal in mixed cultures but reduces organic carbon 
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(NRFCOD) exploitation under high light.8 The photosynthetic biomass productivity in 

reactor R1 and R2 had consistent trends (Table 4- 4). However, reactor R3 PBP showed 

variable trends with increasing light intensity, suggesting that environmental conditions 

within reactors, induce microbial selection. This variable productivity and nutrient 

removal can be attributed to impacts of (1) reactor depth (2) particle sizes and 

concentrations and their impact on OPGs light interactions. The frequency of exposure in 

turn impacts treatment efficiencies due to light utility within the reactor. These 

differences can be imputed to the variable light interactions with reactor depth, and self-

shading effects resulting in different light utility within the reactor. Consequently, OPG 

scaling up efforts are non-linear and must be tailored to each reactor size within the 

saturation and wastewater treatment standard limits. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF OXYGENIC PHOTOGRANULES 

5.1 Abstract 

This study investigated the hydrodynamic properties of oxygenic photogranules (OPGs) 

generated in a sequencing batch reactor treating wastewater. In addition, we present the 

properties of OPGs cultivated under hydrostatic conditions and used to seed reactors. An 

isopycnic centrifugation procedure was applied to determine the density of granules with 

was on average 1037 kg/m3 and 1050 kg/m3 for the reactor and static OPGs respectively. 

The reactor granules had measured settling velocities in the range of 0.001 m/s, and 0.021 

m/s while static OPGs had higher velocities (0.002 m/s -0.07 m/s). This higher settling 

velocity in larger static granules (0.6 mm-1.4 mm) validates the size effects in free 

settling tests. The average estimated porosity of reactor granules was 88% while that of 

static granules was 96%. The porosity and settling velocities of reactor granules showed a 

general increase with granule size. In contrast, the porosity of the hydrostatically formed 

OPGs showed low correlations with granular size while their settling velocities decreased 

with increasing diameter. The densities of reactor granules also showed negative 

correlations to phototrophic enrichment of the OPG biomass. The granules had high 

estimated permeabilities of 10-5-10-9 for reactor granules and 10-4-10-5 for hydrostatic 

granules which decreased with size. 

 

5.2 Introduction 

 The application of photogranular technology for wastewater treatment is gaining 

widespread interest.1,2 The utility of each granular aggregate as an autonomous reactor in 

which biotransformation ensues gives many operational benefits compared to canonical 
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wastewater treatment systems.2 Compared to other granules, photogranules have the 

added advantage of self-aerating potential negating the need for energy-intensive 

aeration.3 Moreover, microalgal-bacterial aggregates have been reported to have superior 

nutrients removal efficiency with adequate irradiance compared to aerobic sludge 

granules.2  

 

Oxygenic photogranules (OPGs) have recently been investigated and characterized for 

aeration free wastewater treatment.3–8 These photogranules have microbial consortia 

consisting of phototrophic organisms, predominantly motile filamentous cyanobacteria 

and algae,5,9 on their outer surfaces while heterotrophic, nitrifying and denitrifying 

bacteria colonize their inner regions.5,7 An oxygen gradient exists into the granular core, 

due to aerobic conditions at the exterior granular surface and anaerobic or anoxic cores.9 

This stratification results in a spatial functional variation similar to that present in 

biofilms.10–12 The generation of oxygen in OPG reactor operations relies on agitation for 

exposure of photosynthetic microbes to actinic light.3,13 Consequently, to design an 

effective OPG wastewater treatment process, the physical characteristics of the granules, 

including their size, density, permeability and porosity, which affect their hydrodynamic 

behaviour, are requisite.14,15 Reactor operational pressures including agitation,16 light 17,18 

and substrate concentrations can affect granular sizes 2,19–21 and subsequently their 

density 22–24 and function. Moreover, the particles rheology 25,26 continually changes in 

the shear force field of the bulk fluid and with particle-particle interactions. We 

hypothesize that OPGs have varying densities and porosities based on assorted sizes. 
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Characterizing these physical properties can facilitate prediction of OPG movement 

within the reactor to optimize their interactions with light.  

5.3 Materials and methods 

5.3.1 Generation of granules 

An OPG reactor was operated in sequencing batch mode with wastewater feed (primary 

effluent) from the local wastewater treatment plant. The glass reactor had an internal 

diameter of 22.7 cm, a total height of 24 cm and was operated at an 8L working volume. 

The reactor was run in sequential light-dark photoperiods each 3-hour long with a 180 

µmol.m-1.s-1 light intensity for each treatment cycle, giving 4 treatment cycles per day 

and 1-day hydraulic retention time (HRT). The feed and decant time were maintained 

below 0.025 of the total cycle time. Granules were collected and examined on day-95 and 

day-139 of reactor operation. The influent COD was between 75-130 mg/L during the 

first period (day-0 to day-95) and 150-210 mg/L during the second period (day-96 to day-

135). We also examined OPGs generated from activated sludge inoculum by hydrostatic 

incubation 7  from the same wastewater treatment plant. The collected reactor and static 

OPGs were classified into various sizes using sieve analysis (ATSM E-11, ISO 565). The 

wet sieving method 9 involved sequentially passing the reactor granules through sieves 

with openings of  0.1 mm, 0.2 mm, 0.3 mm, 0.5 mm, 0.71 mm 1.0 mm,1.7 mm and 3.36 

mm. Granules retained between intervening sieve sizes were resuspended in DI water and 

constituted different size classes for which subsequent characterization was conducted.  
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Biomass concentrations were evaluated for volatile and total solids fractions according to  

Standard Methods (2540D).27 The photosynthetic chlorophyll pigments were extracted 

and quantified following the standard methods 10200H.27 Additionally, phycobilin 

pigments from OPGs were extracted by centrifuging a 10 ml sample volume at 12000 

rpm for 10 minutes. The pellet was then resuspended in an equal volume of 0.025 M 

phosphate buffer solution (pH 7) followed by homogenization at 11000 rpm (IKA T-18, 

ULTRA-TURRAX) and sonication at 20% strength (M500, Fisher Scientific) for 1 min 

and 3 min, respectively with a heat sink employed during the extraction. The PBS 

solution was then centrifuged for 10 min at 12000 rpm. The supernatant absorbances 

were measured using a spectrophotometer (Genesis 10S UV-VIS ) at 280 nm, 495 nm, 

566 nm, 620 nm, 652 nm, 675 nm, and 750 nm wavelengths. The Bennett and Bogorad 

equations were used to quantify phycobilins concentrations.28,29 

5.3.2 Settling 

For the free settling test, we used a vertically mounted transparent plastic cylinder 2.5 m 

in height and 0.05 m in diameter filled with reactor liquid effluent. Markers were placed 

at 0.25 m from the cylinder top and capped bottom denoting 2 m and 0 m distances, 

respectively. Intermediate distances of  0.5 m were also marked out with an accuracy of 

±0.5 cm. Before the free settling test, each granule from the various size clusters was 

photographed for further image analysis (Image Pro v.10, Media cybernetics). The 

granules were then introduced at the top of the column (2 m), and videos were recorded 

tracking the movement of granules in the column. The videos were then split into frames 
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(VLC-videolan.org) and processed to collect time interval details of granules passing 

each marker between 1.5 m and 0.5 m with an accuracy of ±0.05 sec. 

5.3.3 Density measurement 

The estimation of OPGs density was undertaken using isopycnic centrifugation. A stock 

isotonic solution (SIP) was prepared by diluting a Percoll® Plus commercial product 

with 1.5 M NaCl at 9:1 parts (v/v). The stock solution was further diluted with 0.15 M 

NaCl to achieve 6 discrete density concentrations in the range of 1.0-1.13 g/mL. A 25 mL 

volume of each density concentration was pipetted into separate centrifuge tubes. A 50 

µL volume of density marker beads (Cospheric™) in the target density range was 

introduced into 30 mL centrifuge tubes and centrifuged (Sorvall™ RC 5C plus) at 10000 

rpm, 12000 rpm, 13000 rpm, 15000 rpm and 17000 rpm each for 15 min. Additional 

stock dilutions were also centrifuged for 60 min, 90 min at 13000 rpm and 30 min, 45 

min at 17000 rpm with a fixed angle rotor (Sorvall SA-600) of 340. Calibration curves 

were prepared, and the resulting density values were then confirmed by correlation with 

refractive index measured using a digital refractometer (Hanna Instruments). The height 

of each marker band from the tube bottom was plotted against the density of each band. 

The experiment was conducted at a temperature of 23±1 0C. Optimal stock solution 

dilution (40%) and centrifugation conditions (13000 rpm, 90 min) were selected based on 

the linearity of this density-depth relation and used for density estimations. 

 

Density estimations were undertaken for granule samples harvested from the reactor on 

day-95 and day-139 and sorted by sieve analysis into assorted sizes. Centrifuge tubes 
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with 40% solution of the SIP were centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 90 minutes to create 

continuous density gradients. Dewatered samples of each granule size class were then 

introduced in separate centrifuge tubes and centrifuged for 30 minutes at 500 rpm. A 

separate tube with calibration marker beads was included with each test. The location of 

both granules and marker beads was measured from the bottom of centrifuge tubes within 

the nearest 0.5 mm. Hydrostatically-formed OPGs collected from incubation vials 4,5,7 

and sized using image analysis were similarly characterized for density but with 17000 

rpm centrifugation for 45 min. 

5.3.4 Analytical procedure 

The free settling test of discrete particles in an infinite fluid medium is described by 

Stokesian laws that balance the buoyant and drag forces against the particle weight.30 In 

general, this relation adjusted for particle porosity (e) and permeability can be expressed 

as follows,30–33 

𝑽𝟐 =
𝟒𝒈𝒅𝒐𝒑𝒈(𝝆𝒐𝒑𝒈−𝝆𝒍)(𝟏−𝒆)

𝟑𝝆𝒍𝜴𝑪𝑫
                                       (Eq 5. 1) 

 

We determined the terminal velocity (v) via free settling test and the diameter of granules 

(dopg) by image analysis. The parameters ρopg and ρl are the densities of OPGs and liquid, 

respectively. The flow factor (Ω) describes the flow resistance through the granule body 

and can be calculated for a porous sphere as 33,34 below (Eq 5.2) 

𝜴 =
𝟐𝜷𝟐∗[𝟏−

𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒉 𝜷

𝜷
]

𝟐𝜷𝟐+𝟑[𝟏−
𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒉 𝜷

𝜷
]
                                                       (Eq 5. 2) 

Where β is a normalized particle diameter given by (Eq 5.3), 

𝜷 =
𝒅𝒐𝒑𝒈

𝟐√𝒌
                                                                                        (Eq 5. 3)                                            
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Where k is permeability estimated by the Brinkman model, 32 

𝒌 =
𝒅𝒐𝒑𝒈

𝟐

𝟕𝟐
(𝟑 +

𝟒

𝟏−𝒆
− 𝟑√

𝟖

𝟏−𝒆
− 𝟑)                                                    (Eq 5. 4) 

Finally, the drag coefficient (CD) was estimated using the Masliyah and Polikar 35 

estimation for permeable porous spheres with a Reynolds number of between 7 and 120.  

𝑪𝑫 =
𝟐𝟒𝛀

𝑹𝒆
[𝟏 + 𝟎. 𝟎𝟖𝟓𝟑𝑹𝒆(𝟏.𝟎𝟗𝟑−𝟎.𝟏𝟎𝟓𝒘)]                                         (Eq 5. 5) 

 

Where 𝑤 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑅𝑒, and the Reynolds number, 𝑅𝑒 = 𝜌𝑜𝑝𝑔𝑣𝑑𝑝/𝜇 with µ being the fluid 

viscosity. The solid fraction 1-e was calculated as per (Eq.5-1) by minimizing estimated 

values of porosity (e) using excel 2016 Solver. The Pearson correlation coefficient was 

used to characterize the relation between variables. 

 

5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Settling velocity  

As shown in Figure 5-1, the average settling velocity of reactor OPGs was 0.0086 m/s 

(range: 0.0015 m/s-0.021 m/s) for the 0.3 mm-5.9 mm diameter range particles (n=129). 

The data correspond to Reynolds numbers ranging from 1.3 to 119.  The average settling 

velocity of hydrostatically-formed granules was 0.027 m/s (range: 0.01 m/s-0.05 m/s) 

(Figure 5-2). Moreover, their larger sizes with a diameter in the range of 6 mm-14 mm 

(n=17) resulted in higher Reynolds numbers 151-498. In agreement with Stokes law, a 

general relation of increasing settling velocity with particle sizes was observed for reactor 

granules. In contrast, we observed a general decline in the settling velocity with 

increasing size for static granules (Figure 5-2).  
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Figure 5-1: Settling velocity of reactor OPGs. Error bars show the standard error of the 

measured values. 
 

  

Figure 5-2: Settling velocity of hydrostatically-formed OPGs. Error bars show the 

standard error of the measured values. 
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5.4.2 Isopycnic centrifugation for density measurement 

Higher centrifugation speeds resulted in steeper gradient curves with a lower 

concentration of the standard isotonic Percoll (SIP). The vertical section of the calibration 

curves (Figure 5- 3) was used to model particle density. The  17000 rpm calibration curve 

was split into two segments for static OPGs settling below and above 2cm from the vial 

bottom (Figure 5- 3). 

 

For the reactor granules examined, the average density was 1037 kg/m3 (std. dev 20) with 

a correlation coefficient of -0.62 between size and density (Figure 5- 4) on day 95. The 

particles sizes between 0.1 mm-1 mm had higher densities (mean: 1043 kg/m3) than 

particles >1 mm size (mean: 1022 kg/m3).  The density decreased for day-139 samples 

(Figure 5- 4) to a mean of 991 kg/m3 (std.dev 38) with a Pearson correlation of -0.77 with 

particle diameter. The mean density decreased to 1005 kg/m3 and 953 kg/m3 for particles 

<1 mm and >1 mm, respectively, by day 139. This decrease can be attributed to higher 

strength wastewater during this second operation period. For hydrostatically-formed 

OPGs, three density estimations were conducted. Firstly, granules that settled lower than 

2 cm from the vial bottom had an estimated average density of 1056 kg/m3. Secondly, the 

density of granules that settled at higher isopycnic gradients had an estimated average 

density of 1050 kg/m3 with a range of 1043-1051 kg/m3 and a correlation coefficient of 

0.43 with granule size. Finally, we estimated the density of hydrostatically-formed OPGs 

using Stokes law (unmodified) and the settling velocities. This estimation resulted in an 

average density of 998 kg/m3 (range: 997-999 kg/m3).  
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Figure 5- 3: Calibration curve from Isopycnic centrifugation of density marker beads. 

The exponential model fits for the data are shown (Top) Reactor OPGs, 13000 rpm 

(Middle) Static OPGs at <2cm height, 17000 rpm (Bottom) Static OPGs >2cm height, 

17000 rpm.  
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Figure 5- 4: The density of different sized OPGs (a) Reactor OPGs (b) Static OPGs. Size 

separation was conducted via sieve analysis (ATSM E-11 for size>2.36 and ISO 565 for 

all smaller sizes). Error bars show the standard error of estimated values. 
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porosities between 78% and 94% with an average of 88% (Figure 5- 5) while that of 

static granules was on average 96%. The estimated permeability (Equation 5.4) decreased 

with size 22 and was higher for hydrostatic OPGs (Figure 5- 6)  

 

Figure 5- 5: Estimated porosities of different OPG sizes. (a) Reactor OPGs (b) Static 

OPGs. Dotted lines show the corresponding linear regression fit to the data. 
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Figure 5- 6: Estimated permeability for different OPG sizes. (a) Reactor OPGs (b) Static 

OPGs. Dotted lines show the corresponding linear regression fit to the data 
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The decrease reflects a lack of biomass of that size class in the day-139 grab samples and 

is attributable to OPG growth into larger sizes and granular fracture into smaller sizes. 

Moreover, poor settlability alluded to by lower densities on day-139 (Figure 5- 4) could 

also result in granular removal with effluent during reactor operation. The changes in 

density between day-95 and day-139 samples had a negative correlation with both 

biomass mass fractions with an average of -0.64 for both sampling periods.  

 

Figure 5- 7: The percentage change in biomass fraction concentrations between sampling 

day 95 and day 139 for different OPG size classes. The y-axis shows the upper bound of 

the size class. 
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concentrations for day-95 and day-139 samples was higher for chlorophyll b (-0.51) than 

chlorophyll a (-0.39) and chlorophyll c (-0.34). This correlation with density changes 

between the two sampling periods was on average, -0.42 for all chlorophylls and -0.49 

for phycobilin. 

 

 

Figure 5- 8: Percentage change in photosynthetic pigments concentration in the granules 

of different sizes classes between sampling day-95 and day-139. (a) Chlorophyll 

pigments, (b) Phycobilin pigments. The y-axis shows the upper bound of the size class. 
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5.5 Discussion  

The physical and hydrodynamic properties of granules impact their effectiveness in 

wastewater treatment applications. Primarily, the lure of a granular system is their better 

solids settleability, which improves separation from the bulk liquid.3,6,36 In addition, 

photogranules require minimal agitation due to their self-aerating potential 1–3 compared 

to the activated sludge processes which rely on mechanical addition of oxygen.37–39 

Better settlability of granules results in better biomass retention and reduced footprint 

compared to activated sludge while granules and are also more tolerant to shock 

loadings.40 The closely commingled morphology comprising various microbes embedded 

in an extracellular polymeric matrix 7 alters their density relative to the bulk fluid 41 and 

changes with granular growth.   

 

The effectiveness of any agitation process with respect to particle suspension depends on 

the particle density.14,42 The density of sampled reactor OPGs was found to be in the 

range of 943 kg/m3 to 1050 kg/m3 (Figure 5- 4). The estimated mean density of OPGs 

(1014 kg/m3 ) was slightly lower than values reported for activated sludge 30,43,44 of 1038-

1070 kg/m3, and 1037-1049 kg/m3  for aerobic granules.33 Moreover, the porosity (78%-

94%)  (Figure 5- 5) and settling velocities (0.003 m/s-0.021 m/s) (Figure 5-2) for OPGs 

were also different to those reported for aerobic granules of  65%-90% and 0.02 m/s-0.07 

m/s respectively.33,41 Hydrostatically-formed OPGs, on the other hand, had settling 

velocities of 0.02 m/s-0.05 m/s comparable to those of aerobic sludge granules and higher 

porosities of 94-97%.  The similarity of OPG density to that of water eases their 
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suspension in liquid by agitation. Moreover, while their higher densities are amenable to 

Stokesian settling, their granular morphologies allude to dominant discrete settling 

mechanics.23,45 In addition, their larger sizes result in higher terminal settling velocities 

compared to smaller activated sludge flocs.33 In reactor operation, granules of lower 

density can also be entrapped in flocculant settling biomass. The settling velocities 

increased with size for reactor granules but decreased with size for static OPGs. The 

irregularity (sphericity <1) of static OPGs induces higher hydraulic resistance in a 

Newtons flow regime 46 increasing hydraulic resistance 24 and lowering settling 

velocities.  

 

Microalgae have both chlorophylls a and b in their light-harvesting moiety 47 while 

cyanobacteria have chlorophyll a and phycobilin accessory pigments.47–49 The 

concentration of light-harvesting pigments in the OPG photosynthetic clades 5,8 increased 

over time for most sizes of reactor granules. A higher relative increase in chlorophyll b 

pigments for size class 0.1 mm-0.2 mm and 1.7 mm-3.36 mm suggest predominant algal 

enrichment between the two sampling days (Figure 5-7-a). Additionally, a relative 

increase in phycobilin concentrations was observed, suggesting cyanobacterial 

enrichment with growth in all granular sizes between days 95-139 (Figure 5-7-b). This 

increase in phycobilin concentrations was highest for the 0.71 mm- 1 mm size class 

(Figure 5-7-b). The 1 mm-1.7 mm size class was also characterized by a higher increase 

in chlorophyll a concentration compared to chlorophyll b (Figure 5-7-a), suggesting an 

increase of cyanobacterial population. Similar cyanobacteria dominated increase has been 

reported for OPG granules of between 0.5-1 mm diameter.9 Moreover, a persistent 
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increase in phycobilin was reported for OPG diameters up to 2.5 mm and decreased in 

larger sized granules.9  A relative decrease in chlorophyll c over the two sampling days 

(Figure 5- 8) was also observed for most granule sizes (Figure 5-7-a). This accessory 

light-harvesting pigment is associated with diatoms,50 and its decrease could indicate loss 

of diatoms from the OPG biomass.9 

 

The changes in granule density for different size classes of reactor OPGs showed 

negative correlations with the changes in concentrations of biomass and pigments 

between the two sampling periods. This relation suggests that phototrophic enrichment 

and related size increases can result in lower OPG densities and can be related to the 

increase of granular porosities with larger OPG size (Figure 5-5). Motile filamentous 

cyanobacteria, essential for OPG development,5,7 excrete extracellular polymeric 

substances (EPS) in tubular sheaths.7 This EPS is composed of polysaccharides, proteins, 

nucleic acids and lipids 10,51–53 and can amend physical properties of microbial structures 

including density and porosity.53 Increasing granule size can induce phototaxis to allow 

microbes to move to locations with optimal light 54 within the granule.  

 

For OPGs, agitation provides particulate suspension 55 for interaction with a light source 

in addition to substrate distribution within the reactor. The resulting particle-particle 

interactions and OPG dynamic behaviour relative to the bulk fluid is influenced by their 

physical characteristics.24,56 The use of isopycnic density measurements lends to easy 

estimation of these hydrodynamic characteristics despite assumptions made in the 

estimation of porosity using equation 5.1.30,44 The high estimated permeability and 
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porosity comparable to that of pervious inorganic materials 57 suggests the existence of 

substrate advective 31,58,59 and diffusive mass transfers into the granular structure.33,60 

Oxygen liberated from the oxidation of water via photosynthesis is transferred into the 

core while carbon dioxide from bacterial respiration diffuses towards the granular 

surface.1–3 The flow of bulk fluid through the permeable OPG structure 34,59 transfers 

substrates dissolved in wastewater and reduces the hydraulic resistance during suspension 

within the reactor.24 The dry solid density of the granules was not determined but would 

constitute an upper limit of OPGs density.31 The density determined can, however, be 

applied in dynamic models detailing the movement of granules relative to each other and 

the bulk fluid. These models provide correlations of agitation speeds to rates of granular 

transition within reactors and can be used to predict frequency of exposure to light zones. 

This is essential in optimizing the interaction of OPGs with light within reactors to 

maintain treatment efficacy.
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